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PREFACE

This document, Volume III of IV, contains the Manned Spacecraft Center's

technical data on Systems for the Earth Orbital Manned Space Station

Study. The data is concerned with electrical power, environmental con-

trol/life support, instrumentation_ communications, and cryogenic storage

systems. A discussion of the system requirements for a Mars Mission is

also included in some of the sections. This data is submitted in response

to a NASA Headquarters' initiated study which includes requirements data

from Langley Research Center, and experiment integration data from

Marshall Space Flight Center. The complete integrated study will include
the data from all three Centers.

The contributions of the various organizations within the Manned Space-

craft Center are acknowledged at the beginning of each section. Some of

the data within these sections may differ slightly from the summary docu-

ment since the summary presents the technical data in an integrated form.

Any design philosophy presented in this volume represents the judgement of

the contributing organization and has not necessarily been approved for

the final study.
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I. 0 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

i. i GENERAL BACKGROUND

A critical constraint on manned spaceflight duration is adequate

electrical power. The Apollo power generation subsystem_ designed for

a 14-day duration, can be extended to about 1 month when operated in a

p0wered-down condition. Beyond a month duration, major modification and

system redesign would be required. As manned spaceflight mission plan-

ning moves from the 2- to 4-week duration regime into the 2- to 5-year

regime, energy requirements increase from the order of l0 2 kW-hr to the

order of l05 kW-hr. Even with resupply of expendables and conversion

units, chemical systems are prohibitively heavy. Solar and nuclear

energy sources with their associated conversion devices remain to be

traded-off and analyzed for optimum system selection.

An extensive effort has been initiated by NASA Headquarters to

assist in further definition of this country's role in space exploration.

As part of the Manned Spacecraft Center's participation in this defini-

tion effort, an electrical power system study has been requested. This

study, parametric in nature, is in response to and in support of the

above request. Since no firm spacecraft configurations have been estab-

lished at the time of this study, the power systems selected for consid-

eration are integrated in reference vehicle configurations to provide a

basis for comparison.

In addition to a treatment of physical characteristics such as life,

performance, weight, and volume, the study hopefully increases its use-

fulness by including consideration of areas such as cost, availability,

and maximum utilization. Moreover, further objectives of the study are

to point out specific areas that should be treated in a more detailed

study and to define critical areas requiring early initiation of tech-

nology development programs.

1.2 GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES

The general study objectives, in order of priority, were as follows:

a. Evolve and select power systems for the _C-selected space

station mission combinations.
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b. Assess these systems for the MSC-selected Mars Flyby Interplan-
etary Mission; if necessary, evolve different systems and then evaluate
their applicability to the the samespace stations.

c. Ascertain use of precursor missions for flight tests.

The study guidelines for space station power were as follows:

a. Provide system capabilities to afford accomplishment of multiple
mission objectives.

b. Maximumindependence of earth support.

c. Simplicity of design.

d. No orbital assembly.

Within a, it was require@ that the mission objectives include:
(i) conducting fundamental zero and partial gravity research, (2) con-
ducting Earth-oriented remote sensing, (3) conducting astronomical
scientific observations, and (4) supporting interplanetary research and
development. Within b, the objectives were: (i) minimumlogistics
support; (2) accommodationof onboard emergencies, including functional
facility failures; (3) subsystems redundancy and maintainability -- with-
in reasonable limits; (4) onboard control of routine operations; and
(5) logistics support consistent with crew duty cycles. Within c, the
requirements were: (i) trade lower cost for higher weight and less
sophistication, (2) use large design margins to maximize lifetime and
reduce ground testing and documentation, and (3) minimize subsystem
integration/interdependency. Guideline d contained no detailed require-
ments, but was considered sufficient within itself and with reason
applied to any given situation.

No guidelines were given for the Mars Flyby Mission, but the guide-
lines given for the space station were considered to be sufficiently
broad to include the necessary power system requirements.

Specific groundrules for the study are given in table i-i. Fig-
ures i-I through 1-6 are the associated spacecraft configurations. As
will be noted, mission modules -- called "cans" -- and basic 5 kWepower
levels or combinations thereof are used wherever possible. This is, of
course, to provide a basic independent building block for mission/con-
figuration flexibility. Using various mission combinations, the four
primary configurations cover the spectrum of candidate methods of system
utilization.
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i. 3 BACKGROUND FOR DETAIL DATA

Due to the number of spacecraft configurations and the range of

power requirements it was necessary to investigate candidate power

systems on a parametric basis. The guidelines and groundrules dictated

modularization and standardization wherever possible -- utilizing mission

modules (cans), as given by the study configurations, for added mission

flexibility. Because of the system need date constraints and to minimize

technical risk and development cost, existing power system concepts were
used.

i. 4 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

The specific objectives and approach were as follows:

a. Develop energy source and conversion device technology charts

that show the attainable state-of-the art based on reasonable programs.

b. Assimilate these data and select the candidate system concepts

for each mission/configuration.

c. Formulate the system concepts in detail.

d. Formulate schedules and costs.

e. Present development problems and advantages/disadvantages.

f. Assimilate all data and evaluate.

g. Select prime and alternate systems.

h. General:

(i) Technology used shall be based on the system launch-need

date.

(2) Design philosophy: modularize where possible.

(3) Shield reasonably, but basically to man, not experiments.
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The power requirements for this study were based on continuous basic
power levels as determined by crew size, plus peaking power profiles
representative of Earth orbital andMars flyby mission duty cycles.

Figure 1-7 showsthe reference continuous power levels as a function
of crew size.

The logic for combining these continuous base levels with appropri-
ate peaking profiles for the nominal 5, iO, and 15 kWedesign points
desired for modular system design is shown in figure 1.8. A mission
average power level of 5 kWetypically consists of a 4. 3 kWeminimumcon-
tinuous load with sustained peaks up to 6 kWeand spikes up to 9 kWe. The
continuous base and peak levels are also shown in figure 1.8 for the lO-
and 15-kWedesign points. Referring to figure 1.7 it maybe seen that
crew sizes of 3, 12, and 24 correspond to the 5, i0, and 15 kWeaverage
power levels, respectively.

Figures 1.9 through 1.17 depict the various composite profiles used
for the nominal 5 kWedesign point.

The profile in figure 1.9 used for low altitude (260 n. mi.) Earth
orbital system design, represents a duty cycle typical of Earth-sensing
operations. The broad peaks above the 4. 3 kWecontinuous base level from
hour zero through hour 23 represent housekeeping-type peaks, while the
shorter pulses represent Earth sensor operation in duration and repeat
interval.

Figure l.lOshows the reference power profile for synchronous Earth
orbit system design at the 5 kWedesign point.

The next seven figures indicate the Mars flyby power profiles as
the mission progresses through pre-encounter, encounter, and post-encoun-
ter phases. Encounter was assumedto occur 150 days into the flight.
The short pulses in figures 1.12 and 1.16 represent high-power transmitter
requirements at large Earth-vehicle distances. Not shownon these fig-
ures is the "storm cellar" power requirement, estimated to be 2.5 kWe
for a total of 6 days. This requirement was considered in secondary
systems tradeoffs, using independence from the primary EPSas a major
groundrule for the storm cellar EPS.

1.5 STUDY__ATION

1.5.1 Stat_-of-the-Art Assessment

1.5.1.1 Chemical ener_y storage nomenclature.- The terms primary

andsecondary have been used for years for both energy conversion and
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chemical energy storage systems. The terms generally are accepted as
follows:

a. Primary energy conversion system -- supplies all basic power
needs, including recharging energy for chemical energy storage if so
required.

b. Secondary energy conversion system -- supplies all additional
power needs such as whenthe primary system is _ ;_roducing energy, for
low power/long term peaks, and for high power/short term peaks. System
mayor may not require recharging.

c. Primary chemical energy storage -- normally used for one-time
applications, or at most 5 to 6 charge/discharge cycles.

d. Secondary chemical energy storage -- has capability of being
charged and discharged hundreds, even thousands, of times.

Becauseof the overlap of energy conversion system applications and
nomenclature with those of chemical energy storage, the latter are here-
inafter described as complementary and supplementary. The former is when
chemical energy storage is used in lieu of the primary energy conversion
system -- as Earth dark-side operation with solar cells or whensystems
are shut downfor maintenance. The latter is when chemical energy stor-
age is used for peaking power requirements. Complementaryand supplemen-
tary systems for this study maybe either fuel cells or batteries and be
either rechargeable or unrechargeable.

1.5.1.2 BATTERIESANDFUELCELLS

1.5.1.2.1 Batteries: The mannedspacecraft applications under con-
sideration herein require the use of supplementary and complementary
rechargeable batteries only. These applications include two requirements
in particular: (i) a supplementary battery subsystem to meet repeating
and irregular peak loads and (2) a complementarybattery subsystemto
meet the dark-side loads with an electrical power system utilizing solar
energy.

The specific types of batteries under consideration for the above
applications are nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), silver oxide-cadmium (Ag-Cd),
and silver oxide-zinc (Ag-Zn).

Ni-Cd batteries have been flown in the majority of the satellite
applications to date. Thesebatteries are especially adaptable to the
long duration, high rate applications presented by the low earth orbit
missions. Ni-Cd batteries have an energy density of nominally i0 watt-
hours per pound and a nominal charge discharge watt-hour efficiency, if
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properly charged, of 75 percent. Battery temperature plays an important
part in the amount of overcharge required, because efficiency is a function
of temperature. At 120° F it may be difficult to restore full charge even

with several hundred percent overcharge. At 60 ° F as little as i0 per-

cent overcharge may be all that is necessary.

Figure 1.18 presents data taken on Ni-Cd batteries of various sizes

and depths of discharge (ref. i). The test conditions range from 55-min

charge/35-min discharge (90-min orbit) at 75 ° F battery or cell temperature

to 65-min charge/35-min discharge (lO0-min orbit) at 70 ° F battery or cell

temperature for the illustrated depths of discharge. An additional

example of Ni-Cd battery performance is evident in the TIROS 7 satellite

launched June 19, 1963, and still transmitting. TIROS 7 has a period

of 97.4 minutes and orbit of approximately 340 nautical miles (n. mi.).

The depth of discharge is only about 3 percent, however, TIROS 8_

launched December 21, 1963, in an approximately 390 n. mi. orbit, also

is powered by solar cells and Ni-Cd batteries at 3 percent depth of dis-

charge, and is still transmitting. Other satellites have operated for

similar period durations utilizing Ni-Cd batteries at widely varying

depths of discharge due to the particular orbits and load requirements
of these satellites.

Ag-Cd batteries have an energy density of approximately 23 watt-hours

per pound for vented cells, decreasing to about i0 to 15 watt-hoursper

pound for sealed cells depending on the rate of charge. These batteries

also have a nominal watt-hour charge/discharge efficiency of 75 percent.

The optimum temperature for Ag-Cd batteries has been shown to be around

room temperature as far as performance is concerned. Lower temperature im-

proves life, but degrades performance. The Ag-Cd battery will not accept

charge as rapidly as will the Ni-Cd, which apparently makes the Ag-Cd better

suited for the longer orbit applications. For faster charge rates, the

plate area of this type of battery must be increased. Ag-Cd batteries

have been flown in a number of satellites, primarily because of their

nonmagnetic properties. These satellites include Explorers XlI, XIV, XV,

XVI, XXVI, IMP I, II, III, FR-I, and OGO. Most successful of these

flights has been Explorer XXVI launched December 21, 1964 (perigee

135 n. mi.; apogee 13 980 n. mi.; period 449.7 min) and still transmit-

ting. The depth of discharge varies widely with load requirements from

i0 to i00 percent at less than 86 ° F. The battery has sustained at least

one hundred i00 percent depth of discharge cycles. It is a 5 ampere-hour,

13-cell battery weighing 6.3 pounds. A ground test at the Naval Ammuni-

tion Depot at Crane, Indiana, has a similar battery on a 5-hour charge/

1-hour discharge cycle at 40 percent depth of discharge. This test has

lasted 2 years. The FR-1, a French satellite utilizing Ag-Cd batteries,

may belie the long duration orbit stipulation mentioned previously, as

may the data in figure 1.19 (ref. 1). The FR-1 was launched December 6,

1965, in a 405 n. mi. perigee, 410 n, mi. apogee, 99.9-min orbit. Ag-Cd

batteries (at approximately 9 watt-hours per pound, sealed cells) were



utilized for their nonmagnetic properties. The satellite is currently
still transmitting. The depth of discharge is not known, but probably
varies widely with load requirements. Figure 1-19 represents a compi-
lation of data over the short-duration orbit regime. The data were taken
on 65-min charge/35-min discharge cycles at 70° to 75° F battery temper-
ature.

Ag-Zn batteries, as far as is known, have never been flown in space
in a true rechargeable-battery application. Data from this type of bat-
tery are limited to ground testing, of which figurel-20 (ref.l) is an
example. TheBoeing data were all taken over a 65-min charge/35-min
discharge cycle at 70° F battery/cell temperature. The Inland-Delco data
were taken on a 55-min charge/35-min discharge cycle at 75° F battery
temperature. The energy density for a rechargeable Ag-Zn battery depends
on the cycle life required, and varies from 15 to 50 watt-hours per pound.
Watt-hour charge/discharge efficiency is approximately 75 percent. They
maybe discharged rapidly, but also have limited capability to accept
high rates of charge and cannot tolerate high overcharge rates. As seen
in figure 1-20_ the reported cycle life of the Ag-Zn battery varies over
a wide range with very similar test conditions, and so is somewhatincon-
clusive. Until further information is obtained, the Ag-Zn battery will
not be considered further for this study. Work should be continued in
this area, however, especially for the less-than-lOOO-cycle type appli-
cations, because this battery can offer a significant weight savings
over the Ni-Cd and Ag-Cd battery subsystems.

The Quality Evaluation Laboratory of the U.S. Naval Ammunition Depot
at Crane, Indiana, is performing a battery evaluation program for NASA
under Contract WII,252B. A document entitled "Evaluation Program for
Secondary Spacecraft Cells, SecondAnnual Report of Cycle Life Test" was
published May13, 1966, in which results of the test data were summarized
in a Report Brief (ref. 2). This summaryalong with table B-I and fig-
ures B-l(a) through B-l(g) are included in this study out of the body of the
report, as appendix B, to provide supporting test data. The program
covers a total of approximately 1525 cells and is still in progress.
Results are in general agreement with the data discussed in this section.

1.5.1.2.2 Fuel cells: Fuel cell development has progressed to the
point where a 400-hour life system is now qualified for the Apollo mis-
sions. The fuel cell system which will be used in the Apollo spacecraft
consists of three fuel cell modules, or assemblies, each capable of sup-
plying 563 to 1420 watts of direct-current electrical power at
29 ± 2 volts under normal operation. Each fuel cell assembly (FCA)
weighs approximately 248 pounds with its mount assembly and stands
44 inches high by 22.5 inches in diameter. The normal operating tem-
perature range of the system is 385° to 440° F. The system is designed
to run continuously throughout the mission; that is, no provision is made
for inflight start. Energy density based on the qualification test total
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energy is 1450 watt-hours per pound.1 Efforts are now under way to extend
the design life of the Apollo Bacon-type configuration by replacing the s

molten KOH electrolyte with a KOH/ceria matrix for the purpose of prevent-

ing dendrite growth within the cell which ultimately results in shorting.

The presence of the ceria matrix, however, results in a performance

decrease due to partial obstruction of ionic conduction paths within the

electrolyte. To offset this performance decrease, an improved activation

procedure is used on the hydrogen and oxygen electrodes. Potential energy
2

density for this fuel cell is lO 000 kilowatt-hours per pound.

Since fuel cell life is inversely proportional to temperature, an

increase in life can be obtained by lowering the operating temperature

of the cells, but this can only be done at the expense of a performance

decrease. For some applications, this method may be desirable.

Other types of fuel cell systems are also being developed, one of

which is the capillary asbestos matrix system. Since this fuel cell

operates at a relatively lower temperature (200 ° F) than some of the

others, its potential life capabilities are enhanced over those of other

systems. Operating pressure and electrolyte concentration are also lower

for this system than for other systems. Major problems associated with

development of this system are controls problems such as those with the

electrical monitoring and control subsystem and the water removal system.

Potential energy density for this system is 12 500 kilowatt-hours per

pound of inert fuel cell weight.

1.5.1.3 Solar cells.- Table 1-2 gives general solar cell technology

as a function of calendar year. The efficiency extrapolations are based

on normal productionimprovements and execution of present applied re-

search plans of and by other Government agencies. Improvement of cell

temperature capability is not planned and is not considered necessary.

Of the cell sizes considered, a cell size of 2 by 2 centimeters is

preferred for several reasons, as follows:

a. A slightly higher packaging density can be achieved because the

gap that is between two 1 by 2 centimeter cells is eliminated.

b. A savings in the purchase and installation cost can be realized.

The 2 by 2 centimeter cells cost only 50 percent more than 1 by 2 centi-

meter cells, yet produce lOO percent more power. Installation costs will

be lower since only half as many cells must be handled.

Based on fuel cell inert weight only.

_ased on fuel cell inert weight only.
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c. The 3 by 3 centimeter cells are not yet available in large
quantities and will probably not be available in the quantities nequired
for at least 2 years.

Depending on availability trends, the wrap-around (also called back-
connected) cell is preferred for the systems under consideration. Not
only is assembly greatly simplified, but the wrap-around cells have 5 per-
cent more active cell area than the present standard front-connected
cells. The conventional cell of today is typically 0.Ol3-inch thick.
Figure 1.21 illustrates the relative performance of cells of various
thicknesses. Cell efficiency decreases rapidly with cell thicknesses less
than 0.012 inch. If weight is of primary importance, the power-to-weight
ratio is a maximumat 0.008 inch. However, the 0.O08-ineh thick cells
are not available in the quantities required and may not be for a number
of years. Hence, the conventional O.Ol3-inch cell was selected for the
solar cell system described herein.

The depth of this study does not permit final selection of a solar
cell panel substrate material to be made. Most paddle-type solar cell
arrays flown to date have used aluminumhoneycombof various thicknesses.
However, the fiberglass honeycombstructures have demonstrated an improve-
ment in strength-to-weight ratios. The thermal conductance properties
are not as favorable as the aluminumhoneycomb,although this is not con-
sidered to be a large problem. Therefore, the weight calculations per-
formed in this study were all based on fiberglass honeycombsubstrates.

The Boeing fiberglass-tape array substrate concept, although light-
weight, is relatively fragile. The ability of this substrate to withstand
the dynamic stresses of the launch and docking environment is questionable.
Further investigation of this area is necessary before a final decision
concerning the substrate material can be made.

The flexible, Teflon-impregnated substrate requires external support-
ing members,possesses good thermal characteristics, and requires no
coatings for thermal control. However, the use of this substrate is
limited to concepts that are unfurlable, due to its high flexibility and
need for external support.

The thickness and, therefore, weight of cover glass used on solar
cells dependsprimarily on the radiation environment to be encountered.
The value given in the technology chart serves as an example of typical
specific weight for a conventional cover glass thickness.

The rigid-panel deployment system technology is generally available.
Flights such as the Pegasus satellite and certain classified Air Force
flights have successfully deployed areas up to 1500 ft 2. With appropriate
funding, the 1966level of technology can be utilized as a basis, along
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with experimental ground and flight data, to provide a good engineering
design of the rigid-panel deployment system along with substantiating
hardware.

The Hughesunfurlable concept is presently being evaluated under Air
Force contract. To date, the concept has not been flight-tested or
qualified. However, present results indicate that the concept is feasible
for certain missions where retractable arrays are necessary. Based on
the present level of effort, sufficient engineering data for this system
should be available to proceed with development of this concept on a
large scale (greater than lO00 ft 2) by late 1967 or early 1968.

Orientation systems for large solar cell arrays have been designed,
but have not, to date, been flown due to a lack of requirements. However,
the orientation system design does not appear to present any major prob-
lems.

i. 5. I. 4 THEEMOELECTRICS

1.5.1.4.1 General: Thermoelectric power generators are attractive
devices due to their inherent reliability and simplicity. The attractive-
ness is impaired by the basic inefficiency of actual flight configured
devices when comparedto more conventional heat engines. All radioiso-
tope fueled thermoelectric devices flown to date have utilized lead tellu-
ride, a moderate-temperature material. Since the first thermoelectric
generator was flown in 1960, improvementshave been sought in existing
lead telluride couples, as well as advanced concepts.

Improvements in the lead telluride couples have been shownin sys-
tems where higher hot junction temperatures on the order of 1125° F have
been used for long duration missions. The increase in operating tempera-
ture, while minimizing couple degradation, has allowed systems to be de-
signed which have reasonable efficiency, about 5 percent, but still can
reject heat at 400° F or higher. The net effect has been to reduce
system radiator area with the sameefficiency.

Advancedconcepts emphasizeefficiency gains with higher tempera-
ture materials. As shownin figure 1.22 silicon germaniumis an attrac-
tive material with a capability of being used at temperatures as high as
1800° F. Additional gains are expected when segmentedor cascadedmodules
of SiGe and PbTe are perfected. These advanced thermoelectric concepts
were not given extensive consideration in this study. The utilization
of these concepts ispredicated on obtaining a successful development of
a high temperature fuel capsule and other high temperature auxiliaries.
The potential benefit of using these advanced concepts is higher effi-
ciency; however, little information is available on usable componentsor
couples which give assurance that these efficiency benefits are worth
the system development risk.
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In figure 1.22 is shownthe obtainable efficiency at commonaverage
cold junction temperatures for candidate thermoelectric concepts. This
figure showsthat no efficiency gain is evident in going to elevated fuel
clad temperatures (as high as 1800° F). Whengoing to these elevated
temperatures, the technological limit is not the thermoelectric materials.
Considerable data exist showing thermoelectric couple and converter
performance over long periods of time in vario_ environments. The sup-
port technologies of fuel capsules, insulations, _ liquid metals become
the present limits. For the purpose of this study, _f_rence designs
were considered: one lead telluride system utilizing only _t_,--of-tb_-
art technologies and the other based on the SiGe compact converter which
requires extensive developments in the areas of (i) fuel capsule, (2) in-
sulations, and (3) liquid metal loops and pumps.

1.5.1.4.2 Concepts: The SiGe compact converter is presently being
developed by RCAfor the AECunder Contract AT(30-I)-3582. The RCAcom-
pact converter submoduleconsists of a closely packed array of rectangular
thermoelectric elements metallurgically bonded between hot and cold NaK
containment channels. SiGe pellets are arranged in three rows of 12 on
each side of the hot NaKchannel for a total of 72 elements. The addi-
tion of a coolant channel on the cold side of each row of pellets results
in a total of five layers for each converter submodule. The individual
pellets in the three rows on each side of the hot channel are connected
in parallelto minimize the effects of open circuit failure. Submodules
so arranged can then be connected in series-parallel combinations to meet
load requirements.

The tubular PbTe compact converter design is under development by
Westinghouse for the AECunder Contract AT(30-I)-3584. Each thermoelec-
tric module consists of a stack of n- and p-type PbTe washers designed to
give a designated voltage, for example, 14 V at matched load, at speci-
fied operating conditions. Therefore, this converter differs from other
designs both in geometry and in the high voltage obtained from the basic
module. The initial system design uses converter modules that consist
of four tubular modules hydraulically connected in parallel and electri-
cally connected in a series and/or parallel arrangement to provide the
required system voltage. The basic converter module is approximately
i0 inches wide by 23 inches long by 2.5 inches high, and the converter
module weight is about 210 pounds.

Although the pellet-type PbTe converter is not under active develop-
ment in the mechanical arrangement required for this application, it does
utilize existing thermoelectric technology. The preliminary analysis of
such a converter was performed by the Westinghouse Aerospace Electrical
Division (WAED)by using technology that has been applied to other systems.
The configuration adopted for this study consists of flat rectangular
arrays of couples, hermetically sealed, and sandwichedbetween NaKcoolant
channels.
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1.5.1.4.3 Thermoelectric converter degradation: The principal fail-
ure modeof thermoelectric converters is not an abrupt failure, but degrad-
ation of material properties and/or interfacial resistances.

Although the PbTe tubular modules consist of many series elements,
these elements have never been observed to suffer open circuit failure
amongthe more than 3000 modulesbuilt to date. This performance is
attributed to positive pressures that are maintained over relatively
large contact areas. In other types of d@sign_the paralleling of indi-
vidual elements is also possible to minimize the effects of open circuit.
The short circuit failure modeanalysis of compact generators has not
been completed, but the use of design features to prevent shorting appears
feasible.

All the thermoelectric systems suffer somedegree of degradation
in output. The data for the predicted degradation of the compactand
direct-radiating systems are presented in figure 1.23.

The data for the PbTepellet compact converter are representative
of tests that have been conducted with small systems for periods as long
as 23 000 hours. Similarly, someof the SiGe direct-radiating material
data are based on tests lasting about 20 000 hours.

Long-term operating data appropriate to the current module designs
are not available for either the PbTe or the SiGe compact converters.
The RCAprediction is based on data similar to that developed for the
direct-radiating converter. The PbTe compactprediction is based pri-
marily on existing low-temperature (iO00° F) performance data with allow-
ance for increased degradation at higher operating ten_eratures.

1.5.1.5 Closed cycle dynamic power conversion.- Closed cycle dyna-

mic conversion space power systems of several different types and capa-

bilities are currently receiving interest and support by NASA and other

government agencies. This interest stems primarily from the vast amount

of experience with rotating machinery for terrestrial application and

from the potentially high specific power of these systems. Energy sources

for these systems, primarily solar concentrators and nuclear sources,

have also received considerable development support.

Table 1.3 lists the promising dynamic conversion system concepts

investigated to date and shows an assessment of their applicability to

the planned space station and Mars flyby missions. A brief discussion

of each of the systems listed in table 1.3 follows.

The SNAP-2 system is a 3 kWe nuclear reactor-powered Rankine-cycle

system employing mercury as the working fluid. Development of the system

was initiated by the AEC in 1958. Atomics International is contractor

for the reactor (SNAP-2 reactor) and overall system with Thompson-Ramo-

Wool_ridgeas_th_. subcontractor for the power c0nversion system. The
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objectives of the SNAP-2program were-to develop, qualifY, and flight
test a 3 kWenuclear auxiliary power unit for space application.

The power conversion system development program has undergone sev-
eral redirections since its beginning. In i964 the program was reoriented
from system development to componentdevelopment. Since initiation of
the program, more than 30 000 test hours have been accumulated on essen-
tially six different turboalternator designs. Individual units have been
operated for 2500 to over 4000 hours. The design power level of the lat-
est turboalternator model (CRUV) is 4.1 kWeat about 6 percent efficiency.

The basic power conversion system is capable of operating in conjunc-
tion with a radioisotope heat source. The only major item which would
require newdesign and development would be the mercury boiler. For an
isotope system, the boiler would be constructed integral with the heat
source, thereby eliminating a liquid metal loop and separate boiler as
used with the SNAP-2reactor system.

To achieve the high power levels of the missions under study, multi-
ple SNAP-2conversion units would have to be coupled to a reactor of high
power output such as the SNAP-8reactor.

The SNAP-8system is a 35 kWenuclear-reactor powered Rankine cycle
system employing mercury as the working fluid. The SNAP-8dynamic power
generating system is similar to the SNAP-2system, but employs an indi-
rect heat rejection system (condenser heat exchanger) and an organic
fluid bearing lubricate. The SNAP-2system utilizes the system working
fluid (mercury) as the bearing lubricate.

Aerojet General was awarded a NASALewis Research Center contract
for development of the SNAP-8power conversion system in 1959. "Atomics
International is the prime AECcontractor for the SNAP-8reactor. The
present design goal for the SNAP-8system is to operate continuously for
i0 000 hours at 35 kWeoutput. At present, the conversion system program
at Aerojet-General is in the componentdevelopment stage.

The SNAP-8conversion system coupled with the SNAP-8reactor would
be suitable only for the highest power requirements -- 30 kWe-- specified
for the missions under study. This would negate the possibility of
modular approach to achieving the design power level, however. Also, be-
cause a rather conservative design approach was taken initially in the
SNA2-8program, the system is heavy -- about 7000 pounds per power con-
version system. To achieve 2-year life reliability, redundant standby
componentsand possibly loops would be required, resulting in a large,
comparatively heavy and complex system.

Basedon the above considerations_ the SNAP-8___c_nversionsystem is
ruled out forfurther investigation in this study.
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In recent years, increasing interest and recognition have been
directed to the closed Brayton cycle _s an attractive power-conversion
cycle for space electrical power systems. Considerable progress has been
madein the experimental demonstration of the early theoretical component
performance predictions and the design approaches required to adapt the
Brayton cycle for use in space.

NASALewis Research Center (LeRC) initiated a program in 1963 to
investigate the closed Brayton cycle for onboard space vehicle electrical
power generation from solar, isotope, or nuclear reactor energy sources.
The program evolved into several parts for componentinvestigation and
evaluation. The reference cycle arrangement employs a two-shaft system
for adaptation to a solar energy source.

This year, LeRCinitiated a newBrayton-cycle research and develop-
ment program. This system is aimed specifically toward utilization with
a radioisotope heat source. The conversion system utilizes a single-
shaft combinedrotating unit (CRU)-- radial flow turbine and compressor
and high speed alternator all on a commonshaft. Based on the current
LeRCschedule, the single-shaft Brayton rotating unit (BRU) should be
available for system level evaluation testing in 1969. The BRUis being
designed to produce power levels ranging from 2.25 to lO kWewith the
sameCRU. The desired power level in this range is determined by loop
pressure level.

To achieve long life capability, it is desirable that the Brayton-
cycle rotating machinery utilize gas lubricated bearings. There maybe
problems in the design and manufacture of gas bearings because the tech-
nology has not yet reached a high level of engineering maturity. Con-
siderable progress has been madein recent years, however, in the
adaptation and utilization of gas bearings.

The closed Brayton-cycle system has potentially high system effi-
ciency and long life capability. Research and development work conducted
to date has been fairly successful. Turbine and compressor efficiencies
of about 88 and 80 percent, respectively, have been demonstrated. The
absence of corrosive and toxic fluids is also desirable. Material com-
patibility problems are almost nonexistent in the inert-gas Brayton-cycle
system.

Although a considerable amount of development work remains to be
done, theclosed Brayton cycle is considered attractive for mission appli-
cation study.

A notable amount of effort has been expended in the development of
Rankine-cycle systems utilizing an organic working fluid. The chief
merits of this concept are good performance at relatively low system
temperatures and pressures and noncorrosive working fluids. The
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Sundstrand Corporation under contract to the Navy and Air Force designed,
fabricated, and tested a 1.5 kWesystem utilizing DowthermA as the work-
ing fluid. Approximately 2000 hours of operating time was accumulated
on a single turboalternator with total funding of about $500 0OO.

The major problem associated with the organic-Rankine system concept
is the degrading characteristic of organic fluids when exposed for long
duration to moderately high temperature and/or nuclear radiation. This
degradation results in a loss of system performance and fouling of heat
transfer surfaces.

Since the missions under study have durations of up to 2 years, it
does not appear reasonable, based on the present knowledge of organic-
Rankine systems, to further consider their application.

The dynamicpower conversion system concepts considered applicable
to the space station are the closed Brayton-cycle currently being devel-
oped by NASA-LewisResearch Center and the SNAP-2mercury-Rankine cycle
system currently being developed by the AEC. These systems are capable
of operating in conjunction with either nuclear reactor or radioisotope
heat sources. The closed Brayton-cycle system is capable of achieving
overall system efficiencies I of 18 to 20 percent when couoled with a high
temperature radioisotope heat source (1600° to 1800° F maximumfuel tem-
perature). Overall system efficiencies of 13 to 15 percent would be
realized with the SNAP-8reactor heat source because of its lower temper-
ature capability. The mercury-Rankine system is temperature limited by
mercury corrosion of system components; therefore, the high temperature
capability of radioisotope heat sources does not greatly benefit this
system. Maximumoverall system efficiencies are 5 to 7 percent when
coupled with either a reactor or radioisotope heat source.

Based on the availability figures for the preferred radioisotope
(Pu-238) (see section 1.5.1.6) and the efficiencies quoted above, the
maximumattainable power level for the Brayton-cycle system would be 9
to iO kWe, and for the mercury-Rankine system 2.5 to 3.5 kWe.

The radioisotope-mercury-Rankine system is therefore ruled out for
space station application because of its inability to meet the minimum
5 kWepower module requirement. The radioisotope-Brayton system could
be considered for use at the 5 kWepower level per location or up to
i0 kWein one location in a hybri d system.

The SNAP-2mercury-Rankine system can be considered for use with the
SNAP-8reactor for power levels up to 20 kWetotal (i0 kWeper location).

loverail system efficiency = net conditioned power
heat input
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However, because of the relatively low power output capability and
reliability of the present SNAP-2 turbomachinery, an excessive number of

active and redundant standby power conversion systems (PCS) would be re-

quired to achieve high reliability and long operating life at the higher

power levels. The reactor Brayton-cycle system can be considered for all

power levels.

The list below sun_narizes the preceding information and delineates

the dynamic system concepts for continued system study.

Net Power Per Location I kWe

5 i0 15 Remarks

1. Isotope-Brayton X X - Only one location can be
served at l0 kWe

2. Reactor-Brayton X X X

3. Isotope-Hg Rankine - - - Low system efficiency,

isotope availability

4. Reactor-Hg Rankine X X - System complexity rules

out 15 kWe per location

Mars flyby application concepts - The Pu-238 isotope availability

will have improved somewhat by 1974. With the available quantity of

isotope, however, the mercury-Rankine system could provide only5 to
7 kWe. The isotope Brayton-cycle system could be capable of producing

the required 5, lO, and 15 kWe power levels.

Reactor systems utilizing either the Brayton- or mercury-Rankine

conversion systems can be considered for the Mars Flyby Mission.

1.5.1.6 Radioisotope heat sources.- This section discusses various

isotope systems under various stages of development and selects the

isotope for further study. Details of the state-of-the-art of fuel
capsules are deferred until section 1.5.3._ for convenience.

1.5.1.6.1 Radioisotope power systems: Table 1.4 outlines various
radioisotope SNAP power systems that have been developed or are at

various stages of development or study. The largest such device flown

thus far is the 25-watt(e), plutonium-fueled SNAP-9A. The plutonium-

fueled SNAP-27 being developed for an Apollo auxiliary power requirement

is to produce 50 watts(e) at the end of 1 year's operation.
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NASA and the AEC have funded numerous design studies for multikilo-

watt isotope power systems using mercury-Rankine, organic-Rankine,

Brayton cycle, and thermoelectric conversion devices• Hardware develop-

ment of such isotope systems has not yet evolved. These studies did,

however, conclude that such systems are feasible -- particularly at power

levels of i0 kWe or less.

1.5.1.6.2 Radioisotope selection: Application of isotopes as heat

sources for space power systems is affected by isotope half-life, required

weight of heat source and shield, isotope availability and cost, and

nuclear safety considerations. The characteristics of isotopes generally

considered for space power applications are given in table 1.5. The

following conclusions are made based on reference mission requirements:

a For space power applications in the early to mid-1970's

promethium cannot be considered because of non-availability.

b. Curium-242 is eliminated because it has no apparent advantages

over the more available and less expensive polonium-210.

c. Cobalt, strontium, cesium, cerium, uranium, and curium-244 are

eliminated because of heavy shielding requirements (relative to other

isotopes)•

d. Thulium-170 offers no advantages over polonium-210. It has a

shorter half-life and a lower power density and is therefore not con-

sidered further. Another thulium isotope, thulium-171, has many

advantages but cannot be readily produced• A very high reactor flux,

1016 2
neutrons/cm /sec, is required for reasonable irradiation times;

such "reactor space" is so severly limited that this isotope also
cannot be considered further.

e. Polonium-210 is an _-emitting isotope with a half-life of 1}8.4

days; consequently, it has a high theoretical power density• This iso-

tope can be considered only for short missions (_i00 days) or for

missions with comparably short resupply periods. Even so, when }O-day

hold plus 10-day miscellaneous contingency is accounted for, this re-

quires that the initially-encapsulated source be twice the activity or

thermal power as required at end-of-life• Hence, the following estab-

lishes the pre-launch requirements of a 5 kWe output for different

conversion efficiency systems:

Net conversion Effective thermal Cost, $,

efficiencF_ _ercent _ower requirements_ kWt 20/thermal watt

5 2oo 4 x l06

i0 iO0 2 x 106

15 67 1.3 x i06
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The potential availability figures could support up to two, 200 kWt

sources per year. However, for the purposes of this study, the logistics

difficulties associated with a short-lived isotope make its use

impractical.

Based on the above discussion, plutonium-238 (Pu-238) is the only

isotope selected for further study. Discussion of Pu-238 follows.

Pu-238 is produced by reactor irradiation of uranium-235 via neutron

capture and beta decay of neptunium-237. Neptunium-237 is separated from
the uranium and further irradiated via neutron capture to neptunium-238.

The beta decay of neptunium-238 produces Pu-238.

Pu-238 is a difficult isotope to produce and is therefore limited
in availability. In the irradiation process, uranium-235 (U-235)

undergoes neutron capture to uranium-236 in competition with fission --

the fission process being approximately five times more probable.

Because U-235 is irradiated primarily for the fission process production
of energy, the production of Pu-238 depends solely on the amount of U-235

which is irradiated for commercial and military uses.

Plutonium dioxide (pu23802) is presently the recommended fuel form

for mission application. Plutonium dioxide emits alpha particles, beta

particles, gamma rays, and neutrons; however, only the gamma rays and

neutrons require shielding.

The only appreciable source of neutrons results from the alpha-

neutron reaction with oxygen in Pu- 02. These ((_,n)neutrons constitute

about 91 percent of the total neutron activity, the remainder being pro-

duced primarily by spontaneous fission of Pu-238. Measurement of the

as-produced, total neutron activity of Pu23802 gives approximately

2.1 × lO4 neutrons/sec-g Pu-238. This source strength, however, does not

include induced fissioning.

Under the condition of subcriticality, the subcritical multiplication

factor, or the ratio of neutrons emitted in a multiplying medium to the
number of neutrons originally present in the medium, is given by

n 1
m

n I-K
O

(i< l)

where K is the neutron multiplication factor of the medium. Thus, for

shielding calculations, the neutron source strength is n rather than no,
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where no is 2.i X 104 neutrons/sec-g pu23802 • As discussed below, K is

a function of material and geometric properties; therefore, the resultant

neutron activity for a Pu-238 source is a function of heat source design.

Critical masses of Pu-238 under various configurations have been studied

extensively; however, there remains disagreement because of the limited

cross-section data.

Pu-238 has been encapsulated and tested by Mound Laboratory. However,

before Pu-238 is used routinely in manned space applications, additional

data are needed on fuel forms, capsule and heat exchanger materials,

shielding, and nuclear safety requirements. For example, complete physical

engineering data, together with data on chemical kinetics, sea water and

soil reactions, and dissociation and stoichiometric effects resulting

from time and temperature are needed for the radioisotope.

The mission groundrules require mission readiness of the heat source

approximately 6 months prior to launch. For the 1975 mission -- because

of the assumed 6- to 9-months required for processing and encapsulation --

only isotope production through FY74 can be relied upon to produce all

the isotope required. Based on current requirements for SNAP-19 and

SNAP-27 plus other inevitable Pu-238 requirements prior to 1975, a limit

of i00 kWt per mission heat source was established for this application.

Using the same rationale, a limit of 50 kWt is applied for a 1973

application.

In figure 1.24, required isotope thermal power and isotope cost

versus conversion system efficiency are plotted for various power levels.

This figure establishes the maximum electrical power level attainable

for the 1973 and 1975 missions for thermoelectric, mercury-Rankine, and

Brayton-cycle conversion systems.

i. 5. i.7 NUCLEAR REACTORS

1.5.1.7.1 Hydride reactors considered: The SNAP-8 is the largest

(600 thermal kW) of a hydride fuel element class of SNAP reactors which

are currently under development by the AEC. Other, lower power, reactors

in this class are the SNAP-10A/2 and SNAP-lOB. A reactor power system is

generally considered uncompetitive for manned mission application below

i0 electrical kW, due to weight and volume constraints. The SNAP-8

reactor, which can provide i0 or more electrical kilowatts, is the most

promising of the hydride reactors for mission applications in the early

to mid-1970's. (See table 1.6 for a summary of SNAP reactor power

systems currently under development or study.)

The SNAP-8 is conservatively designed to produce 600 thermal kilo-

wat.ts_ with a 1300 ° _ Ns_K outlet temperature for lO 000 hours, m_,_7._
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reactor core life, temperature, and power operational capability for
the current SNAP-8 design are discussed in section 1.5.3.3.

SNAP zirconium-hydride reactor technology has already been demon-

strated at the 1300 ° F level with the SNAP-8 Experimental Reactor (S8ER).
The S8ER was a test of the reactor core and reflector, operated without

a power conversion system. The core and reflector closely represented

the SNAP-8 reference flight design at the time S8ER was built in 1962.

Design data for S8ER are summarized in table 1.7. The S8ER deviates

from the flight design in that it does not use the flight system auto-

matic startup and control components. The feasibility of the flight-

design control-drive system has been demonstrated in the SNAP-10A flight
test.

The S8ER test program provided experimental verification of the

reactor performance characteristics including:

a. Capability of sustained power operation. During 900 days

(12 000 hours) of nuclear operation, S8ER accumulated 36_ days of op-
eration in the 400 to 600 thermal kilowatt range with a 1300 ° F NaK

outlet temperature. The longest continuous run at power was 5000 hours,

which at the time was a new record for uninterrupted operation of a
power reactor in the United States. Subsequently, a SNAP-IOA ground

test system exceeded this record for continuous operation.

b. Static and dynamic stability. The reactor was inherently

stable during both steady-state and transient operation over the entire

power range of the nuclear system.

c. Capability of tolerating rapid changes in power level. During

power coefficient measurements, the reactor power level was changed

lOO kWt in 1 minute. This transient was repeated ll5 times.

Examination of S8ER fuel elements subsequent to reactor shutdown

disclosed that 167 of the 211 fuel elements had hoop stress cracks. The

test, consequently, did not prove fuel element design adequacy. Design

modifications to relieve stress buildup and hydrogen loss will be in-

corporated into fuel elements for the follow-on developmental reactors.

1.5.1.7.2 Other reactor concepts: In addition to the hydride

class of thermal reactors, several fast reactor concepts are under study

by the AEC. The most promising are:

a. The SNAP-90 reactor

b. The 710 reactor
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These reactors are not funded for complete system development but

are proof-of-principle experiments to ascertain concept technical

feasibility. Briefly, the principal designcharacteristics of these

reactors are:

L

SNAP-50 - The reactor has a design objective of i0 000 hours, uses

liquid lithium as coolant, and has a coolant outlet temperature of

2000 ° F. Various reactor designs have been investigated in the 2- to

lO-megawatt (thermal) range. Development work has centered on irradia-

tion testing of fuels -- principally uranium nitride and uranium carbide.

710 - The 710 reactor concept is similar to SNAP-50 in size and

power level. Coolant would be an inert gas, rather than a high tempera-

ture liquid metal. Development work for this reactor has also centered

on fuel irradiations -- principally refractory-metal-clad, refractory-

metal uranium dioxide fuel elements.

The above two reactors are in the preliminary study concept and

fuels-criticality testing stage. Because of advanced materials tech-

nology required for reactor operation in the 2000 ° to 3500 ° F range,

advanced manned mission programing cannot contemplate utilization -- or

need -- of fast reactors (producing thousands of thermal kilowatts) for

auxiliary electrical power until past the mid-1970 time period, and,

more realistically, the 1980's.

The SNAP-8 class is therefore considered the only type of reactor

applicable to the current study. The basic SNAP-8 would have to be modi-

fied, as discussed later, to increase reliability and core life,

particularly at higher thermal power levels.

1.5.2 SELECTION OF STUDY CONCEI_S

Because of the many possible electrical power system concepts and

combinations, it was necessary to assess the state-of-the-art in light

of mission/configuration groundrules to eliminate further study of those

concepts which were obviously not appropriate. The results are given

in table 1.8 as systems selected for detailed study.

For all mission/configurations, radioisotope availability severely

limits all conversion methods except solar cells. This is reflected by

the maximum power availabilities given in the table, as based on con-

version efficiency/radioisotope availability relationships. A reactor

energy source can possibly be developed for the space station concepts

(i, 2, and 3) but could definitely be made available for the Mars Flyby

Mission. Appropriate supplementary and complementary batteries were to be

used for Earth dark-side and all peaking requirements. Fuel cells were pre-

liminarily considered both in place of and as hybrid with batteries, but
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were excluded from further study with primary power systems pending

separate detailed evaluation of fuel cell and battery subsystem
characteristics.

The reduction in the number of study concepts did not in itself

eliminate evaluation of more than one approach per conversion method.

1.5.3 SYST_N CONCEPT FORMULATIONAND EVALUATION

i.5.3.1 BATI_ERY, FUEL CELL, AND POWER CONDITIONING SUBSYSTEN_.

1.5.3.1.1 General: A consideration of electrical power systems

for Earth-orbital and interplanetary flyby missions must include an

examination of secondary power requirements which cannot be reasonably

met by the primary power systems. These requirements manifest themselves

both as peaks too large to fall under the capabilities of the primary

EPS and as dark-side power requirements in conjunction with Earth-orbital
solar cell systems. The energy storage subsystems considered to meet

these requirements were rechargeable batteries and 2500-hour life re-

generative and non-regenerative fuel cells in 6-month resupplY and

2-year operation Earth-orbital missions and a 700-day Mars flyby mission.

Two basic types of application were considered: dark-side Earth-

orbital operation for complementary use with solar cells and supplementary
(peaking) needs. The only complementary application is the 260 n. mi.

Earth-orbital mission utilizing solar cells for power during the light
period of 58.5 minutes and rechargeable batteries for the dark period of

35.8 minutes. Tb.e synchronous Earth-orbit mission with a 22 hour

50 minute light time/70 minute dark time was considered a supplementary

application because of the fewer cycles and longer charge time available.

The various combinations of batteries and fuel cells evaluated are

given in table 1.9. Table Ll0 shows the secondary energy requirements,

available energy for charging, number of cycles, power levels, and

mission duty cycles for each of the several missions under consideration.

1.5.3.1.2 Battery subsystems: Unrechargeable batteries were not
extensively considered due to the power requirements outlined by the

power profiles; therefore, some of the more advanced energy storage

systems such as the dry tape battery concept and the Li-CuF 2 cell are

not discussed. Some information pertaining to these systems may be

found in the figure preprints to the Space Power Systems Advanced

Technology Conference held at Lewis Research Center on August 23 and 24,

1966.

Ni-Cd batteries are tentativelychosen to perform the 2-year low

Earth-orbital mission (LEO), primarily because of cycle life and cycle
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frequency requirements. It should be understood that the selection of

Ni-Cd over Ag-Cd was based to a large extent on a lack of information

on large Ag-Cd subsystem capability. Work now in progress should be

continued to ascertain and develop this capability. This recommendation

is based on the potential weight savings of approximately 50 percent at

the same depth of discharge which could be made by a Ag-Cd system over

a Ni-Cd system. However, because of the fewer number of cycles and the

lower frequency at which they occur, supplemental requirements and the

6-month resupply LEO solar cell application will be considered to be

met by the Ag-Cd system. For the majority of the applications, Ag-Zn

subsystems were not considered because of the high cycle life/mission

duration requirements. It is not felt that these subsystems could be

developed to the extent necessary in the time required.

The percent depths of discharge for each application were chosen
based on the nominal consensus of the life test data to date.

The volume calculations are based on 0.725 ft3/kWh for Ni-Cd

systems and 0.38 ft3/kWh for Ag-Cd systems. The radiator requirements

(maximum) are presented in table i.ii, for each mission, both with solar

and nuclear primary electrical power systems. These maximum radiator

characteristics are based on continuous rejection at the maximum thermal

rejection levels produced by all batteries, charge/discharge controller,

and all power conditioning. These maximum levels are not constant, but

are transient, and so should be considered extreme case values for area

and weight characteristics.

For each mission application as presented by the power profiles, the

total energy requirement to the loads was calculated. The energy avail-

able for charging the batteries was then calculated based on a primary

EPS design level of 5 kWe net for the basic module. From this was

calculated the "usable" energy to the battery which includes the in-

efficiencies of the battery and charge/discharge controller. Component

efficiencies are given as follows: battery charge/discharge effi-

ciency = 0.75, charge/discharge controller efficiency = 0.9, power-

conditioning efficiency = 0.75 (assumes a 50/50 ac/dc power split and

approximately 95 percent distribution efficiency). An absolute scale

of energy was then determined for the peaking power profile by balancing

energy content; that is, -, energy out of the battery and, +, energy

into the battery. The absolute position on this energy scale was

calculated after each charge and discharge period. The battery was

sized by the worst case; that is, the point at which the - energy

content, or discharged energy, is at a maximum. This energy value in

kWh was made equivalent to the lowest state of discharge allowed in the

battery. It is noted that if available energy from the existing profiles

was not sufficient to recharge the batteries with the various ineffi-

ciencies considered, an additional increment of power was added to the
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basic capability of the primary EPS. This added increment, if found

necessary, was calculated such that its addition balanced out the energy

output by the battery including inefficiencies. The previously-mentioned

energy content calculation made due consideration of the energy contri-

bution both to the battery charging and feeding the load during battery

discharging. Considering table 1.12 which summarizes the battery

subsystems for all missions considered, the battery capacities shown

and the percent depths of discharge shown are based on the above pro-
cedure which inherently produces the worst case point, so far as battery

output capability is concerned, and so does not give a true indication

of the battery's required performance level over the entire mission

duration. If a cursory examination is made of each power profile, an

apparent variation in the demands made on a supplementary battery sub-

system is evident. This is especially in the solar EPS Mars Mission Pro-
file, where maximum demands are made on the battery from day 281 to

day 450 - some 170 days out of 700 days total. Before and after this

170-day period, the peaking requirements barely tax the battery's capabil-

ities. _qis basic approach adds to the conservatism of the power system

design approach; however, it is an approach which is inherently required

since a battery is an energy storage device.

In order to compare equitably a fuel cell and battery subsystem for

the same application, the following procedure for a battery Was adopted:
(1) no redundancy was assumed; (2) a charge/discharge controller weight

penalty is added for the battery system; (3) if an additional increment

of power for charging is required by the batteries, a weight penalty is
assessed for this increment. For solar cells, the penalty is 0.38 lb/W

for Mars missions, 0.18 lb/W for low Earth orbit, and 0.]24 lb/W for

synchronous Earth orbit ; radioisotope systems, 1 lb/W; and reactor

systems, 0.5 lb/W. No penalty is assessed for utilizing energy avail-

able within the capability of the basic EPS. These weights were

calculated for each mission and plotted versus net mission power in

figure 1.25 through 1.28 _ These "system" weights with their weight
penalties included may be analyzed directly by comparing similar fuel

cell plots, as may the volume data in figure 1.29

1.5.3.1.3 Fuel cell subsystems: The approach to designing and

evaluating fuel cell subsystems is essentially the same as for batteries.

The specific groundrules and assumptions used are as follows:

WEIGHT:

a. Since any fuel cell subsystem considered will be used in

conjunctionwith some primary system (other than fuel cells), only the

weight of the fuel cell subsystem will be presented.
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_. T1_e following reactant tankage weights are used:

H2: 2.5 (ib tank + controls) per lb usable H2

02: 0.3 (ib tank + controls) per Ib usable 02

or 0.545 (ib tank + controls) per ib usable reactant (H2 + 02)

(reactants for purging are neglected)

c. Fuel cell reactant consumption:

0.8 lb (H2 + 02) per kWh

d. EPS distribution efficiency: 80 percent

e. Charge (reactant regeneration) efficiency for a regenerative

fuel cell: 50 percent; that is, for every i kWh gross furnished by the

regenerative fuel cell, it takes 2 kWh supplied to the regeneration de-

vice to regenerate the water produced to hydrogen and oxygen.

A controller efficiency (for the regeneration system) of 90 percent

is used.

Hence, if the regenerative fuel cell supplies i kWh gross to the

spacecraft load, then the energy required of a primary system for pur-

poses of regenerating the reactants is:

i kWh

0.5 × 0.9
- 2.22 kWh

f. In the case of a non-regenerative fuel cell subsystem, the water

produced by the fuel cell is used on the spacecraft and is therefore not

charged to system weight.

g. A fuel cell life (hot time) of 2500 hours is used for this study.

h. Fuel cell fixed weight:

(1) Non-regenerative FCA I = 200 ib

42) For a regenerative fuel cell subsystem, a fixed-weight

penalty of i00 ib was added for three small tanks (H2, 02, and H20),

controls, mounts and compressor. It is assumed that one equipment

package of this type can handle the requirements of all FCA's on load

at any given time.

1FCA = Fuel Cell Assembly
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(3) Since the weight penalties associated with thermal control

of the fuel cell subsystems are only a very small part of the total

system weight for most cases, they are not included in the weight

calculations.

i. Fuel cell parasitic power: i00 watts dc/FCA

j. In the case of the regenerative fuel cell used in conjunction

with a solar or nuclear primary system, the weight penalties assessed

for oversizing the primary system to provide recharge capability

(power) or reactant regeneration are calculated as follows:

Solar Cell System Weight

Mars O. 38 ib/watt

Low E/O 1 0.18 lb/watt

Sync E/0 0.125 lb/watt

Nuclear System Weight

Isotope 1.0 lb/watt

Reactor 0.5 lb/watt

VOLUME:

a. Use 12.9 ft3/FCA + 9.1 ft3 for small H 2 and 02 tanks in a

regenerative subsystem, + compressor.

b. Use 4.5 lb/ft 3 for H 2
__> 62..7 ft 5

lb RCTNTc. Use 70 lb/ft 3 for 02

d. Assume no volume penalty for water produced in a non-

regenerative configuration.

e. Assume no volume penalty for primary solar or nuclear systems.

1.5.3.1.3.1 Mars flyby - Figure 1.30 compares subsystem weights

for fuel cell supplementary power subsystems used in conjunction with

solar and nuclear primary systems, for regenerative and non-regenerative

2500-hour fuel cell modules. The lightest of these systems (curve A)

is the supplementary regenerative fuel cell subsystem used in con-

junction with a solar cell primary system.

1E/0 = Earth Orbit
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Figure 1.31 gives weights for fuel cell subsystems (all non-
regenerative) for the storm cellar (A), encounter experiments systems (B),
midcourse power system (C), and for a single complementary power
system (D) for (A), (B), and (C). Because fuel cell reactants are not
chargeable to system weight due to the production of potable water, the
single EPS (D) used with a solar cell primary system is only 40 pounds
heavier than that of the storm cellar. For both the solar and nuclear
cases, the integrated or single complementary system (D) is lighter
than the combinedweights of (A) plus (B) plus (C), at the expense of
requiring more complex circuitry.

1.5.3.1.3.2 Earth orbit - In figure 1.32 are shawncomparisons of
various fuel cell complementary subsystems used with a solar cell primary
system for low Earth-orbit missions. Both regenerative and non-
regenerative fuel cell weights are given, for 6-month and 2-year resupply
intervals. The regenerative subsystemsare consistently lighter due to
the absenceof the large cryogenic tankage penalty associated with the
non-regenerative subsystems. No complementary subsystems as such are
required with a nuclear primary system.

Figure 1.33 showsthe comparisons between various fuel cell
supplementary subsystemsused with nuclear and solar primary systems.
The non-regenerative subsystems are considerably heavier than their
comparable regenerative subsystems, the difference becoming extra-
ordinarily high as the resupply interval is extended from 6 months to
2 years. The regenerative fuel/cell/reactor systems are slightly
lighter than the regenerative fuel cell solar cell systems, the dif-
ference between them increasing as net mission power is increased. The
regenerative fuel cell/radioisotope systems are heavier than the re-
generative fuel cell/reactor systems due to the larger primary system
weight penalty associated with the radioisotope system due to primary
system power requirements between peaks for regeneration of reactants.

Figure 1.34 comparesvarious fuel cell supplementary power sub-
systems used for synchronous Earth-orbit missions. Weights are given
for regenerative and mon-regenerative fuel cells, for both 6-month and
2-year resupply intervals. Due to the very large primary system weight
penalty associated with regeneration, for the 6-month resupply interval,
the non-regenerative fuel cell subsystemactually is lighter than the
regenerative subsystem. Appendix C showsthe detailed weight tabulations
for all fuel cell configurations.

Total volume as a function of net mission power is shownfor all
configurations in figures 1.35 through 1.39.

1.5.3.1.4 Battery/fuel cell conclusions: A comparison of fuel
cell and battery subsystemweights is sho'_ in table 1.13 for a 5 kWe
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primary EPS. In general, these weight relationships will becomeeven
more favorable for batteries as net mission power and resupply intervals
(in the case of Earth orbit) increase. The table showsapproximate fuel
cell weights relative to comparablebattery subsystems. It can be seen
that both the regenerative and non-regenerative fuel cell subsystems
are considerably heavier than the battery subsystems for all missions.
The regenerative fuel cell weight is competitive with the battery sub'
system only for the low Earth-orbit mission peaking power system
(6-month resupply interval, 5 kWeprimary system).

Although not summarizedin a table, evaluation of previously-shown
data indicates that batteries have an even greater advantage over fuel
cells in volume considerations. Further, preliminary cost analyses
showbatteries again to have significant advantages over fuel cells.
Costs are examined in detail in section 1.5.5. 2

1.5.3.1.5 Power conditioning: Electrical power conditioning was
an area in which only a minor effort could be madedue to the critical
time constraints. The approach taken for this study was to base all
weights and volumes on 5 kWepower system modules, with componentre-
dundancy not being considered per se. The weights and volumes were
based on the general componentvalues given in table 1.14. From this
table, the values shownin figures 1.40 and 1.41 were calculated for
the various systems. The changein slope at 15 kWeoccurs because
peaking requirements are constant thereafter. These values are con-
sidered to be -O, +50 percent, although final system values might be
+150 percent if the redundancy philosophy so dictates. However, the
power conditioning trend is valid.

A detailed study should be conducted to evolve a system application
approach, namely, (1) type of redundancy, including number of units for
reliability, basic power level (module) desired, derating factors re-
quired, et cetera; (2) optimum componentuse in the various power
systems; and (3) componenttechnology improvements that can be madewith
reasonable time and funds.

1.5.3.2 SOLARCELLBATTERYSYSTEM

1.5.3.2.1 Design: Twosolar array concepts were considered for
this study. Concept "A" uses rigid panels deployed from a stack con-
figuration by a scissors-link mechanismsimilar to the Pegasus satellite
panel deployment system as shownin figure 1.42; concept "B" uses a
flexible substrate for mounting the cells and is deployedas shownin
figure 1.43 Table 1.15 presents a comparison of the two concepts.
Concept "B" is lightweight, easily and compactly stowed, and can be
retracted after deployment; however, its development status is not as
advanced as concept "A." Hardware experience with concept "B" is
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practically nil and it has never been flight-tested. The retractabiiity
of "B" makesit a candidate for the Mars Flyby Mission, where midcourse
and other maneuverspresent potential shock-loading problems for con-
ventional arrays. However, concept "B" was excluded from further
consideration for the 1973 Earth-orbital missions because of the high
risk involved in attempting to develop this concept by the launch need
date of 1972.

Table 1.16 showsthe anticipated radiation environment for the
low-Earth orbital missions for 1968. These data are for omnidirectional
fluxes and were provided by the Space Science Division of the Manned
Spacecraft Center. Predictions for the year 1968 are presented since
this year represents an anticipated peak in the solar cycle, and thus,
worst case conditions. The damagethreshold integrated fluxes for bare
N-on-P silicon solar cells for equivalent i MeVelectrons (e) and protons

(p) are, respectively, i0 II e/cm2 and 1013 p/cm2. From table 1.16 the
1012approximate integrated 2-year equivalent fluxes are e/cm_ and

2.5 X i0 I0 p/cm2. Although the protons present no anticipated problems,
the electron fluxes are near the threshold damagevalue. For this
reason, O.006-inch thick cover glasses will be used for the system and
are included in all low-Earth orbit calculations. Covers of this
thickness, along with the substrate on which the cells are mounted, will
provide more than adequate protection from the radiation environment.

Information from the Space Science Division indicates that the
integrated spectra for synchronous missions will be less severe by
approximately one order of magnitude. This factor has been substantiated
by presently contracted effort out of the Propulsion and Power Division
of the MannedSpacecraft Center (Contract NAS9-5266with Radio Corpora-
tion of America). Therefore,_O.OO6-inch thick cover glasses will suffice
for the synchronous orbit missions also and are included in the corre-
sponding calculations.

The data available for the Mars Flyby Mission radiation environment
from various sources do not agree, and are subject to manyassumptions.
The primary anticipated radiation spectra are solar-flare generated, and
hence, are difficult to predict with muchaccuracy. The depth of this
study does not permit detailed evaluation of the radiation spectra for
this mission. A general survey of the available data indicates that
cover glass of approximately O.OlO-inch thickness will be sufficient
for protection from solar flare events, and hence this thickness was
used for the Mars Flyby Mission solar-cell subsystem calculations.

Basic cell stack weights were calculated as given in table 1.7.
For the low-Earth orbit (LEO) missions - configurations nos. i and 2 -
drag penalties were next calculated, as given by the 5 kWeexample in
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table l'18 Drag fuel penalties were based on a specific impulse (Isp)
of 250 seconds, slightly lower than that of the Apollo Reaction Control

System engines when operating in a continuous pulsing mode. This lower-

than-optimum value was used because the Isp is lower when the engines

are operated in a transient pulse mode, as will most likely be the actual

case in flight. Drag was not calculated for the synchronous mission -
configuration no. 3 - because past calculations have shown it to be

negligible.

The next calculation was to determine gross array power required

for supplementary batteries. These data are given in tablel.19. Array

areas and actual power outputs versus load power were then calculated

as given in table 1.2Oand shown in figure 1.44 using nickel-cadmium

batteries and basic efficiency and orbit times as shown. It.

solar-cell output in LEO is 9.33watts/ft 2should be noted that the

compared to 10.59 watts/ft 2 in synchronous orbit. This LEO reduction

is due to higher cell operating temperatures, as calculated in

table 1.21 The next calculation was solar array subsystem weights,

excluding batteries and power conditioning. These are given in

table 1.22 The final array weights, excluding batteries and power

conditioning, are given in table 1.23. Included are weights for systems

with and without orientation subsystems. Although array orientation

becomes more of a problem as inclination angle increases and/or gravity-

gradient vehicle orientation is used, the worst case weights are used in

all calculations because the weight advantage of less-stringent orienta-

tion requirements is of minimal consequence to total system weight.
A two-degree-of-freedom orientation subsystem was included for all cases

where the vehicle was not sun-oriented. For simplicity, this system

was assumed to consist primarily of a four-quadrant solar aspect sensor

which controls, through error-sensing logic circuitry, a set of servo
motors which in turn drive the array to the required orientation. It

was assumed that the arrays could be manually or automatically oriented

during orbital darkness in such a way as to effectively eliminate or at
least minimize the aerodynamic drag and thus conserve attitude control

fuel during these nonoperating periods. Figure 1.45 shows array sub-

system weight for LEO mission/configurations, where array orientation
is and is not required. Figure 1.46 shows array subsystem weight for

the synchronous mission/configuration for the same cases.

For the Mars Flyby Mission, table 1.24 gives basic solar-cell

performance characteristics. A sample calculation is also shown in

this table for clarity. The actual output power for a 5-kWe subsystem

is shown in figure 1.46. The array must be designed for 5-kWe minimum

power at 2.2. astronautical units (A.U.). At 2.2. A.U., effective

solar intensity is approximately 3.5 times less than Earth orbit, with

improved cell output considered due to lower cell temperatures. Thus,

the array is essentially overdesigned as operated in Earth orbit.
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However, the overdesign is not completely wasted, because direct cell

output can be used in lieu of or to aid supplementary batteries for nearly

the entire mission. Figure 1.48 shows array subsystem area versus load

power. No extra area for battery charging is required. Figure 1.49

gives array subsystem weights versus load power for both the rigid and

unfurlable arrays.

Figures 1.50, 1.51 and 1.52 show the solar array subsystem weights,

battery weights (where applicable), power conditioning weights, and the

total system weights for all mission/configurations that were considered.

Figures 1.53 and 1.54 schematically show potential electrical subsystem

for LEO, Sync, and Mars flyby missions.

1.503.2.2 Integration and operation: Figures 1.55 and 1.56 shc_

the general array stowage configuration and deployment sequence. Fo_

those configurations where little or no space is available between t_e

power module or "can" and the vehicle shroud, it was assumed that the

array could be stowed in the outer volume occupied by the "can" itself,

since reasonable volume is allotted for EPS utilization. Thus, the

power "can" may be nothing more than a structure designed for mounting

and stowage of the array and the battery/electronics package.

Array deployment is automatic in all cases. For Earth-orbital

missions, deployment of the rigid array is accomplished by flat springs

located at the panel hinges. Deployment rate is controlled by har-

monically-driven servo motors which serve not only to control deployment

rate but also provide a back-up deployment system. This type of de-

ployment system has been proven on the Pegasus satellite.

Orientation is accomplished by servo drive motors which are con-

trolled by inputs from a four-quadrant solar aspect sensor. It is

anticipated that this system will be designed to maintain orientation

within a predetermined range of accuracy, such as ±15 ° . As was previ-

ously discussed, the arrays are oriented (manually or automatically)

on the dark side in an attitude which generates the smallest aerodynamic

drag forces on the array.

1.5.3.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages: Probably the greatest

advantage of a solar cell/battery EPS is the wealth of flight data and

associated experience available from the many uumanned satellites that

have been placed in orbit. No other types of EPS have logged as much

cumulative operating time in space. Solar cells are repeatedly used

for electrical power on unmanned scientific satellites. For this reason,

supporting applied research programs continue to be funded at high

levels, thus bringing about significant system advances in the technology

within relatively short periods of time. For the same reasons, the

development t_me for such a system would be relatively short.
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The solar cell is basically a simple device with no moving parts.

As is the case with most static devices, it is intrinsically reliable.
Since solar cells on large arrays are interconnected in matrix fashion

(series-parallel) and thousands of cells are required per kWe, failure

of an interconnect means failure of only a small part of the array.

This method of interconnection yields a high partial-power reliability
over long periods of operation.

The solar cell/battery EPS components contain, for all practical
purposes, no hazardous (nuclear or toxic) materials, and hence are

easily handled during assembly, transportation, checkout, and launch.

This system also requires no fuel other than solar energy and therefore

has low development and recurring costs. For the same reason, the

system is safe in space operation -- no radiation -- and is relatively
easily maintained, if required, in flight.

Solar arrays, by virtue of their large exposed areas, present

vehicle "drag" problems in low-Earth orbits. A weight penalty must be

assessed to account for the additional Reaction Control System (RCS)
propellant required to maintain vehicle altitude. Also, since the

arrays must be continually pointed toward the sun, the vehicle may be

severely attitude-constrained if the arrays are not independently

oriented. Another possible problem is the effect of moving the large

panels with respect to the spacecraft. This motion may impart un-

desirable forces to the vehicle, thus requiring even more RCS propellant
for altitude maintenance.

Another disadvantage of the solar cell system is that it must rely
on the sun for energy and hence cannot provide power during orbital

darkness. Therefore, some other energy source, normally batteries,

must be available to provide dark-side power.

For interplanetary missions, another problem arises because of the

variation of solar intensity over the mission. For a Mars flyby, the

solar cell EPS would have to be designed to provide minimum mission

power at 2.2 astronomicalunits; thus the array would produce approxi-

mately 3.5 times the required power in near-Earth space.

The advantages and disadvantages are summarized in table 1.25.

1.5.3.2.4 Photovoltaic/battery subsystem - areas requiring further
investigation:

1. Radiation profiles and asteroid fluxes for all missions to

determine true cover glass thicknesses.

2. Ability of unfurlable concept to withstand inflight vibrations
and thermal transients of consequence.
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3. Actual status and ability to project development of unfurlable

concept.

4. Real hardware experience with unfurlable concept is severely

limited. Concept has never flown. Development costs difficult to

ascertain.

5. Tradeoff between solar-oriented vehicle/2-axis oriented

array(s) (no spacecraft roll) /1-axis oriented array (spacecraft roll).

6. Spacecraft attitude definition to determine requirements of

solar cell orientation system.

7. Midcourse and other acceleration loads while in flight (Mars

f<yby).

8. Power transmission sliprings may require significant develop-

ment effort (for oriented arrays); thus, investigate alternate

transmission approaches.

9. Detailed study of effects of asteroid environment for Mars

Flyby Mission.

iO. Tradeoff/optimization of photovoltaic array and battery weights

for various power levels and missions.
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1.5.3.3 Reactor design.- In addition to the basic design/operating

information given in and required for the state-of-the-art assessment,

uprated SNAP-8 reactor safety considerations and shield design and inte-

gration data are required for system design. These items are discussed
herein.

As stated previously, the SNAP-8 is the only basic reactor concept

to be considered for the 1970's. The final reference design development

reactor, the S8DS, will be assembled in FY1967 and initial criticality

is scheduled for the early FY1968 time period.

Although the S8DS is in hardware development, it is presently envi-

sioned for unmanned mission use in the early 1970's. Man-rating this

basic reactor concept would delay flight availability until 1972. Man-

rating such a reactor would involve:

a. Increasing the number of fuel elements to extend core life at

temperature and power level reliability, if it occurred before orbit,

b. Increasing control drum reliability.

c. Incorporate system operation monitoring provisions.

d. Incorporate provisions for automatic or manned shutdown and
restart or control.

e. Demonstrate the required life (20 000 hours).

Reactor temperature versus Dower and power level versus core life

are presented in figures 1.57 and 1.58 for the modified SNAP-8. From

these figures, it is reasonable to expect 20 OOO hours of continuous

operation at the thermal power and temperature requirements of at least

30 kWe thermoelectric or Brayton-cycle systems.

Reactor safetY considerations: Launch of a nuclear reactor involves

a finite risk of inadvertent criticality which, if it occurred before orbit,
could subject launch operations personnel or the general populace to a

definite radiation hazard. Such a possibility is made quite low (lO "6

or lower probability) by designing control safeguards which prevent con-

trol drum movement until the reactor is safely inserted into the proper
orbit.

Once the reactor has operated for a few weeks and has built up a

fission product inventory, a hazard exists for the case of inadvertent

atmospheric reentry burnup. Such an accident would result in the dis-

persal of the radioactive fission products into the atmosphere. A nor-

mal mode of reactor "disposal" is to place the reactor--either during _
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the operational phase or subsequent to final shutdown - into a suffi-

ciently long-lived orbit so that in the event of atmospheric reentry the

fission product will have decayed to a sufficiently low level.

The crew radiation hazard for in-space operations is controlled to

prescribed levels through the use of radiation shielding. The shielding

requirements for the thermoelectric and dynamic cycle systems are given

parametrically in figures 1.59 and 1.60.

Shield design and integration: The following work on reactor shield-

ing was performed by Atomics International for Douglas Aircraft under

Contract NASI-5547, and is reported in Douglas Report no. DAC 59213,

May 1966. (See ref. 3.)

To meet the exposure limitations for men in a space vehicle, shield-

ing must be provided to attenuate the radiation dosage from the reactor

by about six orders of magnitude. The shielding design and integration

analyses performed to define the most appropriate shields for this appli-

cation have been concerned with (i) the shielding material selection

problem, (2) generalized parametric analyses for shadow shields,

(3) analysis of the scatter dose from a 154-inch-diameter cylindrical

radiator projecting up to the plane of the bottom of the second shadow

shield, and (4) a study to determine the dose rates normal to the reac-

tor (outside the shadow-shielded zone), as well as directly below the
second shadow shield after reactor shutdown. The results obtained

are summarized in the following sections.

Material selection: Extensive experience in both the SNAP and ANP

programs has shown that lithium hydride is an efficient fast neutron

shield material with excellent thermal and radiation stability. Its

melting point is sufficiently high to permit application in regions close

to the reactor, where temperatures as high as i000 ° F may occur. Addi-

tional properties that have led to the selection of natural lithium

hydride are its low density [48.3 ib/ft 3) and its low decomposition pres-

sure (25 mmHg at its melting point of 1267 ° F).

However, when lithium hydride is used for neutron shields, it must

be suitably contained to assure containment of the hydrogen. Experiments

have shown that the hydrogen loss from uncontainedlithiumhydride at

'800 ° to 950 ° F in a vacuum is sufficiently high to cause the loss of nearly

all of the hydrogen during a lO00-hour period. Fortunately, several sol-

utions to this problem are immediately apparent. One possibility would

be to enclose this material in a casing thick enough to give a high mete-

oroid nonpuncture probability. A zoned casing to localize the shield

degradation is another possibility. Tests have shown that type 316, 321,

and 347 stainless steels are suitable canning materials for these neutron

shields.
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In the shields under consideration for this study, the gamma shield-

ing is a very high percentage of the total shield weight. As a result, a

depleted uranium alloy (U-8 Mo) is the recommended gamma shield material

for both shadow and 4-_ shields because of its superior gamma attenuation

and low secondary-gamma production characteristics.

Shielding parametric analyses: In manned systems, the degree of

attenuation required in the radiation exclusion zone is sufficiently high

that radiation from reactor coolant in the primary coolant system heat

exchanger(s) as well as that generated in the reactor must be considered.

Such situations are best resolved by using a du_l shadow shield that

accomodates theprimary coolant heat exchanger(s) in a gallery between

the two shield assemblies. With this approach, the more intense reactor

radiations are attenuated by two gamma and neutron shield assemblies,

and the less intense primary coolant emissions by a single gamma and neu-

tron shield assembly.

An analysis of this split-shield concept has shown that shield

weight minimization is possible by proper apportionment of shielding

materials between these two assemblies. Such optimum apportionments

have been made in the shadow analyses that follows.

Shadow-shield analysis: The shadow shield configurationconsists

of an assembly of two depleted uranium alloy (U-8 Mo) gamma shields

and two natural lithium hydride neutron shields enclosed in a stainless-

steel casing. The shield thicknesses used in the generalized shield

model derived from these configurations have been established by calcu-

lations based upon experimentally determined radiation attenuation char-

acteristics for these two materials, a relative biological equivalent

(RBE) for neutrons of f±ve, and the minimum weight constraint discussed

previously. Neutron shield thicknesses for an RBE of six would be about

1/2-inch thicker than those calculated in this analysis. This general-

ized shield model also assumes that there are no projections beyond the

basic reactor-spacecraft envelope other than the neutron shield casing.

Analysis of this generalized shadow shield model considering all

shielding aspects associated with the MORL has shown that shadow shield

geometry and, in turn, shield weight are affected by the following set

of primary variables:

a. Envelope diameter at the reactor core midplane.

b. Reactor fuel-element length.

c. Reactor core diameter.
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d. Primary coolant system heat exchanger gallery height.

e. Reactor thermal output.

f. Reactor/dose-plane separation distance.

g. Dose-plane diameter.

h. Dose rate at the dose plane.

Moreover, these investigations have shown each of these design

variables or parameters, with the exception of parameters f and g, to be

largely independent and separable variables. When parameters f and g

are considered jointly, however, sufficient linearity exists with the

remaining parametric set to permit these to be considered independently,

within reasonable limits of shield weight accuracy considered satisfac-

tory for this study.

The reference shield design criteria utilized in this study are

listed in figures 1.59 and 1.60. Parametric curves were developed by

varying each primary design variable or parameter separately, or jointly,

as the case may be,-about this reference point. Shield weights were

then determined as a function of each parameter. These variations were

then normalized to the reference value to produce the set of curves as

shown in figures 1.59 and 1.60 from which relative shield weight factors

may be found when more than one primary design parameter is varied at

one time.

1.5.3.4 Radioisotope design.- in addition to the basic Pu-238 char-

acteristics given in the state-of-the-art assessment, Pu-238 heat source

block and heat exchanger design data and nuclear safety criteria are

required for system design. These items are discussed in the following

sections.

Heat source block and heat exchanger design: The two isotope cap-

sule clad design temperatures considered are 1400 ° F and 1800 ° F. The

requirements and technology status of these two classes of heat sources

will be discussed separately.

a. 1400 ° F - A 1400 ° F capsule clad temperature is considered the

state-of-the-art of isotope capsules; this technology status is repre-

sented by the SNAP-27 radioisotoDe thermoelectric generator capsule.

For these temperatures, the superalloys - for example, Haynes Alloy 25 -

can be used as the capsule structural member to withstand helium pres-

sure buildup and impact forces as well as for the corrosion/oxidation

resistant coating. The structural _nd coating component thicknesses are

designed, per nuclear safety requirements, to completely contain the
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radioisotope for about i0 half-lives (900 years for Pu-238). These
basic requirements result in i0 to 12 pounds per thermal kilowatt for

isotope capsules alone. Reentry protection has been shown to give a

minimum weight if applied on a per capsule basis, particularly if a

reentry protective coating can be designed to yield small AT's while in

the operating configuration and still provide acceptable heat rejection.

An example is using sublimation upon reentry to prevent overheating

at the fuel centerline. Should the temperature drop through the reentry

protective coating be excessive for operating conditions, the basic

capsule clad temperature would have to be raised. This higher basic

capsule temperature requirement (1500 ° to 1600 ° F) would require a

refractory metal for the structural member with a superalloy oxidation-
resistant clading superimposed.

The reentry-protected capsules are placed in the heat source _

block which is designed with temperature-activated louvers to provide

inflight emergency cooling. The source block is coupled through a NAK
flow loop to a counterflow heat exchanger which serves as the effective

heat source for a thermoelectric energy conversion device. Other con-

version devices may not require a NaK loop, but will have equivalent heat
exahanger loops. All these components combined result in an effective

weight for the heat source-heat exchanger-emergency heat rejection com-

ponent combination with a specific weight of about 45 pounds pez thermal

kilowatt, which includes a configuration dependent factor of 10 to

12 pounds per kilowatt for radiological shielding to 3 to 5 mrem per

hour at the dose plane with a lO to 15 foot separation.

b. 1800 ° F - The design requirements of an 1800 ° F clad requires

a significant advancement to the pres_ntstate-of-the-art because of the

need for refractory metal structural member and a high-temperature,

oxidation-resistant outer clad. In order to meet the overall require-

ments of the heat source; the high temperature capsule becomes compli-

cated as evidenced by the following discussion.

i. Primary container - For high temperat'&res, refractory metals

possess the strength properties required to meet the capsule structural

requirements in acco_nodating helium pressure buildup and impact resist-

ance. The tantalum base alloy, T-222, can be used because it is con_ner-

cially available and appears to have the required creep rupture and

impact strength-to-weight ratio for an optimum capsule. Associated time-

temperature-mechanical properties data to support the design requirements

of the reference missions are virtually non-existent. Obtaining such

data would constitute a major portion of the development effort for an
1800 ° F capsule.

2. Oxidation barrier - refractory materials are subject to exten-

sive oxidation so that outer, oxidation-resistant barriers are required.

Superalloys, such as Haynes 25 or Hastalloy X, are acceptable for low-

temperature applications; however, a ductile-to-brittle transition
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occurs after long-term, high-temperature exposure. This brittleness of

the outer clad or barrier leaves the refractory material subject to

exposure following Earth impact. Platinum or platinum rhodium appear to

be the best choice for the outer capsule because of superior corro-

sion and oxidation resistance at high temperature.

3. Diffusion barriers - at the high temperatures considered, platinum

would probably diffuse into the tantalum alloy primary capsule over a

long period of time so that thoria or a high-temperature glass diffusion

barrier is required between the inner and outer capsule_. Also, T_222

contains hafnium which may be incompatible with the Pu-238 source. A

tungsten liner would alleviate this problem.

4. High-emissivity coating - if the capsule is to be used in a

radiant heat transfer heat exchanger as in the case of the Brayton-

cycle, the platinum outer clad must be coated with a high-temperature,

high-emissivity coating, such as iron titanate.

As in the 1400 ° F case, reentry heat protection would have to be

provided for each capsule or for the entire heat source block. For a

system requiring an intermediate heat exchanger to transfer heat to the

power conversion loop, the design approach would be the same as for the

1400 ° F system. However, the 1800 ° F requirements again impose addi-

tional design constraints probably requiring a liquid metal other than

NaK coupled with either stainless steel tubing lined for corrosion-

erosion resistance or a more advanced tubing material.

To meet the design requirements, the heat source-heat exchanger

combination exhibits a specific weight of about 60 pounds per kilowatt

including about i0 to 12 pounds for radiological shielding per the afore-

mentioned shielding criteria.

Nuclear safety (general): The Pu-238 02 microsphere fuel form has

Been selected as the most attractive fuel form for this isotope. The

low volatility and solubility, as well as nonrespirable features of the

microsphere fuel form, result in significant relaxation of containment

requirements. Absolute containment is highly desirable but not manda-

tory for most cases. The most hazardous potential Pu-238 dispersal mode

has been evaluated as high-temperature volatilization to the atmosphere.

Two principle sources of such high temperature exist: internal heat

generated by radioactive decay when the capsule is thermally isolated,

as with soil burial or with loss of coolant, and atmospheric reentry

heating without adequate protection.

Recovery of the fuel material at mission termination is obviously

the most desirable plan from a safety viewpoint. If such recovery is

not feasible, impact and permanent disposal in dee_ ocean areas is
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acceptable. With such disposal, long-term containment is not absolutely

necessary. Reentry burnup is not desirable for large Pu-238 sources.

Fabrication, handling, transportation, and prelaunch integration of
the heat source/fuel capsule will require considerable design and proce-

dural safeguards, but the potential accident environment during these

activities is much less severe than with mission activity phases.

The development of a heatsource/fuel capsule design and overall

operational plans which assure an adequate safety level have been studied

extensively under several Government-sponsored efforts. Detailed study

of safety factors associated with the use of large quantities of radio-

isotopes is beyond the scope of this study. It should be noted, however,
that the safety program associated with development of a large isotope

power system would constitute a major portion of the overall development

effort. Investigation of many of the physical, biological, and chemical

properties of the fuel form is still incomplete so that the proposed

applications of these isotopes may suffer from imposing unduly restric-

tive safety requirements.

Items requiring further study: Before Pu-238 can be used routinely

on manned missions, considerable development effort is required. Some

areas requiring further investigation are discussed below.

a. Further investigation of many of the physical, biological,

and chemical properties of the Pu-238 02 fuel form. Because of in-

sufficient information, proposed applications of these sources may

suffer unduly restrictive safety requirements.

b. Further investigation of subliming materials such as AIF 3

for reentry protection of individual fuel capsules; further study of
the tradeoffs of protecting individual capsules versus putting entire

heat block in reentry body.

c. Considerable testing to determine mechanical properties of

superalloys and refractory alloys after long-term (>lO 000 hour) expo-

sures at high temperatures. Such data are needed to minimize capsule

thickness overdesign and to determine the temperature at which it is

necessary to change over from superalloys to refractory-basedmaterials.

d. Further investigation of the feasibility of controlled intact

reentry and subsequent recovery of multikilowatt isotope heat sources.

Such an approach is desirable for Pu-2B8 sources ..fromboth safety and

economic viewpoints.
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e. Considerable effort must be spent in refractory metal design

requirements for isotope capsules. Examples are machining, compatibility

testing, developing of high temperature oxidation-resistant coatings_

bonding techniques, et cetera.

f. Development of acceptable fuel form simulants should be pursued.

If adequate fuel simulants are obtainable_ costs and availability limita-

tions for a Pu-238 program could be relaxed.

1.5.3.5 Thermoelectric systems.-

1.5.3.5.1 Pu-238 radioisotope thermoelectric module:

1.5.3.5.1.1 Design - Early work in the study was directed to con-

figuring a radioisotope fueled thermoelectric power generating device

capgole of producing 5.0 kWe net power for 2 years. However, when isotope

availability was considered, it became apparent that such a thermoelec-

tric system would require more Pu-238 tham would be available even as

late as 1975. From the availability of isotope as discussed in the iso-

tope section of this report, a limit per system in 1972-1973 of 50 ther-

mal kilowatts was established. In 1974-1975, a i00 thermal kilowatt

system can be considered. Using the above heat source constraints, a

basic thermoelectric module was configured utilizing 50 thermal kilowatts.

The two systems considered in detail were the two compact convertor

concepts under study by the Atomic Energy Commission. The systems con-

figured herein are based on performance data obtained during early devel-

opment work done in those programs. Use of either of these concepts

will require extensive life qualification to verify performance after 2

or more years operation.

The lead telluride compact convertor was designed with a primary

constraint of a NaK inlet temperature to the convertor of ii00 ° F. The

parameters of the basic 2 kWe module as configured in this study are

shown in figure 1.61 It must be noted that this basic module configu-

ration can be optimized to better meet mission objectives, vehicles, or

other constraints once they are formulated; however, this system is rep-

resentative of a typical state-of-the-art concept. All support equipment

required to meet the requirements of this system or any other lead tellu-

ride system designed for 2 year life can be designed, built, and quali-

fied with minimum development.

The silicon germanium compact convertor module was designed to

accept a NaK inlet temperature of 1500 ° F. The system parameters are

summarized in figure 1.62. As in the discussion of the PbTe concept,

this system has not been fully optimized. It should be noted that

there is no efficiency gain experienced in a system using the SiGe over
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one using a PbTemodule. The weights for the SiGe system will be signi-
ficantly higher than for lower temperature s_stems and the development
program would have higher risk. Chief amongthe questionable tech-
nological areas is that of the high-temperature fuel capsule and the high-
temperature liquid-metal developments required to support such systems.

The primary heat rejection systems are configured for easy compari-
son. Both systems utilize a NaK loop which required the use of proven
technology. The thermoelectric electromagnetic pumprequired in the
radiator loop as in the PbTe conversion system, are based on well estab-
lished design methods developed in the SNAPreactor programs. The loop
configurations and list of system componentcomparisons are shown in
figure 1.63.

1.5.3.5.1.2 Operation and integration - The radioisotope power con-
version systems considered for these advancedmissions have been shown
incapable of meeting total mission prime power. They were not deleted
from further study due to the potential usefulness of a basic 2.0 kWe
module in a hybrid system, or as a source of emergencyelectrical power.
A cursory examination of the various mission vehicles involved in the
Earth orbit or interplanetary missions shows that radioisotope thermo-
electric systems present no constraints on mission inflight operations.
The only area of potential concern involves the integration of these
devices with the spacecraft. The isotope availability limit imposed
on _a-238 systems considered in the study !i_its the thermoelectric sys-
tems to 4.0 kWe (net). At the 4.0 kWelevel, this system will require

approximately 600 ft 2 of radiator area. This radiator would be integra-
ted with vehicle structure, either in a subsystem vehicle or with a liv-
ing or experiment module. The heat source and conversion systems have
not been considered as an internal part of living or laboratory module.
The shield weights are based on a nominal 16-foot separation from the
crew.

1.5.3.5.2 Thermoelectric conversion with nuclear reactor heat
source:

1.5.3.5.2.1 Design - Based on the long lead times for developments

in the field of nuclear reactors, it is evident that the only reactor

which can be considered for use with a thermoelectric convertor by the

mid-1970's is the SNAP-8 reactor. Meeting the requirements of up to a

30 Kwe thermoelectric system does not tax the projected capabilities

(power, temperature, or life) of the planned manrated SNAP-8 reactor.

The temperature limit assumed in this study is 1300 ° F (NaK out of

reactor). This temperature limit on reactor outlet limits the thermo-

electric modules to be considered to only the lead telluride family of

convert or s.
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The temperature limitation of 1300° F excludes the silicon-germanium
compact convertor from consideration. To develop a reactor capable of
operating with a NaKoutlet of 1500° F would require a long development
and verification _ich would preclude its use for flight until the late
i970's or early 1980's. The lead telluride system modules which would
be coupled with the reactor for use on a mission in the mid-1970's would
be similar to those described in the radioisotope EPSdiscussion. The
basic approach change from the radioisotope system module is to use a
2.5 kWenet basic module or someother convenient size. The maximum
power capability of a system utilizing PbTe thermoelectrics and the
SNAP-8would be approximately 30 kWe. Characteristics of the reactor
thermoelectric systems considered are shownin figure !.64 and table 1.26.

1.5.3.5.2.2 Operation and integration - The reactor considered in
these analyses is an improved SNAP-8reactor. The normal design
of the reactor includes automatic start-up, self-control, and fail-
safe provisions. The improved version envisioned for use in these
missions has addedmanual overrides to someof the automatic shut-
downs.

The shield weights for the reactor thermoelectric systems were cal-
culated based on a 22.5-foot dose plane diameter for interplanetary mis-
sions and a 50-foot separation distance. For the Earth orbital (Dumbbell
Configuration), shields were based on a 60-foot dose plane diamete_ and
a separation distance of i00 feet. The 60-foot dose plane diameter was
used to give allowance for a shielded area for rendezvous and resupply
operations.

The radiators used in these analyses are conical units which are
integrated with the reactor, shield, and conversion package. The radia-
tor areas were based on the use of coatings with an emissivity of 0.8
and an _/c of 0.66. The radiator weights were based on the use of
stainless steel tubes, with meteoroid protection, and aluminum fins. The
specific weight of such radiators was assumedto be 2 pounds per square
foot. Figures 1.65 and 1.66 show the two conceptual configurations of
reactor thermoelectric systems.

1.5.3.5.3 General considerations: The radioisotope and reactor
thermoelectric systems configured for this study reflect no attempt to
optimize with respect to any parameter. Wide variations in the systems
could be realized if this were to be done. If radiator area were to be
a limiting factor, an optimum cold junction condition could be estab-
lished which would minimize the radiator area. Should weight be the
overriding consideration, the cold junction could be varied to optimize
weight of radiator and heat source componentsto yield a minimum-weight
system for a particular mission and vehicle. These types of optimizations
require either a precise definition of the mission and vehicle involved
or extensive parametric analyses which were beyond the scope of this
study.
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Figure 1.67 shows schematically the basic electrical configuration
upon which electrical-to-electrical efficiencies for all thermoelectric
systems were based.

1.5.3.6 NUCLEARDYNAMICSYSTEMS

1.5.3.6.1 Design

Radioisotope Brayton-cycle systems - A typical schematic flow dia-
gram of a radioisotope Brayton-cycle system is shownin figure 1.68.
The major system componentsare the shielded isotope heat source, recu-
perator, heat sink heat exchanger, space radiator, and combinedrotating
unit (CRU). The CRUconsists of a high speed alternator mounted on a
commonshaft with a radial flow turbine and radial flow compressor. This
assembly is supported by gas lubricated bearings and contained within a
hermetically-sealed housing. The alternator stator is liquid cooled by
the samecoolant used in the heat rejection system. The working fluid
for the system is pure argon gaS. Gas mixtures (helium and xenon) could
be considered to increase performance and reduce heat exchanger size;
however, selective leakage of helium mayprove unacceptable for long term
application.

At the 5 kWenet power level, the major loop components(excluding
the heat source) maybe packagedwithin a volume approximately 4 ft by
3 ft by2.5 ft. At higher power levels (up to 15 kWe) per power conversion
system (PCS), the heat exchanger and gas duct sizes would increase some-
what, whereas the CRUwould remain about the samesize.

Table 1.27 showsa representative list of system operating param-
eters for radioisotope Brayton-cycle systems. The values shownare for
systems producing 5 kWeand lO kWenet power. The radiator area values
shownare based on a cylindrical design.

Reactor Brayton-cycle sFstems - The _chematic flow diagram for a

reactor-powered Brayton-cycle system would be similar to that for the

radioisotope system with the exception that the heat source would be a

liquid metal-to-gas heat exchanger instead of the isotope fuel elements.

Table 1.28 shows the reference design pointdata for the reactor Brayton-

cycle system. The valves shown are for 10 kWe modules.

Redundancy requirements - To achieve the required system life, a

number of redundant standby PCS modules will be required, depending on

power level per module. Based on a PCS unit life of i year and a total

system life of 2 years, the approximate number of redundant and operating

5 and 10 kNeunits required to achieve the various power levels are as

follows:

_q
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5 kWe modules

5 kWe three units installed, one operating

i0 kWe five units installed, two operating

i0 kWe modules

i0 kWe three units installed, one operating

20 kWe - five units installed, two operating

30 kWe - eight units installed, three operating

The redundancy values given are very preliminary and subject to
further review.

Radioisotope mercury-Rankine systems - As previously stated, radio-

isotope mercury-Rankine systems cannot be considered for the space sta-

tion applications because of isotope availability limitations.

Reactor mercury-Rankine systems - The SNAP-2 mercury-Rankine system

can be considered for use with the SNAP-8 reactor for power levels up to

20 kWe total. Figure 1.69 shows a schematic flow diagram for the reactor

system.

The major system components are the reactor heat source with associ-

ated liquid metal (NaK) coolant loop and pump, mercury boiler, radiator-

condenser, and the combined rotating unit (CRU). The CRU consists of

a turboalternator and mercury pump mounted on a common shaft which is

supported by mercury-lubricated bearings. This assembly is contained

within a hermetically-sealed housing. The design speed of the turbo-

alternator is 36 000 rpm. The alternator stator is cooled by the tur-

bine exhaust vapor.

The SNAP-2 power conversion system design is based upon application

of the present CRU-V turbomachinery, which has a design power level of

4.1 kWe at the alternator terminals. CRU's have been operated at 5.6 kWe

for short periods of time. Most of the test hours have been accumulated,

however, at the 3 to 4 kWe power level.

A brief assessment of the problems associated with extending the

gross alternator output power to approximately 6.67 kWe (to achieve 5 kWe

net conditioned) indicated that significant design modifications would

be required. An inherently greater degree of confidence would be achieved

by further development of the existing turbomachinery design on which
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extensive test and operating experience has been accumulated. Therefore,
for application to the space station, it is proposed that two independent
active power conversion systems operating in parallel be utilized to
produce the net 5 kWe conditioned power level, each unit supplying
3.33 kWeat the alternator terminals.

The higher power levels would be achieved by grouping pairs of the
3.33 kWeunits. Another approach to achieving higher power levels with
less weight penalty and complexity is to uprate the individual units to
slightly higher power output and operate fewer systems in parallel.
For example, i0 kWenet could be achieved with three systems of 4.44 kWe
rating each. This power rating could be achieved with minor changes to
the current SNAP-2turbine (CRU-V).

Redundancyrequirements - In addition to the active systems, in-
stalled redundant standby systems would be required to satisfy the long
mission life requirements. The numberof standby systems required is a
function of manyvariables including total system life reliability re-
quired, life reliability of individual modules, and reliabilities
associated with system startups.

There are someinherent uncertainties associated with projecting
lifetime capabilities of individual CRU's from the available analytical
and test data, even with the large numberof test hours thus far ac-
cumulated. Corrosion by mercury and CRUbearing cavitation erosion are
basically the only fundamental life-limiting mechanismsthus far identi-
fied. These phenomenaallow a potential lifetime capability of
2-1/2 years for the CRUand the remainder of the power conversion
system (PCS)components. However, this study is based on the more con-
servative componentlifetime objective of lO 000 hours (about 1 year).
To maintain PCSmodule redundancy within reasonable limits, a corre-
sponding overall system lifetime of 2 years is assumed.

Table 1.29 showstypical numbersof initial active PCSmodules re-
quired and the corresponding numberof redundant standby modules to
achieve 2-year system life at the 5, lO, 15, and 20 kWenet power
levels.

It is fairly obvious from examination of table 1-29that at the
15 to 20 kWepower levels, the power subsystembecomesvery complex with
the large numbersof standby PCSloops.

Consideration has been given to scaling-up the existing SNAP-2
turbo-machinery design to produce a net conditioned output power of
lO kWe. This would greatly reduce the redundancy requirements imposed
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by multiple units _o achieve the desired power level, system lifetime,
and reiia0ility. Also, the turbomachinery performance would be enhanced
by larger size. Although these potential advantages apparently favor
eventual application of the scaled-up design, a large and expensive pro-
gramwould be required to achieve the samelevel of confidence as is now
realized with the existing turbomachinery. For this reason, a i0 kWe
net mercury-Rankine system will not be further considered in this study.

Becauseof the complexity associated with a large number of redundant
standby PCSmodules, a maximumpower level of 15 kWe is placed on the
reactor SNAP-2mercury-Rankine system. At this power level, the reactor
SNAP-2mercury-Rankine system can be considered further in a hybrid sys-
tem for space station configuration number i (Dumbbell) or as primary
power for configurations 2, 3a, 3b, and the Mars flyby.

1.5.3.6.2 Operation

Radioisotope Brayton cycle: The power conversion system could be
started either on the ground prior to launch or in orbit. If started
on the ground, a supplementary gas bearing pressurization system would
be required to hydrostatically support the rotating assembly during
boost acceleration. Also, whether started on the ground or in orbit,
a water boil-off cooling system or heat absorbing mediumwould be re-
quired for system heat rejection.

In operation, the working fluid is heated at nearly constant pres-
sure in the isotope heat source to the desired turbine inlet temperature.
It then expands through the turbine producing mechanical power to drive
the alternator and compressor. The gas then flows through the recuperator
where a portion of its energy is transferred to the cooler gas from the
compressor. The minimumcycle temperature is reached in the heat sink-
heat exchanger where the waste heat is transferred to the radiator
coolant. The radiator coolant is circulated through the radiator and
heat exchanger by small electric motor driven pumps.

The electrical power is generated at high frequency by the compact
alternator. The frequency of the system is maintained by a parasitic-
load-type speedcontrol which provides a constant load operational mode
for the CRU(s)at all times. Also, a secondary battery system which
handles peak and spike loads is connected in the alternator(s) output
circuit and are charged as required whennot in use. The use of the
parasitic speed control permits essentially constant conditions of gas
loop parameters to be maintained independent of load demands.

Reactor Brayton cycle: Operation of the reactor Brayton system is
essentially the sameas the isotope system with the exception that the
heat source output is controllable. The reactor would not be started
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until the spacecraft is in Earth orbit. This eliminates manyof the
ground operational requirements associated with the radioisotope system;
that is, shielding and water boil-off heat removal.

It maybe necessary to include a secondary liquid metal loop between
the reactor coolant loop and the gas heat exchanger. The estimated
weight of this loop will be included in the total system weight.

Reactor mercury-Rankine cycle: As with the reactor Brayton system,
the reactor would not be started until the spacecraft has been placed
in orbit.

In operation, the reactor coolant(NaK) would transfer the reactor
heat output to a secondary liquid metal coolant loop through a compact
heat exchanger located in the gallery. This loop would transfer the
heat to the mercury boiler. The liquid mercury is converted into
superheated vapor in the boiler and flows to the turbine. The vapor
expands in the turbine, producing mechanical power to drive the
alternator. Mercury from the turbine exhaust flows to the radiator-
condensor where it is condensedand subcooled -- the latent and sensible
heat being rejected to space by direct radiation from a tube-fin radi-
ator. The mercury condensate is then returned to the boiler by a pump
to complete the cycle.

The electrical power is generated at high frequency (1800 cps) by
the compact alternator. The frequency of the system is maintained by a
parasitic-load-type speed control which provides a constant load opera-
tional modefor the CRUat all times. The use of the parasitic speed
control permits essentially constant conditions of temperatures, pres-
sures, and flows to be maintained independent of load demands.

1.5.3.6.3 Integration

Brayton-cycle systems - configuration no. i: It is assumedthat
the counterweight portion of the space station can be utilized to house
a portion of the power generation system. Approximately 800 to i000 ft 2
of surface should be available for radiator installation. This area is
sufficient to accommodateup to a i0 kWesystem (five 5 kWemodules or
three i0 kWemodules). Because of the limitation on power imposedby
insufficient radioisotope, this is the maximumpower level attainable
with the radioisotope Brayton-cycle system.

System weights: Figure 1.70 shows total system weights as a func-
tion of power level. The system weights showninclude the heat source --
reactor or isotope heat block -- and the required shielding and peaking
batteries.
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Radiator area requirements: Figure 1.71 shows t_e radiator area

requirements as a function of power level. Area requirements for both

radioisotope and reactor systems are shown.

Configuration nos. 27 3a, 3b_ and 4: A detailed integration study

for all of these configurations is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 1.72 shows the volume requirements as a function of power level.

It is assumed that a cylindrical section of the vehicle surface will be

availgole to accommodate the radiators. Figure 1.73 shows system weights

for the Mars Flyby Mission (configuration 4).

Mercury-Rankine systems - configuration no. i: System weights -

Figure 1.74 shows total system weights as a function of power level.

_e system weights shown include the heat source (reactor) and the re-

quired shielding and peaking batteries. A maximum of 15 kWe is

considered an upper limit for the multiple BNAP-2 system.

Radiator area required: Figure 1.75 shows the cylindrical radiator

requirements for the reactor mercury-Rankine system for power levels up

to 15 kWe.

Configuration nos. 2, 3a, 3b, and 4: Shown in figure 1.76 is total

system weight as a function of power level for the reactor merc_ry-Rankine

systems applicable to the zero-G space station. The radiator area re-

quired is the same as shown in figure 1.75 Figure 1.77 shows the

radioisotope and reactor systems weights as functions of power level for

the Mars Flyby Mission. Again, the radiator area required will not be

significantly different from the values shown in figure 1.75 for this

case.
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1.5.3.6.4 Advanta6es and disadvantages.- As described in the previous

sections, the nuclear Brayton-cycle and mercury-Rankine cycle (SNAP-2)

systems both appear applicable in selected power ranges. Some of the

advantages and disadvantages of these systems are listed below.

SNAP-2

Brayton Cycle Mercury-Rankine

Advantages Disadvanta6es Advantages Disadvanta6es

i. High system

efficiency

1. Relatively low

development
status

1. Advanced

development
status

i. Corrosion

buildup

2. Single phase

working fluid

2. Gas bearing
load sensiti-

vity

2. Relatively

small high

temperature
radiator

2. Adverse "G"

effects; two-

phase working
fluid

3. No materials

compatibility

problems

3. Large radiator

required

3. Moderate

temperatures

3. Low effi-

ciency

1.5.3.6.5 Major system development ereas.- The closed Brsyton-cycle I
system will require development in the following major sreas:

a. Gas lubricated bearings; manufacturing techniques, reproduci-

bility, -^ "^* __" "_ vj_...... .p_d_ab_Itj, *'_o (*_!t_g pad, journal, or foil).

b. Compact system packaging.

c. System startup and re-start procedures; gas impingement or
motor start.

d. Turbine and compressor manufacturing techniques to insure quality

and long life capability. •

e. High speed alternators, type, construction.

All of the major development problems associated with the mercury-

Rankine system (SNAP-2) appear to be identified with the exception of

problems which may arise during zero-G operation. The current AEC pro-

gram is aimed toward solution of the known problems and demonstration of

endurance capability.

1.5.3.7 Radiators.- Radiator areas presented for all systems are

based on steady-state analyses for the desired system conditions. Areas

are presented for the maximum environmentalsink temperature _T_\_I
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for each mission considered. Radiator configurations are assumed cylin-

drical unless otherwise stated. A radiator effectiveness C_) of 0.85 was

assumed.

Since some of the systems can accommodate or be designed over a

fairly large radiator temperature range which approaches the upper tem-

perature limits of low _/c coatings, two values of _/c were chosen.

These values are 0.23 and 0.66. The attainment of value of 0.66 for

those temperatures where the low _/¢ coatings begin to degrade seems

reasonable. It might also be pointed out that degradation of a selected

low _/¢ coating might be such that it would still be more attractive

than a stable high _/c coating.

It was assumed that the radiator would be an integral part of the

spacecraft structure and weight penalties would only be incurred for that

material over and beyond structural requirements.

i. 5.4 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

1.5.4.1 Schedules.- The development schedules for the primary power

generation system were derived by a four-step process as follows:

a. A schedule requirements sequence was developed to show the typi-

cal phasing which a hypothetical subsystem should follow in building up

to delivery of flight units.

b. A ground test logic schedule was formulated which meets the

major milestones of the above schedule requirements while accomplishing

flight certification with a minimal ground test program.

c. Development requirements were investigated from the technology

viewpoint, that is, for optimum development phasing, rather than phasing

to meet a particular milestone sequence.

d. Development schedules were generated which incorporate likely

technology leadtimes while preserving the essential elements of the space

station EPS test logic and spacecraft development milestones.

Figure 1.78 shows the schedule requirements chart. This milestone

sequence was developed from primecontractor data from MSC-sponsored

AAP, Multipurpose Space Station and Mars flyby study programs. It will

be noted that the milestone timing is a function of launch date only

(no dependence on go-ahead date); the reference launch date for the

operational, or permanent, space station is ist quarter 1973.
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The ground test logic is based on the following major guidelines:

a. Completion of qualification/certification testing must occur no

later than delivery of the first operational flight article.

b. Flight certification will be based in part on a long endurance

test (2-year goal) at high levels of assembly for life-critical assem-

blies, in part on integrated performance testing of a _ystem rig in a

configuration simulating the spacecraft installation, and in part on

design limit dynamic and performance testing of a flight bill-of-mate-

rials (full-up) system.

c. Two manufacturing cycles are required during the ground test

program, that is, there should not be a single production run which

yields all test articles from design feasibility class through quali-
ficationunits. This is discussed below.

The second guideline implies that the endurance basis for flight

certification is not generated in tests of classical "qualification

units." A realistic endurance test is still required, however, and must

be conducted in a somewhat formal manner even if the test article design

is of a developmental class.

The third guideline is intended to avoid a major pitfall of success-

oriented planning: failures in the field of hardware of sound design,

due to manufacturing defects. Applying this guideline to the ground

test schedule, a manufacturing "breathing spell" is provided following

completion of the last design verification test (DVT) article, so that

early DVT results can be used to update tooling, process procedures,

assembly flow, and inspection operations prior to initiating the produc-

tion run which will include the flight unit(s).

The overall ground test logic is summarized in figure 1.79. The

first manufacturing run produces design feasibility and design verifica-

tion hardware to accomplish the following primary test objectives:

Ao DFT - demonstrate specification compliance;

- generate design data for thermal balance and plumbing,

electrical, and mechanical integration;

- provide endurance feasibility basis for design freeze;

- determine failure modes, failure propagation, and ultimate

system effects.

b. DVT - provide performance and environmental basis for design

freeze;

- provide endurance basis for flight certification;
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- provide overstress tolerance data;
- provide test basis for debugging manufacturing operations.

The secondmanufacturing run produces a system prototype to verify
integrated performance in a simulated installed configuration, qualifica-
tion hardware for final performance and environmental certification,
and flight systems.

Figure 1.80 showsa hardware support schedule for the ground test
program. This schedule was generated from the test logic using more
or less leisurely lead times, without any particular go-ahead or tech-
nology constraints. The manufacturing breathing spell discussed earlier
is clearly evident. It is significant to note that design activities
for the early test hardware appear as early as CY1967.

Development schedules for isotope Brayton-cycle and solar cell
primary power systems were selected for detailed analysis because they
were believed to be the most likely candidates for the 1973 operational
space station. These two systems suffer no severe constraints external

to their own development problems, such as isotope availability.

The most comprehensive developmentschedule analyses available in

these two areas were based on programs that were either non-manrated

or success-oriented in the extreme. These reference schedules showed a

total time-from-go-ahead through delivery of the first flight article

of 28 months for solar cells and 44 months for the Brayton-cycle.

Figure 1-81 shows the estimated development schedule for the power

conversion portion of the Brayton-cycle system. It appears that flight

system delivery within some 56 months after program go-ahead might be

feasible. If go-ahead occurs on July i, 1967, this would support the

reference ist quarter 1973 launch.

Figure 1.82 shows the program phasing for isotope heat block develop-

ment.

The development schedule for a solar cell system is shown in

figure 1.83. The estimated lead time from go-ahead through flight
hardware is 41 months.

Figure 1.84 was prepared to show the relative capabilities of these

two systems to support possible developmental space station flights

prior to the 1973 operational launch.

The estimated development schedules for batteries and fuel cells

are shown in figures 1.85 and 1.86, respectively.
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Figure 1-87 indicates the capabilities of these two items to support
early space station flights.

As discussed elsewhere in this report, isotope thermoelectric
systems will not be available in 1973 for primary power in the 5 to lO
kWerange due to limitations in isotope availability. The development
schedule for this system is shownin figure 1.88 reference, however, to
show whenthe conversion portion of an isotope system could be flight
ready for lower power (1,to 3 kWe) applications, if no external con-
straints existed. It should be noted, however, that the isotope heat
block development is the pacing item for the thermoelectric system
(see figure 1.82 ), rather than the power conversion section.

The estimated schedule for the development andman-rating of a
reactor system (based on the SNAP-8reactor concept and either thermo-
electric or Brayton-cycle conversion) is indicated in figure 1.89.

1.5.4'2 Costs.- Program costs for the systems under study werel
estimated for the following major cost categories:

a. Non-recurring:

1. Development - All expensesassociated with analysis_ tech-
nology and componentdevelopment, and the design feasibility and design
verification test programs.

2. Qualification - All expensesassociated with materials,
manufacturing, and operations for the qualification test equipment and
test articles.

3. Prequalification deliveries - All materials, manufacturing,
checkout, and shipping expenses directly associated with deliverable
simulators, mock-ups, training equipment, and GSE.

b. Recurring:
1. Production - All materials, manufacturing, check-out, and

shipping expenses directly associated with the delivered flight article(s).

2. Field support - All engineering and associated off-site
expenses for spacecraft ground test support, training operations, flight
spacecraft installation and checkout, and ground support services during
flight.

Costs were not estimated for the following categories:
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a. Spacecraft prime contractor costs: This is e_ected to be in
the range of $20-30 million for all of the systems considered.

b. NASAcosts for management,test, travel, et cetera.

c. Spares.

Cost estimates for the isotope Brayton-cycle, solar cell. battery,
and fuel cell systems are broken out by fiscal year in tables 1.30
through 1.32. The phasing for these estimates follows the development
schedules shownin section 1.5.4.1.

Estimated costs for isotope thermoelectric, reactor thermoelectric,
and reactor Brayton-cycle systems are shownin tables 1.33 through 1.35,
as total cost without a fiscal year breakout. All costs are shownin
millions of dollars. It should be noted that the reactor system estimates
correspond to the 20 kWelevel, rather than the 5 kWemodule design point.

Figure 1.90 illustrates the cost growth pattern for the above power
systems as a function of the numberof flight systems delivered. Since
the design philosophy for these systems is based on modularity,
variation in non-recurring costs with system size is considered insig-
nificant relative to the accuracy of the estimates given.

The recurring costs will vary with module and system size as shown
in figure 1.90 because of production economies realized with larger
modules and because field support is more dependent on system complexity
than on system power level. For any given system, for example, field
support is higher for two 5-kWemodules than for one lO-kWemodule.

The cost comparison for battery and fuel cell secondary systems is
given in figure 1.91.

1.5.5 RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

In all Earth-orbit cases where nuclear power systems are considered,
the radioisotope systems are availability-limited because of the 1972
need-date constraint. The thermoelectric system is limited to 4-kWenet
and the Brayton-cycle system is limited to lO-kWe net. Radioisotope
mercury-Rankine systems were eliminated from detailed study because of
their inability to meet the 5-kWeminimumpower level. Radioisotope
thermoelectrics was studied due to its potential use as a highly reliable,
long-life emergencyor auxiliary power system. For all cases where a
mercury-Rankine cycle was shownwith a reactor heat source, the power
level was limited to 15-kWenet because of an excessive number of con-
version units (up to 30) to meet reasonable life/reliability goals at

higher power levels.
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Shownin figure 1.92is the total weight charged to the selected
systems versus net electrical power for the dumbbell configuration. At
all power levels, the Brayton-cycle system is lightest. From 5 to i0 kWe
the radioisotope/Brayton-cycle/battery system is lightest, i0 kWebeing
the limit of isotope availability. From lO to 30 kWethe reactor/
Brayton-cycle/battery system is lightest, with its advantage increasing
rapidly with increasing power level. Up to lO kWe, the solar cell/
battery system is competitive with the Brayton-cycle. At the 10-kWe
level, a choice based on weight of radioisotope/Brayton-cycle/battery,
solar cell/battery, and reactor/Brayton-cycle is available.

Figure 1.93 showsthe total'system weight versus net power for the
zero-gravity configuration. The decrease in assumedseparation distance
for the reactor systems causes significant increases in shield weights,
in turn being reflected in the total system weight increase above the
dumbbell configuration.

Figure 1.94 shows system weight versus net electrical power for
the synchronous orbit mission. It was assumedthat a maximumof lO kWe
would be required for this mission, therefore no reactor systems were
considered. For primary power, the solar cell/battery system is lightest,
although the radioisotope/Brayton-cycle system is competitive.

Figure 1.95 depicts system weight versus net electrical power for
the Mars flyby. The solar cell/battery system is lightest for all power
levels. Isotope availability limits allow radioisotope/Brayton-cycle to
be used for the assumedupper power requirement of 15 kWe. However, it
is assumedweight _..._+_+_ro_v_.__.......solar _lls _nly to 10 kWe. From a
system weight standpoint, radioisotope/thermoelectrics maybe attractive
as an auxiliary power system in the 2 to 4 kWerange.

Fuel cell or battery secondarypower systems were required for
power peaks with all Primary power systems and for dark-side operation
with solar cells. Figure 1.96 showssystem weight versus net electrical
power for both low Earth orbit missions. As secondary systems for use
with solar cells, fuel cells are definitely not competitive with second-
ary batteries. A 6-month resupply case is shownto illustrate the trend
typical of all batteries as being competitive from a weight standpoint:
this is true only for the low Earth orbit configurations. The synchro-
nous orbit configuration is shownin figure 1.97. The decrease in
number of cycles required in a synchronous orbit allows the batteries to
be discharged to a greater depth, thereby more fully utilizing their

energy density capability. This is reflected in both the 6-month and

14-month resupply cases. However, for the 24-month case, the short fuel

cell life relative to that of batteries causes the most significant

difference in system weights.
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Shown in figure 1.98 are the volume requirements for the v_rious

systems as they are configured for orbit for the dumbbell and synchro-

nous missions. The solar cell system is the lowest because only bat-

teries, power conditioning, and orientation mechanical controls require

internal spacecraft volume. In figure 1.99, the reactor system volumes

for the zero-gravity configuration increase due to the increase in

shield size (less separation distance). The solar cell/battery and

radioisotope system volumes are approximately the same for the zero-

gravity and synchronous configurations.

Mars flyby power system volumes are shown in figure i.i00. The

decrease in battery requirements for all systems is reflected most

significantly in the solar cell system.

"Shown in figure I.!01 is a representative secondary system volume

comparison. The comparison reflects the significant difference in

packaging and energy density characteristics between batteries and

fuel cells.

Shown in figure 1.102 are the deployed area requirements for the

four reference configurations. The dotted curve depicts area in excess

of that available on the zero-gravity and dumbbell configuration nose

cones for the reactor/Brayton-cycle radiator requirement. This area

may have to be deployed if nose extension is not possible.

Fisure 1.103 depicts radiator area requirements for the various

power systems for all configurations. The solar cell/battery area

requirements shown are only for thermal control of the batteries. For

Mars flyby, the radioisotope/thermoelectric and Brayton-cycle curves can

be extended to account for additional radioisotope availability. For

the synchronous configuration, the radiator requirements are valid for
lO kWe and below.

Figure 1.104 summarizes the development schedule estimate for solar

cell, radioisotope/Brayton, and reactor system concepts. As discussed

above, these are the only systems of interest for further consideration

in the lO-kWe class. A fully operational solar cell system could be

delivered by 1971 (to support a 1972 launch)_ with potential capability

to support precursor flights as early 1969 with design verification

class hardware.

All of the nuclear systems could support a launch in the first half

of 1973 provided a go-ahead is given in mid-1967 and no schedule slippage

occurs. A full-scale reactor flight test system could be available for

a 1971 precursor mission launch, while early flights using an isotope/

Brayton-cycle system would have to be limited in power level (due to
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fuel limitations in the precursor flight time period) or duration (if a

short half-life isotope has to be used for early developmental flights).

Total program costs are shown in figure i:105 for solar cells,
isotope/Brayton, and reactor systems as a function Of power level. The

solar cell system can be acquired for roughly half the total program

cost of any of the nuclear systems. Recurring costs are higher for
solar cells, but the total costs do not approach those of the nuclear

systems until a nominal 80-kWe power level (eight lO-kWe flights, four
20-kWe flights, etc. ) is reached.

1.5.6 Power Systems Viewpoints on Station Configurations

Configuration 1 - solar cell systems

a. Vehicle attitude constrained with solar cells on nose cone.

b. Undesirable to have one central power system (slip rings)

Configuration 1 - nuclear systems

a. Undesirable to have one central power system.

b. Contributes to ballast requirements.

c. Advantageous from separation distance standpoint.

d. Radiator-area limited above 15 kWe unless nose extended.

e. Potential for reactor detachment and subsequent use on

Mars flyby.

Configuration 2 - solar cell system

a. Apparent stowage advantage for launch.

b. No significant impact due to solar cell integration.

Configuration 2 - nuclear system

a. Constrained because of separation distance limits.

b. Radiator-area limited above 15 kWe unless nose extended.

c. Minimum rendezvous constraints, for nuclear systems.
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Configuration 3 - solar cell systems

a. Apparent stowage advantage for launch.

b. No significant impact due to solar cell system integration.

Configuration 3 - solar cell systems

a. Apparent stowage advantage for launch.

b. No significant impact due to solar cell system integration.

Configuration 3 - nuclear systems

No significant impact due to radioisotope systems integra-

tion.

Configuration 4 - solar cell systems

No significant impact due to solar cell system integration.

Configuration 4 - nuclear systems

Possibly constrained because of separation distance limits,

but contributes to ballast requirements if artifical

gravity is used.
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TABLE 1.7 - SNAP-8 EXPERI_NTAL REACTOR DESIGN DATA

Rated Operating Conditions

Thermal power ........... 600 kW

Coolant .............. Eutectic sodium-potassium alloy

(NaK-78)

NaX outlet temperature ......

NaK inlet temperature .......

NaK flow rate ...........

NaK inlet pressure ........

NaK outlet pressure ........

1300 ° F

llO0 ° F

13.6 ib/sec

39 psia

37 psia

Fuel Elements

Fuel material ........... Hydride uranium-zirconium alloy

Uranium content in fuel alloy . . i0 wt percent (~6.56 kg U 235 in

core)

Hydrogen content in fuel 1022alloy .............. 6 X hydrogen atoms per cm 3

Fuel element cladding ..... O.OlO-inch-thick Hastelloy-N

Number of fuel elements ...... 211

Fuel element OD .......... 0.56 in.

Fuel element length ........ 14.5 in.

Core vessel

Material .............

Inside diameter ..........

Length ..............

Thickness .............

316 stainlesssteel

9.214 in.

N 21 in.

0.070 in.

Reflector

Material .............

Thickness .............

Length ..............
NuJnber of reflector control

drums ..............

Radius of rotation of control

drums ..............

Anodized beryllium

5 in.

14.5 in.

4.69 in.
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TABLE i. 9- BATTERY/FUEL CELL CONFIGURATIONS

(a) Mars

1-74

A. Supplementary Power Systems

a. Solar

i. F/C Regen.

2. F/C Non-Regen.

3. Battery (Ag-Cd)

b. Nuclear (R/I and Rx)

i. F/C Regen.

2. F/C Non-Regen.

3. Battery (Ag-Cd)

B. Complementary Power Systems

a. Storm Cellar EPS

i. F/C Non-Regen.

2. Battery

b. Encounter expts. EPS

1. F/C Non-Regen.

2. Battery

c. Midcourse EPS

1.

2.

d.

5, i0, and 15 kWe primary EPS

F/C Non-Regen. w/Solar Cell Primary System.

F/C Non-Regen. w/Nuclear Primary System.

3. Battery

Single complementary EPS (for a and b and c)

1. F/C Non-Regen. w/Solar Cell Primary System.

2. F/C Non-Regen. w/Nuclear Primary System.
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TABLE 1.9- BATTERY/FUEL CELL CONFIGURATIONS - Concluded

(b) Earth orbit

(Low Earth Orbit and Synchronous Earth Orbit)

A. Complementary Power Systems (Solar Systems Only)

a. F/C Regen.

b. F/C Non-Regen.

c. Battery (Ni-Cd and Ag-Cd)

5 kWe

i0 kWe

Prim.

EPS

6-mo Re-Supp.

2-yrRe-Supp.

B. Supplementary Power Systems

a. Solar

1. F/C Regen.

2. F/C Non-Regen.

3. Battery (Ag-Cd)

b. Nuclear (R/I and Rx)

1. F/C Regen.

2. F/C Non-Regen.

3. Battery (Ag-Cd)
J

5 kWe
i0 kWe

Prim.

EPS

6-mo Re-supp.

2-yr Re-supp.
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TABLE i. 13 - 5-kWe BATTERY/FUEL CELL WEIGHT COMPARISONS

Mission

Mars flyby

Solar supplementary

Reactor supplementary

Radioisotope supplementary

Low Earth orbit c

Solar supplementary

Solar complementary

a. Ag-Cd 25 percent DOD

b. Ag-Cd 50percent DOD

Reactor supplementary

Radioisotope supplementary

Synchronous Earth orbit c

Solar supplementary

Reactor supplementary

Radioisotope supplementary

a

Battery weight,
ib

92O

llO0

16oo

14o0

1850

15oo

1475

1675

8OO

875

875

Fuel celi a

regen, wt.,

ib

1500

35OO

4700

165o

35oo

165o

2o5o

19oo

145o

26oo

Fuel cell b

non-regen.,
wt.

2500

49OO

4900

2200

55oo

2200

2200

2600

i000

i000

aweights include primary EPS weight penalties for battery recharging and

fuel cell reactant regeneration.

bweights for nonregenerative fuel cells include a water weight credit.

COnly 6-month resupply intervals are shown in these missions.



TABLE i.14..-POWER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
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Component

dc regulator

Inverter

Battery charge/

discharge controller

Transformer/rectifier

Frequency changer

Efficiency,

percent

90 to 95

70 to 80

90 to 95

80 to 90

80 to 90

Weight,

ib/kWe

7.5

28

lO

4.

2O

Volume,

in.3/kWe

2OO

lO00

300

2O0

lO00

Substrate

Deployment

Status

Retractable

Deployed

stability

Thermal

distortion

Relative

weight

Flight

experience

Ease of stowage

TABLE 3-14 .-CONCEPTS "A" AND "B"

Concept "A", rigid panels Concept "B", unfurlable

Aluminum or fiberglass

honeycomb

Motor drive

State-of-the-art

Teflon-impregnated

fiberglass

Motor drive

Requires development

No

Good

Fair

1

Good

Fair

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

0.5 to 0.75

None

Good
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TABLE1.16- RADIATIONENVIRONMENTFOR300 NAUTICALMILE

CIRCULARORBITANDSTATIONARYORBIT

Inclination, 300 nautical miles circular orbit, projected 1968_

Electron integral spectrum

energy
MeV

0.0

.50

i.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

0.5 MeVElectrons/

cm2/day flux, E

7.92 × i0 I0

4.71 × 109

1.09 × lO9
8

3.54 X i0

1.25 × lO8

4.81 × lO7

2.09 X 107

1.08 X lO7

6.85 X lO6

5.10 X lO6

4.2O X lO6

3.65 X lO6

3.25 × lO6
6

2.93 × i0

2.66 × 106

Proton integral spectrum

E energy,
MeV

30 MeVprotons/
cm2/day flux, E

i

3

5

7

9

ii

13

15

2O

25

3O

35

4O

45

5O

3.1 × 107

2.25 X 107

1.65 × lO7

1.20 X 107

8.88 × lO6

6.55 X lO6

4.84 × 106

3.60 × 106

1.75 X lO6

8.93 × 105

4.79 × 105

2.75 × 105

1.71 × 105

1.16 × 105

8.49 × lO4
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TABLE 1.18 - DRAG PENALTY CALCULATIONS - LEO, 5 kWe EXAMPLE

260 n.mi.

FD = 7.67 x i0-6 An (ft2) = Drag force

for orbit maintenance, F D -- F th (thrust)

= Fth
I
sp

where :

FD = drag force, lb

A = array area normal to the
n

orbital velocity vector, ft 2

Fth = RCS engine thrust, lb

= propellant mass flow

rate, lb/sec

I = RCS engine specific impulse
sp

FC = (7.67 × i0 -6) (1450 ft 2) = 0.011 ib = Fth

_ Fth = 0.0111 = 0.445 x l0 -4 ib/sec
I 250
sp

(3.15 x 107 sec/yr) (2 yr) = 6.30 x l07 sec/2 yr

(0.445 x 10 .4 Ib/sec)(6.30 × 107 sec) = 2.8 x 103 ib/2 yr

This amount would be required if the array were always normal to the

orbital velocity vector; at the worst, this will be true for one-third

of the time.

2.8 x 103 lb) (1/3) = 0.93 x 103 lb = 930 lb/1450 ft 2 for 2 years
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TABLE 1.19 - GROSS ARRAY POWER REQUIRED FOR PEAKING BATTERIES

Low Earth Orbit

Continuous charging requirements Array power requirements

5 kWe - 420 W

i0 kWe - 635 W

15 kWe - 840 W

20 kWe - 840 W

25 kWe - 840 W

3o kWe- 84o w

, _f 94.3 min/orbit 1

(420 w)k58.5 min light/orbitJ :676

(635w) {5-g/._l =_o14w

(8_ow) (_Y.51 =_352w

1352 W

1352 W

1352 W

Synchronous Earth Orbit

Continuous charging requirements Array power requirements

5 kWe - 343 W

"lO kWe - 515 W

15 kWe - 686 W

20 kWe - 686 W

25 kWe - 686 W

30 kWe- 686 W

24 hr/orbit 1(343 W) 22.8 hr light/orbitJ = 360 W

(24)(515w) = 54o w

= 72O W

72o w

72O W

720 W
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TABLE 1.20._ SOLAR ARRAY AREAS AND ACTUAL POWER OUTPUTS

LEO

IO.kWe battery: Ni-Cd, ii O00 cycles, 25 percent DOD

P
SC

P
n

W-H

cc

Td

T
C

pc

P
SC

Psc

P
SC

= 75 percent

total gross array power

power to the loads = i0 kWe

battery watt-hour effi'ciencty = 75 percent

charge controller efficiency = 90 percent

discharge (dark) time = 35.8 minutes

charge (light) time = 58.5 minutes

power-conditioning efficiency = 76 percent

0.75 0.75(0.90)

25680 W or 25.7 kWe

Peaking batteries require 1014 W gross power from the array.

Solar array must be sized to 25 680 + lO14 = 26 694 watts gross array power

for a lO-kWe continuous system; peaks are covered.

26 694 W

9.33 W/ft 2

5 kW

2861 ft 2 of array for i0 kWe, including peaks.

For 5 kW% Array power is: 256802 W = 12_840 W

Peaking batteries require = 676 W

Total array gross power is 12.840 + 676 = 13516 watts

15 kWe

13516 W = 1449 ft2 of array for 5 kWe, including peaks.

9.33 W/ft 2

Array power = 12840(3) = 38520 W gross

Peaking battery requirements = 1352 W gross

Array power = 38520 + 1352 = 39872 W

39 872 w = 4274 ft2
9.33 W/ft 2
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TABLE i.20 - SOLAR ARRAY AREAS AND ACTUAL POWER OUTPUTS - Concluded

SYNC

i0.59 W/ft 2

5 = 6.666 kWe gross + 360 W batt = 7026 watts array
5 kWe net = 0.7----_

10
lO kWe net =_

0.75
= 13.333 kWe gross + 540 W batt = 13 875 watts array

15 = 20 kWe gross + 720W batt = 20 720 watts array
15 kWe net = O.7---5

Areas
7026 w

5 kWe
io.59 w/ft2

= 665 ft2 of array

i0 kWe
13 875 w

lO.59W/ft 2

= 1310 ft2 of array

15 kWe
2O 72O w

lO.59W/ft 2

= 1957 ft2 of array

o
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TABLE 1.21.- SOLAR ARRAY CALCULATIONS

C

D
e

Dt

KI

g3

M

P
S

P
S

R

4)
S

T
C

Correction for cover glass losses (0.98)

Correction for environmental degradation (0.97)

Cell temperature degradation coefficient (0.45 percent/°C)

Correction for mismatch losses (0.98 )

Correction for process degradation (0.985)

Correction for calibration and test errors (0.96)

Correction for solar constant uncertainty deviation (0.945)

Correction for misorientation (+15 °, 0.966)

SRCKIK2K3K4DeM [i- (T-28)Dt]

Specific power (watts/ft 2)

Ratio of cell area to overall array area (0.94)

0.928

Solar intensity (127.0 watts/ft 2)

Cell operating temperature: 65 ° C for 260 n. mi. ; 40 ° C for

Sync orbit

Air mass zero (AMO) cell efficiency (ll.O percent)

260 n. mi.

P
S

P
S

(0.11)(127)(0.94)(0.98)(0.928)(0.97)(0.966) 1- (37) (0.0045)

9.33 W/ft 2

Sync orbit

P
S

P
S

(o.11)(127)(0.94)(0.98)(0.928)(0.97)(0.966)1 - (12)(0.0045)

10.59 W/ft 2 •
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TABLE 1.22.- SOLAR ARRAY SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS, BATTERIES AND PCS EXCLUDED

LEO

5 kWe

(II144ojft 2) (0.6407 ib/ft 2) = 928.4 ib array only

a. Orimtation servos, sensors, etc. 30 ib

b. De_loyment motors, gears, etc. 45 ib

c. E]_trical transmission system 50 ib

i. Pvrutechnics 3 ib

e. i[in_:es, locks, etc. 40 ib

f. Structure, spars, etc. (0.4 ib/ft 2) 580 Ib

928.4 ib array

748.0 ib mech

Total 1676 ib

I0 kWe

(2°61 ft2)(O.6407 ib/ft 2) = 1833 Ib array only

a. Orientation servos, sensors, etc. 50 lb

b. Deployment motors, gears, etc. 60 lb

c. Electrical transmission system 90 lb

d. Pyrotechnics 5 lb

e. Hinges _, locks, etc. 60 lb

[. ............ _. (0. 2) _ iboor_our=, spars, 4 ib/ft

i405 lb

1883 lb array

1405 lb mech

Total 3288 lb

15 kWe (Configuration No. i Only)

(4274 ft2)(.6407 ib/ft 2) = 2738 lb array only

a. Orientation servos, sensors, etc. 70 ib

b. Deployment motors, gears, etc. 75 lb

c. Electrical transmission system ii0 ib

d. Pyrotechnics 7 lb

e. Hinges, locks, etc. t _ h 80 lb

_'. Structure, spars, etc. _0.4 ib/ft2_ 1709 ib

2051 lb

2738 ib array

2051 ib mech

Total 4789 ib
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TABLE 1.24.- SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCE FOR INTERPLANETARY FLYBY

Mission day

i

40 and 690

84 and 648

i12 and 626

148 and 588

152 and 584

174 and 560

192 and 540

234 and 500

266 and 460

36O

Intensity

W/ft 2

127

115
88

7O

55

52

45
4o

33

3o

27 rain

Cell

temperatures

°C

Power, W/ft 2

(based on 127 W/ft 2)

4O

15
ii

i

-15

-17

-20

-21

-23
-24

-25

10.6

ii. 22

ii.41

ii.89

12.65

12.75

12.89

12.94

13 .o3

13. o8

13.13

i

Actual power,

W/ft 2

i0.6

io. 15

7.91

6.55

5.48

5.22

4.57
4 .o8

3.39

3.09

2.79

Sample calculation

For mission day i, area-specific power is calculated as in table 3-20. An

adjustment is then made for temperature using the equation

where P = area-specific power, W/ft 2 at operating temperature

P = area-specific power at 28 ° C
O

T = solar cell operating temperature, °_ (3rd column)

Dt = solar cell temperature degradation coefficient = 0.45 percent/°C

The results of this calculation are shown in the 4th column of the above

table for the various temperatures given in the 3rd column. The intensity adjust-

ment is performed by multiplying the data of column 4 by the ratio of the intensity

for a particdlar day to day i (near-Earth) intensity:

!
.41 W/ft 2 88 7.91 W/ft 2 actual power (5th column)
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TABLF 1-25_- SOLAR CELL/BATTERY SYST_4S ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Mi s sion Adv ant age s D i savant age s

Earth-orbital Experience

Interplanetary

Highest total and partial-

power reliability

Safety: no hazardous matl's.

Development and recurring costs
Shortest development time
Inherently simple: few

moving parts

Easily maintained, if desired

No nuclear radiation effects

No thermal launch constraints

Ease of ground checkout

No radiation handling problems

Experience

Total and partial-power

reliability

Safety: no hazardous
materials

Development and recurring costs

Shortest development time

Inherently simple: few

moving parts

Easily maintained, if desired

No nuclear radiation effects

No thermal launch constraints

Ease of gound checkout

No radiation handling problems

Drag and mass-movement

(orientation effects)

Vehicle attitude constraints

Secondary system required for

dark-side power

Varying power output due to solar

flux variation-system must be

designed to provide full mission

power at 2.2 A. U. (overdesign

factor of -3.5)

Possible vehicle attitude

constraints

Subject to damage from severe
radiation environments
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TABLE 1.26 - REACTOR SYSTEM WEIGHTS

Reactor

Conversion

Radiator

Shield

50-ft sep

lO0-ft sep

Support boom

Batteries

Earth orbit configuration no.l

i0 kWe,

net

76o

2 800

3 3oo

6 3oo

2 000

2 600

15 kWe,

net

76o

4 15o

4 90o

6 7oo

2 000

3 5oo

22 010

Interplanetary

i0 kWe,

net

760

2 680

2 6OO

4 8OO

5OO

75O

12 O9O

15 kWe,

net

76o

4 o5o

3 9oo

5 4oo

5oo

i IOO

15 71o17 76o
I
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TABLE 1-27 _ RADIOSOTOPE BRAYTON-CYCLE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Working fluid

Turbine inlet temperature (°F)

Compressor inlet'temperature (°F)

Shaft speed (rpm)

Compressor specific speed

Recuperator effectiveness

Pressure-loss factor (B)

Compressor inlet pressure (psia)

Compressor efficiency

Turbine efficiency

Power conditioning efficiency

5 kWe, i0 kWe,

net net

Argon

i 6oo

lOO

48 ooo

.1

.92

.9o3

17.4

.807

.87

.74

Generator efficiency

Gas flow rate (lb/sec)

Cycle efficiency

(includes 3 percent heat loss)

a 2
Radiator area , ft

.9o

.455

19.6

38o

Argon

i 6oo

lOO

48 ooo

.i

.92

.903

28.5

.807

.87

.75

.90

.910

19.6

8OO

aBased on a = 0.23, ¢ = .85, Sink Temperature = 452 ° R
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TABLE1-28 - REACTORBRAYTON-CYCLESYSTEMPARAMETERS- i0 kWe

Working fluid

Turbine inlet temperature (°F)

Compressor inlet temperature (°F)

Shaft speed (rpm)

Compressorspecific speed

Recuperator effectiveness

Pressure-loss factor (B)

Compressor inlet pressure (psia)

Compressor efficiency

Turbine efficiency

Power conditioning efficiency

Generator efficiency

Gas flow rate (lb/sec)

Cycle efficiency

(includes 3 percent heat loss)

Radiator area aft 2

Argon

1 200

140

48 ooo

0.i

0.92

o.9o3

45.o

.845

.893

.75

•90

.99

13.4

1 000

aBased on a = 0.23, ¢ = .85, Sink Temperature = 452 ° R
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TABLE I.32 - NONREGENERATIVE FUEL CELL COSTS

l-lO0

[Fiscal]

Development

Qualification

Prequal deliv.

Production (i flt) a

Field support

Total

FY68

4.2

4.2

FY69

6.2

2.1

1.0

9.3

FY70

3.0

3.5

1.O

.6

8.4

FY71

o.8

1.4

.5

2.7

FY72

1.3

1.6

FY73

1.2

.6

1.8

FY74

0.7

.4

1.1

Total program $29.1 million

aone 50-cu ft hydrogen tank charged to fuel cell subsystem cost per 6 months

for 2-yr flight.

TABLEI.33 ISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC SYSTD4 COSTS

[4 kW]

Development

Qualification

Prequal deliv.

Production a

Field support

Total

Power section Fuel block Total

22.0

5.0

3.0

1.5

1.0

32.5

7.5

6.5

2.0

.9

1.5

18.4

29.5

ii.5

5.0

2.4

2.5

49.9

aDoes not include isotope cost.



TABLE1.34 - REACTORTHERMOLETRICSYSTEMCOSTS

i-i01

[20 kW]

Development

Qualification

Prequal deliv.
Production a

Field support
Total

Power section

24.0

5.6

4.5
6.0

1.5
41.6

aAll nuclear costs included.

Reactor

38.7
18.0

2.2

1.4

2.0

62.3

Total

62.7

23.6

6.7

7.4

3.9

103.9

T_LE 1.35 - REACTORBRAYTON-CYCLESYST_4COSTS

[20 kW]

Development

Qualification

PrequalDeliv.
Production a

Field Support
Total

Power section Reactor Total

38.0

5.6

3.4

2.0

50.5

38-7
18.o

2.2

1.4

2.0

62.3

76.7

23.6

5.6

3.4

i12.8

aAll nuclear costs included.
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subsystems. •
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Figure 1.26 - Low Earth orbit battery supplementary power
subsystems.



Figure 1.eT. - Synchronous Earth orbit battery supplementary power subsystems.
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Figure i.28 - Mars flyby battery supplementary power subsystems.
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Figure 1.34 - Synchronous Earth orbit fuel cell supplementary power subsystem.
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Figure z.37 - LOW Earth orbit fuel cell complementary power subsystems volume.
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Figure 1.38 - Low Earth ordit fuel cell supplementary power subsystems volume.
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Figure 1-72 - Volume required versus net power for Brayton-cycle systems.
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Figure 1.73 - Mars Flyby Mission: Total system weight versus net power

level for reactor and radioisotope Brayton-cycle systems.
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4. 4.0 mrem/hrDose

Net PowerLevel, kWe

Figure 1-74 - Total system weight versus net power level for reactor
Mercury-Rankine systems.
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Figure 1-75 - Radiator area required versus net power level for radioisotope

and reactor systems using mercury-Rankine.
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3. 60' DiameterDosePlane
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Figure 1..T6 - Zero-G Space Station: Total system weight versus net power
level for .... +^-_u_ mercury-Ramkine systems.
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Figure i. 77 - Mars Flyby Mission: System weight vs net power level for
radioisotope and reactor systems using mercury-Rankine.
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Fig-ure 1.90 - Power system program cost versus number of systems.
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Figure 1.9z - Secondary power systems costs.
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Figure' 1.92 - Power system weight versus net electrical power, LEO no. 1
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Figurel.93 - Power system Weight versus net electrical power, LEO no. 2
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Figure 1.96 - Secondary power system weight versus net electrical power, LEO
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Figure ':l. 98 Power system volume versus net electrical power, LEO no. 1
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Figure l.lOg- Power system volume versus net electrical power, Mars
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i. 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For configurations and missions included in this study, solar cells

and the Brayton-cycle are the only contenders worthy of further con-
sideration as primary power systems.

Until a configuration/mission, power levels, and power split are

better definitized, radioisotope and reactor Brayton-cycle systems
should be pursued as well as solar cells.

Further study is required to adequately assess areas such as hybrid
systems and emergency or storm cellar systems.

Further study is required to assess a 5-year life requirement on
power systems.
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Ref:

APPENDIXB

REPORTBRIEFONCYCLELIFE TEST

OFRECHARGEABLEBATTERYCELLS

(a) National Aeronautics and Space Administration Purchase Order
NumberWll,252B

(b) NASAltr BRA/VBK/padof_25 September1961 w/BUWEPSfirst end
FQ-I:WSKof 2 October 1961 to CONADCrane

(c) Preliminary Work Statement for Battery Evaluation Program of
25 August 1961

Test Assignment Brief

In compliance with references (a) and (b), evaluation of secondary
spacecraft cells was begun according to the program outline of reference
(c). This second annual report covers all of the cycle life test, the
third phase of the evaluation program of secondary spacecraft cells,
through December31, 1965. The acceptance tests and general performance
tests, the first and second phases of the evaluation program, were
reported earlier.

The object of this evaluation program is to gather specific infor-
mation concerning secondary spacecraft cells. Information concerning
the performance characteristics and limitations, including cycle life
_der various electrical and environmental conditions, will be of
interest to power systems designers and users. Cell weaknesses,
including causes of failure of present designs, will be of interest to
suppliers as a guide to product improvement.

The life cycling test was begun in December1963.

Cells Included in Test

0nly cells which had passed the acceptance tests were used in the

evaluation program.

/
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The cycle life test program began with sealed, nickel-cadmium cells

of the types listed below:

Manufacturer

General Electric Company

Gould-National Batteries, Inc.

Gulton Industries, Inc.

Sonotone Corporation

Rated Capacity Number of Cells

3.0 A-h 120

12 A-h 6O

3.5 A-h 120

20 A-h 60

6.0 A-h 120

20 A-h 60

5.0 A-h 120

Description of Cycle Test

Cells were arranged into packs of 5 or i0 cells. Each pack cycled

with a given set of test parameters until more than half of the cells

had failed, at which time the pack was considered to have failed.

Cycling test parameters inclhded ambient temperature, charge

voltage limit, percent depth of discharge, percent of recharge, and

orbit period, as follows:

a. 50 ° C, 1.41 volts per cell limit, 15 or 25 percent depth of

discharge, 160 percent recharge, and 1.5 or 3-hour orbit. All packs

begun at 50 ° C were subsequently changed to 40 ° C, 1.45 volts per cell

limit, with the remaining parameters unchanged.

b. 25 °.C, 1.49 volts per cell limit, 25 or 40 percent depth of

discharge, 125 percent recharge, and 1.5 or 3-hour orbit.

c. 0 ° C, 1.55 volts per cell limit, 15 or 25 percent depth of

discharge, ll5 percent recharge, and 1.5 or 3-hour orbit.

The ampere-hour capacity of each pack was measured at approximately

88-day intervals.

Failed cells were removed from the pack at the time of failure and

subjected to failure analysis.



Test Results

A total of 51 of the original 84 packs have failed. The remaining

33 packs have completed from 516.6 to 738.5 days (a maximum of ll 816

1.5-hour cycles) of continuous cycling as of December 31, 1965. The

status of each pack is given in table B-1 and figs. B-l(a) through B-l(g).

It was found that 50° C was, in general, an unsatisfactory ambient

temperature, for the specified currents and orbit periods, due to inef-

ficient charge acceptance and accelerated separator deterioration.

There have been 281 cell failures as of December 31, 1965. Table

B-2 shows the distribution according to test parameters and cell types.

A high percentage of cell failures was premature due to defects in

manufacture or design.

Ampere-hour capacities changed with time in a manner which was

strongly dependent on test parameters and cell type.

For those packs which had completed 264 or more days of cycling,

average initial capacitiesand average capacities after 264 days of

cycling are listed below in terms of percent of rated capacity.

0° C 25 ° C 40 ° C*

Average initial capacity
(percent of rated capacity)

104.0 117.9 63.8

Average capacity after 264 days

(percent of rated capacity)

96.2 65.5 46.7

(Percent of initial capacity) 92.6 55.4 79.9

*The measurement of initial capacity at 40°C was made after the

cells had been cycled at 50 ° C.

Certain packs appear to have exhibited the "memory effect."
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Cells Added To The Cycle Life Test Program

Cells usin5 conventional charge control methods.-

Nickel-cadmium types :

a. Gulton 4.0 A-h (commercial), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour orbit

period: These packs have completed from 7638 to 8136 cycles with two

cell failures.

b. Gulton 5.0 A-h (NIMBUS), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour orbit

period: These packs have completed from 3087 to 3795 cycles with one
cell failure.

c. Gulton 5.6 A-h (Neoprene seal), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 208 to 453 cycles with
no cell failure.

d. Gulton 6.0 A-h, one 5-cell pack, 24-hour orbit period: This

pack failed after 545 cycles.

e. Gulton 6.0 A-h (improved), three 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour orbit

period: These packs have completed from 4697 to 4793 cycles with one
cell failure.

f. Gulton 12 A-h (OGO), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour orbit period:

These packs have completed from 4869 to 5739 cycles with eight cell

failures.

g. Gulton 50 A-h, two 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour orbit period: One

pack failed after 3227 cycles. The other pack failed after 1873 cycles.

h. General Electric 5.0 A-h (NIMBUS), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 3142 to 3874 cycles with

no cell failures.

i. General Electric 12 A-h, one 5-cell pack, 24-hour orbit period:

This pack failed after 349 cycles.

j. Sonotone 3.0 A-h (triple seal), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 2576 to 2890 cycles with

onecell failure.

Silver-zinc types:

a. Delco-Re_y 25 A-h, two 5-cell packs, 24-hour orbit period:
One pack failed after 80 cycles. The other one failed after 32 cycles.
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b. Delco-Remy 25 A-h, two 5-cell packs, 3-hour orbit period:

Four of the five cells were still functioning after i20 cycles, at

which time the pack was removed from cycling. The other pack failed

after 352 cycles.

c. Delco-Remy 40 A-h, one 5-cell pack, 24-hour orbit period:

Three of the five cells were still functioning after 139 cycles, at

which time the pack was removed from cycling.

d. Yardney 12 A-h, one lO-cell pack, 24-hour orbit period: This

pack failed after 57 cycles.

Silver-cadmium types:

a. Yardney 5.0 A-h (C-3 separator), three 5-cel! packs, 24-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 61 to 104 cycles with

two pack failures.

b. Yardney 5.0 A-h (radiated separator), two 5-cell packs,

24-hour orbit period: These packs have completed from 34 to 63cycles

with one pack failure.

c. Yardney 5.0 A-h (Pelion control separator), one 5-cell pack,

24-hour orbit period: This pack has completed 63 cycles with no cell

failures.

d. Yardney 12 A-h, two lO_ce!! packs, 24-hour orbit period:

These packs failed after 210 cycles and 166 cycles, respectively.

Cells usin_ charge control methods and devices.-

Auxiliary electrode:

a. Gulton 6.0 A-h (nickel-cadmium), six 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 2785 to 4855 cycles

with three cell failures (none due to the auxiliary electrode).

b. General Electric 12 A-h (nickel-cadmium), four 5-cell packs,

1.5-hour orbit period: These packs have completed from 665 to 1698

cycles before two packs were discontinued due to low capacity of the

negative plates.

Stabistor:

a. Sonotone 5.0 A-h (nickel-cs_Lmium), eight 5-cell packs, 1.5-hour

orbit period: These packs have completed from 747 to 2133 cycles, with

four cell failures due to high internal pressure caused by high cell

voltage.
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Coulometer:

a. Sonotone 5.0 A-h (nickel-cadmium), one 5-celi pack, 1.5-hour

orbit period: This pack has completed 6597 cycles with no cell failures.

b. Gulton 3.6 A-h (nickel-cadmium), one iO-cell pack, 1.5-hour

orbit period: This pack has completed 805 cycles, with no cell failures.

Sherfey upside-down cycling:

Gulton 3.6 A-h (nickel-cadmium), one lO-cell pack, 1.5-hour orbit

period: This pack has completed 1871 cycles, with no cell failures.

Two step charge regulator:

Delco-Remy 25 A-h (silver-zinc), one lO-cell pack, 24-hour

orbit period: This pack has completed 19 cycles with no cell failures.
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APPENDIX C

•DETAILED TABULATION OF FUEL CELL SUBSYSTEM WEIGHTS

MARS

Peaking Power Systems

Solar.- F/C regeneration: In order to calculate the energy and

power requirements for reactant regeneration, the three power profiles

for the Mars mission are used. It is seen that the most stringent duty

cycle occurs between days 281 and 450. This profile, then, is chosen

as the design case for reactant regeneration. Assuming that the primary

solar cell system supplies all fuel cell parasitic power between peaks

(fuel cells must be kept hot continually throughout the mission, since

they are put on load approximately every lO hr), the energy required for

reactant regeneration can be calculated as follows for a 3-day period.

Useful energy requirement at bus = 14.75 kWh

Since two'FCA's are required to handle this power requirement at a
total load time of 14.5 hr, the parasitic energy requirement (at lO0 watts

p_asitic power per FCA) during the time the fuel cells are on load is

14.5 hr × 0.2 kW or 2.9 kWh.

Using an overall distribution and power conditioning efficiency of

0.8, the total energy required for reactant regeneration is:

(14.75kWh + 2.9kWh) = 22 .,lkWh
0.8

Then, using a 50 percent reactant regeneration efficiency and a

90 percent controller efficiency, the total energy required of a
22.1kW

solar cell primary EPS is _,or 49.2kWh.

,r

°
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Since total fuel cell load time during the 3-day period is 14.5 hr,

the time available for reactant regeneration is 57.5 hr. Hence, the

power level required of the solar cell primary EPS is 49.2 kWh
57;5 hr or

857 watts.

But since the solar cell primary EPS supplies all fuel cell parasitic

power between peaks, the total solar cell power requirement between peaks

8 200_is 57 + 0-_.Jor 1107 watts.

However, according to a previous groundrule, iO00 watts of solar

cell power is available between peaks. Therefore, the "delta" solar

cell system weight penalty for reactant regeneration is/f07 watts

0.38 l-rr_] or 41 lb. \
x

Other more severe and less severe cases are possible for calculating

the energy and power level for reactant regeneration, but this design

case is considered adequate.

This particular case illustrates the manner in which the reactant

regeneration calculations are made for all regenerative fuel cell system

configurations in the study. Subsequent calculations are not iliustrated

in as much detail.

Weight summary, Nominal mission power, kWe

ib 5 i0 15

7/9/13 FCA's at 200 lb 1400

Regeneration equipment package i00

"Delta" solar cell systempenalty 41

Total system weight 1541

1800 2600

i00 i00

133 266

2033 2966

°
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F/C non-regeneration:

a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

7 FCA's at 200 ib = 1400 ib

Reactants :

kWhne t = 937

kWhparasitic = 1575

k'fft_t ot a I = 2512

Reactant weight = kWhtota I X SRC i(__)

distribution and

power conditioning

= 2512 × 0.8 = 2512 ib

0.8

Reactant tankage: 1368 ib

12512 ib reactant X 0"545 ib tank (H2 +O_Ilbreactant

Water tankage credit is i0 percent of water weight, that is, 251 lb.

Hence, total system weight

(14oo + 1368 - 25_ : 2517 ib

b.i Nominal mission power, l0 kWe

9 FCA's at 200 ib = 1800 lb

Reactants: kWhne t = 1405

kwh arasiti c = 2081 •

kWhtota 1 = 3486

J 3486×08 lb/k 
Therefore: reactant weight -_0.8 distribution and powe_ = 3486 ib

\ conditioning efficiency/

Tankage (H2 and 02) = 1900 ib

Therefore_ total system weight = 3351 ib
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c. Nominal mission power, 15 kWe

13 FCA's at 200 ib

Reactants: kWhne t

k_nparasitic

kWhtota i

Therefore:

= 1874

: 2911

= 47_'5

reactant weight

Tankage

Total system weight

= 26OO ib

= 4785 ib

= 2610 ib

= 4731 ib

Nuclear.-

F/C regeneration: The peaking requirements of Mars mission days

145 to 154 are the most stringent. Hence, this profile is used as the

design case.

Two possibilities exist: (i) the fuel cell system supplies all its

own parasitic power between peaks, and (2) the nuclear primary system

supplies all fuel cell parasitic power between peaks.

For case (i), the energy output of the regenerative fuel cells

during any 3-day period between days 145 and 154 is

(Net kWh)+ (F/C parasitic during peaks) ]
+ (F/C parasitic between _eaks) J(Distribution and power conditioning efficiency)

or (3kWh x 9 + lO kWh) + (19 hr X 0.2 kW) +(53 hr X 0.2 kW)
(o._o)

or 64.3 kWh

Hence the required energy output of the nuclear primary EPS for

/64.3 
reactant regeneration is kO.--?_J or 143 kWh. With 53 hr for charging

between peaks, the average charge level is 2700 watts.
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For case (2), that is, for all F/C parasitic power between peaks

being supplied by the nuclear primary system, the energy output of the

regenerative fuel cells during a 3-day period is

(Net kWh) + (F/C parasitic during peaks)

(Distribution and power conditioning efficiency)

or [(37 kWh) + (19 hr × 0.2 kW)]/ 0.8

or 51.i kwh

For the same charge period as case (i), 53 hr, the net nuclear

EPS charge level is (0 51.1primary system
.45 X 53_ or 2150 watts. But\

since the nuclear system supplies the 2-FCA F/C parasitic power between

peaks at i00 watts per FCA, the total nuclear system charge level is

2350 watts.

Hence case (2) is chosen as the design case.

I Weightl_ummary,

ll/ll/22 FCA's at 200 lb

!Regeneration equipment package

"Delta" nuclear system penalty

ITotal system weight

Nominal mission power, kWe

5 io 15

R/I Rx R/I Rx R/I Rx

2200 2200

i00 i00

2350 1175

2200 2200 4400 4400

i00 i00 i00 i00

3470 1735 4530 2265

4650 3475 5770 4035 9030 6765

F/C non-regeneration:

a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

ll FCA's at 200 lb

Reactants :

kWhne t = 3105

kWh = 2981
parasitic

0.8
kWh total = 6086 X

Reactant tankage: 6086 X 0.545

= 2200 lb

= 6o86 ib

= 332o ib
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Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

= 609 ib

= 4913 ib

b. Nominal mission power, i0 kWe

33 FCA's at 200 ib

Reactants :

kWhne t = 4701

kWhparasiti c = 2981
O.8

kWhtota I = 7682 × O_.

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

= 2200 ib

= 7682 ib

: 418o ib

= 768 ib

= 5612 ib

c. Nominal mission power, 15 kWe

22 FCA's at 200 lb

Reactants :

kwh = 6210
net

kWh = 5394
parasitic

0.8

kWhtota I = ll 604 × 0---.-_.

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

= 44oo it

= ii 604 ib

= 6350 ib

= 1160 ib

= 9590 3b



Auxiliary Power Systems

Storm cellar EPS (non-regenerative F/C system).-

Assumedduty cycle: three solar events, i0 days each

Average power
Peak Power

Weight Summary

2 FCA's at 200 ib

Reactants:

kWhne t

kWhparasitic

k'_ntota 1

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore:

a.5 kw - 7ao hr × 2.5 kw = _8oo kWh

3.1 kW

= 18oo

= 115

0.8
= 1915 X

total system weight

= 400 ib

= 1915 ib

= 1043 ib

= 192 lb

= 1251 ib
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Encounter experiments system

(needed only with a nuclear primary system).-

lO-day duration assumed

Minimum power 1200 watts

Average power 1500 watts

Maximum power 2000 watts

Weight Summary

2 FCA 's at

Reactants : kWhne t

kWhparasitic

kWhtota 1

Reactant tankage

200 ib

= 354

= 39

0.8

= 393 ×0-_. =

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

354 kWh

= 400 ib

= 393 ib

= 215 lb

= 39 ib

= 576 ib

C-8

Midcourse power system.-

6 midcourse corrections, 36 hr at 800 watts each

Total load time, hr

Total cycles

Total energy, kWh

Energy per cycle, kWh

w/nuclear

primary EPS

220

6

175

29

w/solar

rimar EPS

72

2

58

29

W/nuclear primary EPS:

i FCA

Reactants :. kWhne t

kwhparasitic

kWhtota 1

= 200 lb

= 175

= 18

0.8
= 193 X _,--_= 193 lb
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Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

= 105 Ib

= 19 ib

= 286 ib

W/solar primary EPS:

i FCA = 2OO ib

Reactants: kWhne t = 58

kWh = 8

parisitic 0.8 64 lb
k_ntota I = 64 × 0---_.=

Reactant tankage = 35 lb

Water tankage credit = 6 Ib

Therefore: total system weight = 229 ib

Single auxiliary EPS for storm cellar encounter experiments,

and midcourse power.-

Total load time, hr

Total energy, kWh

Average power, kW

Maximum power, kW

w/nuclear

primary EPS

I-Tou

233o

2.5

3.1

w/solar

primary EPS
BUU----

186o

2.5

3.1

W/nuclear primary EPS:

2 FCA's at 200 Ib

Reactants : kWhne t

kwh
parasitic

kWh
total

= 2330

=I 210

0.8
= 254o X o---_.

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

= 400 ib

= 2540 Ib

= 1382 Ib

= 254 it

= 1528 it
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W/solar primary EPS:

2 FCA's at 200 Ib

Reactants: kWhne t

kWh_arasiti c

kWhtota I

= 1860

= 130

0.8
= 1990 × 0---_.

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Therefore: total system weight

=. 400 ib

: 1990 ib

= I090 ib

= 199 lb

= 1291 ib

EARTH ORBIT

Peaking Power Systems

Low Earth orbit (power profile is the same for a nuclear and solar

primary EPS).-

F/C regeneration:

Design case for reactant regeneration (3-day period) -

Useful energy requirement at bus

(kWhnet + kWh3-FCA parasitic)

(21.25+ o.3kw × 25 hr) = 28.75 kWh

Using an overall distribution and power conditioning efficiency of
0.80, the total energy required for reactant regeneration is

(28.75/0.8) or 35.9 kWh.

For a 50 percent reactant regeneration efficiency and a 90 percent

controller efficiency, the total energy required of a primary solar or
nuclear EPS is 79.8 kWh.

With 46 hr charge time available in the 3-day period, the average

charge level required of a solar or nuclear EPS is 1735 watts.
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a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

(assume that primary EPS supplies F/C parasitic power between peaks)

mo 1
esupp/2- 1

optn "I

Solar

2/7 sets of 3 FCA's

Equipment package, regeneration

"Deltg'primary system weight penalty

Tot_l system weight

1200/4200

i00/ i00

342/342

1642/4642

R/I Rx

12oo/42oo

i00/ i00

735/735

1200/4200

i00/ i00

368/368

1668/46682035/5035

b. Nominal mission power, i0 kWe

(assume that primary EPS supplies F/C parasitic power between

peaks)

6-mo

ResupP/2_y r

optn.

2/7 sets of 4 FCA's

Equipment package, regeneration

°'Delta'primary system weight penalt_

Total system weight

Solar

1600/5600.

I00/i00

468/468

2168/6168

R/z
1600/5600

i00/i00

735/735

2435/6435

Rx

1600/5600

lOO/lOO

368/368

" 2068/6068

2. F/C non-regeneration (solar OR nuclear):

J6-mo I
Re supp/2_yr

optn.
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a. Nominal mission power 5 kWe
2/7 sets of 3 FCA's
Reactants: kWhnet

kWh
parasitic

kWhtotaI

= 12oo/42oolb
= 2160/8640

= 126/504

0.8 2286/9144 lb=(2286/9144)×o--i_

Reactant tankage = 1250/4980 ib

Water tankage credit = 229/914 ib

Total system weight = 2221/8266it

b. Nominal mission power, lO kWe
6-mo. I

Re supp/2-yr I

optn "I

2/7 sets of 4 FCA's

Reactants: kWhne t

kWh_arasiti c

kWhtota I

= 1600/5600 ib

= 3240/12 950

= 163/672

0.8 3403/13 622 ib=(3403/13 622) X O--?_.=

Reactant tankage = 1855/7430 ib

Water tankage credit = 340/1362

Total system weight = 3115/11 668 ib

Synchronous Earth Orbit

Solar.-

F/C regeneration:

a. nominal mission power, 5 kWe

(assume that primary EPS supplies F/C parasitic power between

peaks ) 6-mo ]
I

ResupP/2- t
optn "I
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2/8 sets of 4 FCA's

Equipment package, regeneration

"Delta" primary system weight penalty

= 16oo/64oolb

= lO0/lO0 lb

= 239/352 ib

Total system weight

b. Nominal mission power, l0 kWe

2/8 sets of 6 FCA's

Equipment package, regenation

'rDelta" primary system weight penalty

= 1739/6852 lb

= 24oo/96ooib

= 100/100 lb

= 352/352 lb

Total system weight

F/C non-regeneration:

a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

2/8 sets of 4 'FCA's

Reactants : kWhne t

kWh
parasitic

......total

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Total system weight

= 2853/10 052 lb

= 1960/7840

= 243/540

=(2203/8380)

= 1600/6400 lb

X0-]_._=0"82203/8380 lb

= 1245/4575 lb

= 220/838

= 2625/10 137 lb
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b. Nominal mission power, I0 kWe

2/8 sets of 6 FCA's = 2400/9600 ib

Reactants : kWh
net

kWh
parasitic

kWhtota I

Reactant tankage

= 2940/11 750

= 333/1332

0.8

=(3273/13 082) ×0--_. = 3273/13 082 lb

= 1780/7130 ib

Water tankage credit = 327/1308

Total system weight = 3852/15 422 ib

Nuclear.-

6-mo 1
ResupP/2_y r

optn.

F/C regeneration:

a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

2/8 sets of i FCA

Equipment package, regeneration

"Delta" primary system penalty

= 400/1600

= lO0/lO0

= 1895/].895

Total system weight = 2395/3595

Rx

400/i600

i00/i00

950/950

145o/265o

b. Nominal mission power, lO kWe

2/8 sets of i FCA

Equipment package, regeneration

"Delta" primary system penalty

Total system weight

R/I
= 400/1600

= i00/i00

= 284o/284o

= 3340/4540

Rx

4oo/16oo

i00/i00

142o/142o

1920/3120
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2. F/C non-regeneration:

a. Nominal mission power, 5 kWe

2/8 sets of i FCA

Reactants: kWhnet

kWhparasitic

kWhtotaI

Reactant tankage

Watertankage credit

R/I and Rx

= 400/1600 lb

= 935/3740

= 432/1680

0.8 1367/5420 ib= (1367/5420) X o---_=

: 745/2960

: 137/542

Total system weight = 1008/4018 ib

b. Nominal mission power, i0 kWe

2/8 sets of i FCA

Reactants: kW_net

kWhparasitic

kWhtotaI

Reactant tankage

Water tankage credit

Total system weight

= !4o2/56_o

: 432/168o

=(1834/7290)

R/i and Rx

= 400/1600 ib

X0--_.=0"81834/7290 lb

= 1000/3980 ib

= 183/729

= 1217/4851 ib
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2.1

2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The Environmental Control/Life Support System (EC/LSS) described

herein is designed for an artificial gravity space station with

a large zero gravity hub. The hub and the rotating module will

be independently sealed, except during crew transfer, to mini-

mize rotating seal leakage. Hence_ two independent systems

will be required.

It appears that total crew time will be divided about evenly

between the hub and the rotating module. The two systems can,

therefore, be identical with some exceptions such as radiator

panels, cold plates, etc. For the nine man crew considered

here, each EC/LZS has been sized for six men to accommodate more

efficiently periods of unequal crew distribution. However, the

cabin is sufficiently large that overloading for several hours

will not cause a serious C0 2 problem,

This discussion incorporates the Sabatier C0 2 reduction process

into the EC/LSS. Although C0 2 reduction is not included in the

recommended system at this time, the process is shown here to

illustrate its integration into the overall system. It is not

included in the weight summaries elsewhere in this report.

EC/LSS guidelines are presented in Table 2.1. Estimated weights

and power requirements are shown in Table 2.2. These represent

the total system. Figure 2.1 is a schematic diagram of a sin-

gle EC/LSS.

The EC/LSS discussed in this report is equally applicable to

zero gravity or artificial gravity space stations. The latter

has been used since it presents constraints not involved in a

zero gravity station, whereas the hub of the artificial gravity

station has all the problems of the zero gravity configuration.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The vehicle environmental control system provides a conditioned,

shirtsleeve atmosphere for the crew, thermal control of all

electrical equipment, and a closed cycle water supply system.

A cryogenic subcritical oxygen and nitrogen storage system will

provide the leakage needs, C0 2 dissociation inefficiency, the

experimental requirements, airlock repressurizations, backpack

recharges, and sufficient stores for a laboratory pressurization.

Additional oxygen and nitrogen reserves are provided to allow

for boil-off during prelaunch and postlaunch standby. A gaseous

accumulator tank is provided in both the oxygen and nitrogen

supply subsystems as a surge tank to prevent spasmodic system



TABLE2.1

EC/LSS GUIDELINES

Orbital altitude

Resupply interval

Module emissivity

Module absorptivity

Radiator emissivity

Radiator absorptivity

Mission duration

Electrical power:

Crew size

Metabolic heat

02 consumption

CO 2 production

Dr i_ing water

Water of oxidation

Urine water

Fecal water

Wash water

Cabin pressure

CO 2 partial pressure

Cabin temperature

Leakage rate

260 n.mi.

3 - 6 months

0.24

O. 22

0.9

0.2

5 years

15 kw average

20 kw peak

9

ii, 200 Btu/man-day

1.84 ib/man- day

2.12 ib/man- day

6.07 Ib/man- day

O. 337 ib/man-day

3.08 ib/man-day

0.22 ib/man-day

26.4 ib/man- day

14.7 psia (21/79:02/N 2)

7.6 mm Hg maximum

75 + 5°F

18 ib/day



TABLE 2.2

_C/LSS WEIa_ Am) P0WE_ _QU_TS

Atmospheric Regeneration Loop

Carbon Dioxide Removal

Carbon Dioxide Reduction

Cabin Circulation Loop

Coolant Loop

Water Supply System

Solid Waste Management

Subt ot al

Hydrogen and Tank

Other Expendables

Tot al

Weight, Pound

175

42O

22O

225

4o5o

75o

44o

6280

65o

14o

7070

power _ Watts

2OO

3OO

ii00

2OO

i00o

2oo

i00

31oo

Total without CO 2
Reduction 6110 2000

9-man crew

Artificial gravity

3-month resupply + 50_ contingency

Electrical power: 15 kw average, 20 kw peak
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demandsfrom being reflected in the cryogenic heater control
system.

Reclamation systems will be provided for reclaiming metabolic
oxygen from carbon dioxide and water. The carbon dioxide will
be reduced by reacting it with hydrogen to form methane and
water (commonlycalled the "Sabatier reaction"). This water
plus a sufficient amountof the humidity loop condensate is
electrolyzed to oxygen (by a capillary matrix - KOH,electroly-
sis cell) and supplied to the cabin atmosphere for metabolic
consumption. The hydrogen formed during electrolysis is returned
to the reactor where it again reacts with carbon dioxide. The
methaneproduced during the reaction is separated from the water
of reaction and discarded to space.

Crew comfort will be maintained by two atmospheric loops - an
atmospheric regeneration circuit and a cabin atmospheric thermal
circuit. The regenerative circuit loop supplies the conditioned
atmosphere to the crew compartmentwhile the cabin loop circu-
lates the cabin atmosphereand controls the crew compartment
temperature.

The regenerative circuit loop will provide particulate removal,
noxious gas removal, humidity control and carbon dioxide removal.
A debris trap will provide aerosol and particulate removal.
Noxious gases will be controlled by acid impregnated activated
charcoal and a radioisotope heated catalytic burner. Humidity
control will be accomplished by condensing and collecting per-
spired and respired water vapor from the atmosphereutilizing a
liquid coolant heat exchanger and a centrifugal water separator.
The partial pressure of carbon dioxide is controlled by passing
a portion of the cabin atmosphere through a regenerable solid
adsorption subsystem. The device removes carbon dioxide from
the atmosphereby adsorbing carbon dioxide on molecular sieves.
After adsorbing carbon dioxide from the gas stream, the molecu-
lar sieve bed is regenerated through the application of heat
from a radioisotope heat source. The released C02 is pumped
into a surge tank for utilization by the oxygen reclamation
subsystem. Sufficient circulation through the regenerative
circuit loop will be provided by a constant flow blower. This
additional blower is included in the molecular sieve circuit to
provide the necessary pressure rise without an excessive power
penalty.

The cabin circulation loop will consist of a protective screen,
blower and liquid coolant heat exchanger with an integral wick
water separator. The protective screen protects the cabin
blower from damageby particulate material in the atmosphere;
the blower circulates the required cabin flow; the liquid coolant
heat exchanger maintains the cabin temperature within limits;
and, the wick prevents condensedmoisture from being introduced
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into the cabin during normal thermal transients or transients
induced by a control failure. Several individual cabin circu-
lation units, similar to the above, maybe required to maintain
adequate circulation in separate laboratory compartments. This
can be better defined after more specific vehicle designs are
available.

Thermal control of the vehicle will be accomplished through dis-
sipation of the internal heat load with compensations for the
varying external thermal environment. The heat rejection system
will consist of a space radiator and a coolant circulation loop.
The liquid coolant will circulate through the necessary environ-
mental control system componentsand the electrical equipment
coldplates to provide heat dissipation. The coolant flow will
be maintained at a fixed rate by one of two constant speed pumps.

Water will be stored in positive expulsion tanks. Sufficient
quantity for metabolic and personal hygiene purposes will be
provided at all times. A portion of the water collected in the
humidity control water separators will be madeavailable to the
water electrolysis unit to supplement the oxygen reclamation
system. The remainder of the humidity condensate and all the
wash water and urine are purified by a water reclamation system.
The humidity condensate is purified by passing it through a
water sterilizer consisting of a silver ion exchange bed. The
wash water is filtered, regenerated through a reverse osmosis
process, and passed through another silver ion exchange sterili-
zer before being madeavailable for reuse. The solid waste
processing system utilizes a wash and rinse cycle. This water
is mixed with the fecal material after defecation. The water
from the mixture is then reclaimed through a vapor compression
process, sterilized by a silver ion exchange bed, and recycled
to the flush water supply. Urine is collected separately and
reclaimed through another vapor compression unit. It is then
sterilized by a silver ion exchange bed before being madeavail-
able for drinking.

This system is presented schematically in Figure 2.1.

The oxygen and water subsystemsshould be located so that they
will be easily accessible for continuous servicing by the crew.
The carbon dioxide removal and reduction systems, water separa-
tors, blowers, and pumpswill be more subject to failure than
the static components. They should be located in positions
where repair can be affected (i.e., the location should be
chosen to reflect accessibility as well as environmental parame-
ters).

2. SYSTEM OPERATION
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2.3.1

2.3.2

ATMOSPHERIC REGENERATION CIRCUIT

The cabin gaseous environment is revitalized bythe atmospheric

regeneration circuit through C0 2 absorption, noxious and toxic

gas removal, filtering, water vapor control, and thermal dissi-

pation. This circuit utilizes a blower system, condensor-heat

exchanger, mechanical water separator, contaminant removal cir-

cuit, the CO 2 management circuit and filters. Makeup for leak-

age and 0 2 reclamation system inefficiencies is also provided

through the regeneration circuit from cryogenic stores.

Secondly, the atmospheric regeneration circuit purifies the

directional gas flow from the commode, urinal, and shower by

inputting this flow upstream of the contaminant control circuit.

A third, but important, function of the atmospheric regeneration

circuit is its emergency crew support facilities. For this

purpose, a separate gas compressor, Li0H CO 2 removal subsystem,

and six sets of suit connectors were added. This provision is

not included for life support subsystem failures, since redun-

dancy and maintainability are innate features of this EC/LSS

design, but in the event of a catastrophe such as loss of cabin

pressurization.

The atmospheric regeneration circuit contains two compressors,

a condenser, mechanical water separator, and lithium hydroxide

for emergency CO 2 removal. The compressors are of the single-

stage, centrifugal type. A condenser is a non-wick type, plate-

fin heat exchanger. The gas/liquid separation is effected by a

mechanical centrifugal-type separator. The LiOH is packaged in

easily managed amounts to facilitate changing canisters under

the emergency mode.

ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANT CONTROL CIRCUIT

Removal of odors and trace contaminants from the cabin atmos-

phere is accomplished in the atmospheric regeneration circuit.

The atmospheric flow is directed through an absorpbion bed where

most of the odors and trace contaminants are absorbed. Com-

pounds which are not readily absorbed (e.g., hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, and methane) are controlled by subsequently directing

a small portion of the atmospheric flow through a catalytic

oxidizer by diverting around the circuit blowers using their

normal pressure rise for power. A post-chemisorbent bed then

removes contaminants from the oxidizer effluent and the flow is

returned to the atmospheric regeneration circuit, upstream of

the main absorption bed.

The trace contaminant control system consists of a large absor-

bent bed in the main gas stream of the atmospheric regeneration

circuit and a low flow, high temperature, catalytic oxidizer

with a post-chemisorbent bed.
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2.3.3

The large absorbent bed, which is rechargeabie during the mis-
sion, uses acid impregnated activated charcoal as the absorbent.

The catalytic oxidizer is sized for 3 CFMflow and has integral
heat exchanger to reduce the thermal power requirement which is
supplied by a radioisotope heater.

The chemisorbent bed, which is rechargeable during the mission,
handles the total effluent of the catalytic oxidizer.

CO2 COLLECTION/O2 RECLAMATIONCIRCUIT

The C02 managementsystem includes the C02 removal, transfer and
reduction systems, as well as the necessary integration equip-
ment. The CO2 removal system is a four bed regenerable solid
absorption system which utilizes silica gel as a desiccant and
molecular sieves (or zeolites) for CO2 removal. Flow enters the
removal system from the atmospheric regeneration circuit and is
directed through one of the alternate silica gel beds. Here,
the air is dried to a few parts per million H20 to allow removal
of the CO2 without contaminating the molecular sieve which pre-
ferentially absorbs water. From the silica gel bed the process
air is routed to one of the molecular sieve beds for removal of
the CO2. The silica gel and molecular sieve beds have integral
heat exchangers. During absorption cycles, low temperature
transport fluid is circulated through these beds to remove the
heat of adsorption and provide a favorable equilibrium condition.
Uponleaving the molecular sieve bed, the flow returns through
the other silica gel bed where the moisture removed during the
_sorption cycle is d__ivenoff. During desorption, high tem-
perature transport fluid from the radioisotope heater is circu-
lated through the bed; however, only until the moisture has been
removed, then the transport fluid is diverted around the bed.
After picking up the moisture from the desorbing silica gel bed,
the process gas is returned to the atmospheric regeneration
circuit. The transport fluid returns through a regenerable
heat exchanger, preheating the flow to the radioisotope heater,
and continues to the space radiator.

The off-line molecular sieve bed is desorbed of its CO2 by the
addition of heat from the transport fluid circulating through
the bed, and the CO2 is pumpedinto an accumulator which serves
as feed source for the C02reduction system.

The C02 reduction system consists of a Sabatier reactor, a hydro-
gen storage tank, and an electrolysis cell and the necessary
integration equipment. The CO2 from the accumulator is mixed
with hydrogen from the electrolysis cell and the storage tank
and fed through a regenerative heat exchanger to the Sabatier
reactor.
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2.3.4

2.3.5

In the reactor s CO 2 and hydrogen react in the presence of the

catalyst to form methane and water. The reaction is exothermic

and has an unfavorable equilibrium shift with increase in tem-

perature. Therefore, the reactor is constructed with an inte-

gral heat exchanger to control the reaction temperature to

500°F. The product gas is fed counter current to the feed gas

through the regenerative heat exchanger and then to a condenser

and a gas/liquid separator. The gas is dumped overboard and the

water removed by the separator is directed to the electrolysis

cell by the overall system control where it is electrolyzed to

hydrogen and oxygen.

Since some hydrogen is dumped overboard in the form of methane,

cryogenic hydrogen is stored in a state for makeup.

CABIN ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL CIRCUIT

The cabin atmospheric thermal circuit maintains a reasonably

temperatured environment for the crewman while dissipating the

environmental heat leak, non-coldplated electronics and atmos-

pherically cooled experiments. This is accomplished with two

high flow blowers in conjunction with a plate fin/integral wick

heat exchanger. Although the system is designed to preclude

heat exchanger condensation_ the wicks should retain cabin

atmospheric water vapor which might condense during abnormal

system transients, at least, until the situation is corrected

and the water reevaporates. A heating mode is also included in

the cabin heat exchanger for a high negative environmental heat

leak condition when it is associated with low internal thermal

loads.

THERMAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

Thermal control is provided by a single coolant circuit which

serves the atmospheric regeneration circuit, cabin cooling, CO 2

collection/O 2 reclamation subsystems, and the electronic com-

ponentry. Heat rejection is accomplished with a space radiator.

The coolant selected for this application is FC - 75. The wide

operating temperature range s non-toxic and non-flamable fluid

nature s and the fluid's materials compatibility most strongly

influenced the selection. However, the potential fluid freezing

because of the low temperatures induced by the regenerator at

minimum heat load in a favorable environment could not be assessed

absolutely; and, thus, a fluid selection change might result

from a detailed systems evaluation. This systems evaluation

could demonstrate that the potential freezing problem of FC - 75

can be relaxed by incorporating an in-line heater upstream of th

the radiator system.

The heat rejection system outlet fluid stream (45°F) is divided

and directed to the components requiring the coldest fluid. One
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leg goes to the humidity control heat exchanger of the atmos-

pheric regeneration circuit, and then to the cabin heat exchanger.

Since the coolant outlet temperature is bounded by the cabin

atmospheric temperatures under maximum load (80°F), a minimum

coolant flow is established. The second leg is directed to the

molecular sieve/silica gel beds, Sabatier condenser, $abatier

reactor, and then rejoins the coolant from the cabin heat

exchanger. Since the CO 2 adsorption efficiency is adversly

affected by increasing temperature, a coolant outlet restriction

of 60°F is required. The coolant flow necessary to satisfy this

condition is the minimum flow for this leg; thus the temperature

requirements for the condenser and reactor are met by a series

coolant arrangement with this flow rate.

The total coolant flow is next routed through the coldplates,

the water electrolysis cell, and cabin reheater. The established

minimum flow meets, with margin, the temperature requirements

of this equipment.

The last requirement of the thermal control loop is the heating

of the molecular sieve desorption beds; therefore, this compo-

nent is located in the circuit in a high temperature location.

However, since the temperature requirements for desorption

(350°F) exceed the available coolant temperature, an auxiliary

heater is included. The heater requirements are minimized by

dividing the coolant and thus heating only a small portion of

the total flow. Also by recovering most of the high temperature

of this coolant in a regenerative heat exchanger before mixing

with the main coolant stream the heater requirements are further
reduced.

The radiator consists of parallel tubes mounted on a thin alum-

inumpanel (.02 inches) such that flow is circumferentially

routed along the cylindrical surface of the space station.

Prior to entering the radiator panels, the coolant is automati-

cally divided into two symmetrical legs which feed the radiator

fluid manifold system. The automatic flow distribution is

accomplished with a proportioning valve which prevents undesired

flow maldistribution between panels and increases heat rejection

capability during periods when the environmental sink tempera-

tures for the two panels differ. An inlet fluid manifold system

is provided such that all radiating tubes receive approximately

equal flow during high heat load operation. Although the radia-

tor is sized to reject the maximum nominal EC/LSS heat load,

short duration loads could exceed the radiator rejection capa-

bility. As a result, a water evaporator is included downstream

of the regenerative heat exchanger to provide supplemental

cooling capability; however, this evaporator is sized to cool

the entire system heat load under emergency low-load conditions.

The outlet fluid manifold configuration collects flow from the

_ndividual tube passages and joins the "mixed" coolant from the
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2.3.6

second panel. The total system flow then is directed to the

regenerative heat exchanger_ which attenuates radiator perfor-

mance for low load operation by reducing the inlet radiator

temperature. This is accomplished in the regenerator by cooling
the inlet flow with the cold radiator outlet flow. The net

effect of this process is to lower the average radiator temper-

atu_e and thus reduce heat rejection. Valve stagnation is also

employed to aid low load operation by reducing radiator fin

effectiveness. (If the requirement for wide heat load resolu-

tion is relaxed, a combination bypass-valve stagnation design

could replace the selected regenerator-valve stagnation system

and thus save some system weight.)

The radiator panels are isolated from the space station struc-

ture in order to minimize the thermal interface. Radiator

plumbing lines_ valves and fluid manifolds on the underside of

the panels are also insulated with superinsulation to reduce

heat gains or losses. Redundant (or secondary) tube passages

are provided on each radiator panel and will preferably be mounted

directly beneath the primary tube passages which are exposed to

the space environment. This will provide two flow systems with

each taking maximum advantage of the radiating area. A suitable

fabrication technique will be employed so that radiator trans-

ient response capability is not degraded with this extra set of
tubes. To assure maximum utilization of the total radiating

area, independently controlled isolation valves are provided for

each of the panels in the primary and secondary radiator cir-

cuits. This feature allows use of the primary circuit on one

panel and the secondary circuit on the other panel.

The surface coatings utilized for the radiator have a maximum

solar absorptivity of 0.20 and an emissivity of at least 0.90.

These coating values will be maintained throughont the entire

operational life of the radiator system since heat rejection

capability is very sensitive to coating properties in the worst

environment conditions.

WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT CIRCUIT

The integrated water and waste management system reclaims body

wash water; collects and processes human liquid and solid wastes

to provide potable drinking water; and sterilizes the condensed

respired and perspired water for drinking and/or electrolysis.

The operation is largely automatic except during an actual defe-

cation or urination when the flush and rinse valves must be

cycled by the user to clean himself and the equipment.

The water from the four major contaminant sources is processed

with separate subsystems; however_ the resulting system is an

integrated water and waste management circuit. The majority of

the wash water is reclaimed in a membrane diffusion unit which
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retains the brine after processing. Y_is brine and the feces

flush is purified in a vacuum distillation system which provides

makeup for the wash and drinking water, and also replenishes
the fecal flush.

The urine and urine flush are also processed in an identical

vacuum distillation water system to provide drinking water and

sustain the cycle.

The humidity condensate is only sterilized before storage since

no chemical impurities will be present in this water except

those that are absorbed from the atmospheric regeneration cir-

cuit gas. This water is used as drinking water; and, since it

is free from process system anomalies, it is electrolized for

metabolic oxygen consumption as supplement to the Sabatier
condensate.

These three major subsystems areas - the wash water, feces,

urine - are further described in the three succeding paragraphs.

The wash water loop utilizes, as the basic processing system, a

Reverse Osmosis Unit. Water used for sponge baths, showering,

washing clothes, etc., is pumped into a holding tank for subse-

quent treatment. The osmosis unit separates the bulk of the

detergent, dirt and particulate matter from this water resulting

in reclamed water and a concentrated process stream. The reverse

osmosis concentrate is pumped to the fecal water loop for final

solids removal. Water processed by the reversed osmosis treat-

ment is pumped throug_ a sterilizer to a storage tank.

The fecal water loop utilizes as the basic processing system, a

Vapor Compression Vacuum Distillation Unit. Prior to defecation,

a small quantity of water is injected into the blender portion

of the commode. Subsequently, feces are blended into a slurry

and pumped to a vapor compression apparatus. Here, water and

other volatiles are evaporated and recondensed. The water is

separated, pumped through a sterilizer and into a recovery tank

and waste gases are vented overboard. Residual solid waste from

the feces and wash water is periodically removed and stored.

The urine loop utilizes, as the basic processing system, a second

vapor compression unit. The urine and rinse water introduced

into the urine system are processed by filtration, vapor com-

pression and bactericidal techniques like those discussed above;

and in fact, the apparatus is separate but identical. Unpro-

cessed dilute urine is held in pressurized tanks until treatment;

after which the resulting potable water is available for drinking.

However, additional filtration for silver ion removal will be

imposed on any water drawn for drinking from this tank. The

fecal matter and urine are directed into the receptacle with gas

jets utilizing cabin gas. This directional flow is purified and
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all odors are removedby injecting the gas into the atmospheric
regenerative curcuit, upstream of the contaminant removal
system.

The commodeconsists of a seat with a restraint belt, a pump-
blender, sampling unit, volume measuring unit, and air and
water heaters. The seat has a fecal transport opening with an
annular section immediately below the opening which contains
water and air jets around the periphery for washing and drying
the anal area.

The pump-blender consists of a stationary housing containing an
electrically driven rotating plate with a cylindrical coarse
meshscreen in the center and series of blender blades located
on the periphery. The rotating screen breaks up the stool which
is then finely blended with the flush water by the blender blades°
A discharge port is located at the bottom of the housing and a
septum sealed sampling port on the side.

The sampling port receives a syringe for sample collection.
Sampling is achieved by withdrawing the plunger. A turbine-
type flow meter measures the volume of slurry pumpedto the
holding tank.

The urine collection unit consists of a urinal, a phase separa-
tor, a volume measuring unit_ a sampline unit and air and water
heaters. The urinal has a diaphram-type splash shield.

The phase separator consists of a stationary housing containing
an electrically driven vane type impeller which centrifugally
separates the liquid collected from the transport air. A dis-
charge port is located at the bottom of the housing and a septum-
sealed sampling port on the side. The sampling port receives a
syringe for sample collection. Sampling is achieved by with-
drawing the plunger. A turbine-type flowmeter measures the
volume of urine pumpedto the holding tank.

Twoidentical vapor compression units are provided to permit
separate processing of urine and fecal waters. The vapor com-
pression (V-C) units include three concentric cylinders consist-
ing of boiler, condenser, and drier. A compressor is used to
raise the temperature of the vapor produced in the boiler and to
transfer it to the condenser where the vapor condenses trans-
ferring its heat of condensation across the commonboiler con-
denser wall to evaporate more liquid. Automatic purge of non-
condensables to vacuumis accomplished to maintain the condenser
operating pressure. Liquid orientation is achieved by rotating
the V-C unit. The boiler has a circumferential wiper blade
which is automatically actuated to push the concentrated feed
from the boiler surface to the drying chamberwhere the addi-
tional water is reclaimed and the solid residue is stored.
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The reverse osmosis system consists of multiple membranesbonded
to both sides of porous support plates assemoied in series. The
waste water is channeled between the plates. The product passes
through the membraneinto the porous membranesupport plates,
and is collected at the periphery of the plates. Rate of feed
to the system at the required pressure is provided by a positive
displacement pump. A flow control valve is used to bypass a
portion of the concentrate.

The water sterilization units introduce a bactericidal agent
into the effluent of the water processing units to effect a
positive kill and prevent subsequent bacterial growth in the
storage tanks. The sterilization units consist of cylindrical
tubes containing silver chloride dispersed in a matrix of glass
beads. Silver ion is eluted into the recovered water killing
bacteria present.

Constant volume tanks are used in each of the three loops in the
water and waste managementsubsystems. The tanks are identical
in design and consist of two hemispherical sections separated by
a pair of flexible bladders which separate the unprocessed and
processed liquids_ allowing variations in volume of either liquid
to occur while still maintaining a constant total volume.
Bladder pressurization is used to transfer the materials to the
processing equipment.
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3.1

5•O INSTRI/MENTATION

The Instrumentation Subsystemconsists of several major components.
These are: Measurementsystems_ signal conditioning systems, displays
and controls, caution and warning systems, timing, lighting system and
the power distribution system.

3.1 Measurement System

The function of the measurement system is to sense all physical

stimulus for which measurement is required, and to provide a repeatable,

proportionate electrical signal which is functionally related to the

variable and which can be used for indication or control or can be

recorded or transmitted. Some of the measurements will be engineering

measurements used to evaluate the space station or its subsystems.

Other measurements will be used to indicate proper operation or status

of subsystems.

The measurement system will consist of transducers to measure

such parameters as temperature, pressure, flow, quantities, position,

events, etc. Although the space station would require subsystems not

presently used on manned vehicles, it is felt that the measurements

would reduce to similar quantities. Thus, uniqueness would be mani-

fested more in application than in physical variable.

The problems as presently forecasted are similar to those

inherent in other systems; namely, those related to long life and

reliability. Lu addition, absolute calibration schemes must be devised.

New installation techniques must be developed which will allow replace-

ment of sensors while not disrupting system operation.

Changes im size of the Space Station will primarily influence

the ranges of the physical variables to be measured. A slight increase

in quantity of measurements will result for larger vehicles. The re-

supply time will not influence the measurement system generally. How-

ever, mission time will affect calibration requirements.

3.2 Signal Conditioning System

The signal conditioning system will be used for amplifying,

shaping, mixing, or otherwise processing or modifying the raw transducer

signals. The "Conditioned" signals will then be recorded and in many

cases also telemetered and displayed. Some of the signals will be

combined or integrated into the caution and warning system to alert the

crew to conditions which require response.

The signal conditioning system will consist primarily of micro-

miniaturized DC amplifiers. In addition, some pulse shaping, attenua-

tors, frequency to dc, and resistance to dc converters will be required.
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A few of the conditioners maypossibly have to be conventional, notably
phase sensitive demodulators.

A micro-miniaturized system is not presently operational and
additional developmental work is required. Except for devising replace-
ment techniques, the remaining problems in the signal conditioning system
are related to reliability required for the proposed mission time.

There is no foreseeable effect on the signal conditioning equip-
ment of space station resupply time. The effects of vehicle size would
be reflected in the required number of measurements,but the difference
would not be appreciable.

3.3 Displays and Controls System

The display and controls (D&C) subsystem will provide a cen-

tralized station designed to: (i) monitor the condition or status of

the operational subsystems; and (2) control or alter appropriate varia-

bles as required.

The subsystem will consist of panels on which are mounted meters,

displays, switches, circuit breakers, indicators, and all other hardware

necessary for monitoring or for manual control of appropriate subsystems.

Television monitors will be required to monitor remote systems,

and to display proceedings during: (i) rendezvous with the resupply

vehicle; (2) subsequent cargo disposition; and (3) EVA. Special dis-

plays will be required to monitor degradations, contaminations, etc.,

which will occur by virtue of extended mission times.

New designs are required which will permit servicing or replace-

merit of components without disruption of subsystem operation. Standardi-

zations should evolve which permit the direct interchange of various

subassemblies or components when required by emergency conditions.

The size and complexity of the D&C will be only slightly

affected by the resupply cycle_ primarily with regard to ranges as

related to status of consumables. The crew complement would also have a

slight effect on the D&C, primarily due to the assumed difference in size

of the station. For example, doubling the crew s_ze should result in only

a small percentage increase in D&C components.

3.4 Caution and Warnin_ System

The function of the caution and warning (C&W) subsystem is to

alert the crew to conditions which if not corrected in reasonable time

will prove detrimental to the welfare of the station occupants and/or

the mission.
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The C&W electronics package will contain the logic circuitry and

level sensors which will energize the Master Alarm, flags, tones, and

annunciators used to indicate out of tolerance or unsafe conditions,

failures, or potential failures.

Speakers and display lights will be required in living and rec-

reation areas to alert the crew to conditions which may require correc-

tive action or other response. In a "suited-up" condition, such as during

EVA, alarm tones shall be audible over headsets. Displays will be required

on the main console which monitors the condition of the astronaut maneu-

vering unit (AMU) during EVA.

The C&W subsystem interfaces with all other subsystems and the

final configuration is dependent on the mission complexity. Even so, the

C&W hardware should be basic and would differ from Apollo primarily in

magnitude and in types of systems monitored. It is felt,for example,

that unique subsystems will evolve such as would be required for handling

cargo. However, the majority of the problems will be centered around pro-

viding the necessary reliability and implementing the repair-or-replace

concept.

Whether the resupply cycle is three months or six months should

not alter the size or complexity of the C&W system. The basic system

will not be affected by crew size. However, crew size will influence the

quantity and types of remote indicators.

3.5 Central Time and Frequency Standard and Associated Equipment

This subsystem will provide the Space Station with a highly accu-

rate time reference. Two types of time will be necessary. The first

will be station master time for use by the on-board navigation and guidance

subsystem _nd to provide other general station timekeeping. A second function

will be to provide on-board experiments with time and/or interval measure-

ments as needed.

This subsystem requires a highly accurate and reliable standard

time reference standard. This time reference will be utilized in station

keeping, experiment control and data annotation. To achieve this a master

frequency standard will be needed with a flexible and multipurpose elec-

tronic system which will provide multiple inputs and outputs to the various

units as required. A flexible programmer will be needed to activate and

deactivate various on-board systems at the proper time or location.

This central timing subsystem will utilize an extremely precise

rubidium frequency standard as the fundamental time oscillator. This

oscillator will be variously employed to count out an interval, operate

equipment, or furnish mission time as needed.

Present development status indicates that there will be no major

problems of a fundamental nature in this timing subsystem. Spacecraft

qualified time standards are scheduled to be available by 1969. This

requirement implies extending the basic capabilities to cover more read-

out units, and more experimental control functions, but does not involve

development per se.
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3.6 Space Station Lighting

The light environment in the Space Station must be controlled to

a comfortable and constant level that will allow visual acuity for con-

trolling and operating the Space Station. The sunlight in the vicinity

of the earth produces 13,600 foot candles (FC) of light during earth

orbit; the suns light will be reflected by clouds covering the earth,

the maximum cloud coverage would reflect 85_ of the 13,600 FC or 11,650

FC. Ninety percent of the reflected light striking the Space Station

perpendicular to the windows would produce 9,900 FC inside the Space

Station. The light levels above are maximum and would occur only during

certain attitudes. The average light levels would be less and would be

controlled by the attitude of the Space Station. Therefore, the control

of light entering the Space Station windows becomes a necessity and a

system of light shades and filters similar to that used on the Apollo

control module would be used.

To accomplish the internal lighting of the manned Space Station

the following brightness values are recommended as guidelines:

Illumination Brightness Values:

Component or Area

Control and Display Panel

Design

20 FC Normal 40 FC Max

Work Areas 20 FC Normal 40 FC Max

Caution/Warning Lights 150 FC

Lighted l_sh Buttons 150 FC

Indicator Lights 15o FC

Ward Room i0 to 15 FC

Corridors 5 FC

Crew Sleeping Areas lO FC Max to 0 Min

Battery Room, Storage Areas 5 FC Min to 15 FC Max

Lighting in the above areas would be accomplished by means of

electroluminescente panels supplemented by incandescente lamps where

required. An auxiliary emergency lighting system would be provided in

all areas of the Space Station, this system would be tied into the

emergency battery system and would provide illumination intensities of

approximately5 foot candles.
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Additional lighting will be provided in the controls and displays

area by means of flood lights directed on the console. The flood light-

ing system will consist of the following components: Flood light fixture,
circuit breakers and dimming controls. A flood light fixture will contain

two flourescent type lamps, a lense to diffuse the light, and a mount.

28 VDC will be converted to AC at 5 to i0,0OO CPS inside the fixture.

Lighting controls will be placed in the area of usage or duty

station on the Space Station. The lighting controls will consist of a

rotary dimming switch for the primary light and a toggle switch for the

secondary light.

The Manned Space Station will have an external light system

consistence of the following:

i. Docking lights (running lights)

2. Rendezvous Beacon Light

3. Portable lighting

The docking lights will be similar to the running lights on an

aircraft. There will be two red, two green and 4 amber lights, strate-

gically located on the Space Station, the light intensity will be 1.4 FC

and will operate on 28 VDC.

The rendezvous beacon light will be similar to the recovery

beacon light used on the Apollo C/M and shall operate from the Space

Station DC power. The flashing light emits a blue-white strobe once

every four seconds or 7_ tLm=_ par minute

External portable lighting would be in the form of battery

powered lamps to be used in the inspection of shadowed areas of the Space
Station on EVA.

The lighting systems herein described can be obtained with out

any development or design time by using and enlarging upon the existing

operational Apollo lighting systems. Total lighting system weight

would be approximately 200 pounds including wiring, controls and lighting

assemblies. All lighting systems would operate from 28 volts DC and

would require approximately 500 watts.

3.7 Power Distribution System

The power distribution system for the Manned Space Station will

provide the capability of monitoring, distributing, and controlling the

electrical power required for the vehicle to perform its mission. The

power distribution system will consist of two major subsystems, AC subsystem

and DC power subsystem. Both will be designed to provide for the maximum
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electrical power requirement of the Space Station plus a 50 percent

overload for emergency or contingency. The electrical system will

provide power for the following:

Lighting:

Power:

Emergency

Power :

Both internal and external in operating and

emergency modes

Operate station life support systems

Operate station communications

Operate station instrumentation

Operate station data system

Provide experiment monitor power

Provide power for experiments

Provide emergency power for life boat launch,

communication, etc.

Space Station AC power will be provided throughout the mission by

eight solid state static inverters, five of the inverters will be in use
at all times with three inverters for back-up. The AC power subsystem

will comprise approximately 45 percent of the total space station power

requirement. Two invertersjoperating at 76.5 percent efficiency, could

normally provide for all AC loads for the space station housekeeping

requirements and three inverters would provide the power required for

the experiment.

Each inverter can produce 115/200 volt, 3 phase, 400 cycle power at a

maximum output of 1250 volt amps. Voltage regulation, current limiting

during overload, and automatic inverter/bus disconnect in the event of

over-voltage or extreme overload is also provided in the inverter and

its control circuits.

Basic AC distribution would be accomplished with a four wire

system via two redundant buses, space station AC loads would be powered

by either bus as selected at the station power distribution panel.

DC power distribution would be accomplished with a two wire

system via a series of interconnected buses consisting of the following:

i. Two redundant main DC buses powered by the electrical power

source and auxiliary batteries.

2. Two battery buses, each powered by its individual auxiliary

battery.

3. A non-essential bus powered through either main DC bus

4. A battery relay bus powered by the auxiliary batteries
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through the individual battery buses and isolation diodes.

5. Pyro buses powered by the pyrotechnic batteries and divorced

from the main electrical power system.

All critical loads will be connected directly to both main DC

buses through isolation diodes_ or can be transferred from one bus to the

other by bus selection switches.

Any failures in the system would in most cases be compensated for

by redistribution of the bus loads. The auxiliary battery power would be

manually connected to both main DC buses upon detection of an under

voltage condition.

The power distribution system would have one common grounding

point on the Space Station structure. All negative DC buses and the AC

neutral buses would be connected to this point_ this would primarily

eliminate ground loop effects.

Sensing and control of the DC power subsystem would consist of

DC sensing circuits provided to detect under voltage_ overload and reverse

current conditions_ and to alert the Space Station personnel. Overload

sensing circuits would be used to protect the electrical power source and

reverse current sensing would be provided to reveal reverse current flow

resulting from the electrical power source failure. In instances when

overload or reverse current occurs, disconnect motor switches would be

automatically activated by the sensing circuitry_ under voltage and elec-

trical power source disconnect would be indicated by illumination of a

caution lamp on the station power distribution panel.

AC sensing circuits would be provided to reveal inverter mal-

functions and provide a warning indication. Disconnect motor switches

would be automatically activated when an overvoltage or overload occurs.

Caution indicators would be provided on the power distribution panel to

indicate overvoltage and overload as well as undervoltage.

The Space Station power distribution panel would contain such

switches_ meters_ gauges_ indicators_ lights= and annunciators as necessary

for monitoring and controlling all facets of the power distribution system.

The power distribution system will use space qualified components

as are now in use in the Apollo program. These items consist of:

I. Solid State Inverters

2. Batteries (Auxiliary Power)

3. AC Control Boxes

4. DC Control Boxes

5. Fuse and Breaker Panel

6. Motor Switch Assemblies
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7. Relay Assemblies

8. Electrical Controls and Displays

9. Wiring Harnesses (Connector and Cables)

i0. R.G.S. Sequencer (other sequencers as ,may be required)

ii. Battery Charger

All of the systems are operational. But product improvement and

system reconfiguration will be required for use in a Manned Space Station.

Resupply of the power distribution would be required on a yearly basis

and would consist of replacing the following:

i. Auxiliary Batteries

2. AC Inverter

3. Battery Charger Components

4. Control and Display Actuators and Inductors

Of special importance is the requirement for charging batteries in the

event solar cells are used for an electric energy source. Since the space

station will be in sunlight about 50_0 of the time, batteries must be used

to power the station during the portions of the orbits which are in dark-

ness. This, in effect, doubles the power requirement for the solar cells

since it must charge batteries as well as supply power to the connected

load during the sunlit portion of the trajectory.

3.8 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM WEIGHTS, VOLUMES AND POWER CONSUMPTIONS

Instrumentation system weights_ volumes and power consumptions are

presented in Table 3.1.



EQUIPMENT

Ao

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

INSTRUMENTATION WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWER

INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM

629 - Measurement Transducers

270 - Signal Conditioners

i - Display and Control System

i - Caution and Warning System

i - Timing Equipment

4 - Event Timers

i - Lighting System

WEIGHT VOLUME

(lb.) (in 3)

POWER

(watts)

8o 65o 8o

20 300 50

240 8300 263

15 35o 18

35 822 38

48 1400 96

5O i000 8OO

VIII. Electrical Power Distribution and

Sequencing (for assumed f5 KW load)

Station Wiring* 3300 i0,000

5 - Inverters 240 6,000

3 - Voltage Regulators 75 1,400

3 - Battery Chargers 350 8,650

Batteries (15 KW) ii00 25,000

Synchronizer 12 _u

Controls i00 1,700

Sequencer 40 850

Sub Total 5,217 54,360

Instrumentation Totals 5,705 67,182

*Based on Apollo CSM weight of 220 ib/connected kw.

i!
OO
kJl

1345
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4.0 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

4.1 General Considerations

The basic Space Station Telecommunication and Tracking System

would be similar in design to the Apollo system. Additions will be

required such as a modified Apollo S-band transponder for use as an

alternate radar, a wideband S-band transmitter to transmit photogrammetric

information_ a hard copy printer for receiving non-critical information, a

data fax transmitter for transmitting handwritten experiment notes and

possibly a TV receiver and monitor for entertainment of crew. An

efficient data management system will also be required.

The Unified S-band System would use a baseband combination of

pseudorandom ranging code (PRN), telemetry, astronaut voice and bio-

medical data phase modulating a coherent replica of the uplink carrier

for Space Station to ground communications and tracking. The Apollo

type FM transmitter can be used to transmit TV or high rate experi-

mental data (500 KC analog or i megabit digital) on a time-shared basis.

The Apollo high power amplifiers would be changed from vacuum tube to

solid state devices to provide high reliability over long periods of

time.

If an additional transmission facility is required for high data

rate experimental data and high resolution TV signals, a separate solid

state 20 watt FM transmitter would be employed. This is recommended for

reliability and ease of tailoring the system to fit the mission. The

number of FM channels would be determined by the experimental data load.

Circuit margin calculations show that omni antennas can be used

acceptably for the 260 N. M. orbit. The use of the LM high gain antenna

is recommended for use in synchronous orbit; however, the use of a

directional antenna will present an attitude stabilization constraint on

the Space Station due to the requirement of pointing the high gain antenna

towards the earth. Location of the antenna on the counter rotating hub of

the Space Station will require either location of the S-band equipment in

the hub or slip rings.

With both 260 N. M and synchronous orbits, the circuit margins

would be entirely adequate to increase the Apollo PM 51.2 kbs TM channel

to iO0 kbs or greater. This may necessitate changing the present TM and

voice subcarriers, however. At both 260 N. M. and synchronous altitude,

the TV channel circuit margin would support commercial quality TV.

Ground to Space Station communication would combine command voice,

and PRN signals phase modulating the uplink S-band carrier.
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A standard LM configuration Telecommunications and Tracking
System is recommendedfor the supply vehicle. The addition of a mode
to the SpaceStation S-band transponder permitting inverse ratio transmit
and receive operation will permit spacecraft-to-spacecraft communicaticns
plus a backup modeto the rendezvous radar. The primary rendezvous radar
would be an updated Gemini radar with one transponder on the spacecraft.
This radar is preferred to the Apollo radar because of its simplicity and
because a steerable radar antenna will not be required on the Space
Station mission.

Uplink TV for entertainment of the crew at synchronous altitude
would be comparatively simple to implement utilizing the present S-band
ground stations and a separate TV receiver. TV reception by a 260 N. M.
orbiting SpaceStation is not considered practical for entertainment pur-
poses due to numerousinterruptions in handover between grouns stations
and nonoverlapping ground station coverage. This difficulty can be over-
comeby relay from a synchronous orbit satellite. However, the use of
such a relay imposes a major antenna problem on the Space Station. This
problem is one of keeping a four foot parabolic antenna aligned with the
satellite while the Space Station is spinning on an axis aligned with
the sun. Also, a steerable 30 foot antenna will be required for the
satellite. Planning for the ATS4CommunicationSatellite incorporates
such an antenna.

4.2 Circuit Margins

Circuit margin calculations for the down link S-band FMmode are

shown in Table 4.1. This mode is of particular importance since it is the

mode with the least margin. Calculations show the link to be adequate for

transmission of commercial broadcast quality TV.

Table 4.2 shows calculations for the Satellite-to-Space Station

entertainment TV link. An x-band frequency is recommended due to the

benefit obtained from the extra gain of the transmitting antenna.

It can be seen from the TV circuit margin calculations that a

video bandwidth of only 2 MC is transmitted. While this is only one half

the bandwidth transmitted by commercial TV stations, it should be adequate

for entertainment.

4.3 Antennas

The rotating Space Station imposes a particular problem for S-band

antennas. To minimize masking_ the placing of two omni antennas on separate

booms extending five feet from the crew compartment is recommended. The

antennas must be automatically switched in accordance with which antenna is

receiving the greatest signal strength from the uplink. However_ S-band

reception is accomplished by means of a narrow band phase lock loop and

switching of the antennas may produce transients which cause the loop to

break phase lock and consequently interrupt its operation. This area must

have further investigation.



TABLE4.1

Circuit Margin Calculations for FM (DownTV) Mode- S-band

Altitude = 300 n.m.

5°Maximum slant rage from ground station to S/C, elev. angle

Frequency = 2300 M.c

B = F. M. Modulation Index = 3

Video B. W. = 4 Mc

Transmitter Power (20 watts)

Spacecraft Transmission losses

Spacecraft Omni Antenna Gain

Ground Station Transmission losses

Ground Station Antenna Gain (30')

Space loss

Ground Station Noise Spectral Density

13 dbw

-5

-3

-i

44

-167

2o8 _bw/cps

1200 n.m.

AM Equivalent B. W. (2 x 4 mc)

FM Gain (3B 2)

Resulting Video RMS Signal to

RMS Noise Ratio

-69 db

14

34 db

FM Threshold Tests:

Noise Bandwidth : 2 (B+I) (B.W.)

= 2 (3+1) (4Mc) = 32 MC

Minimum Signal to Noise Ratio

Circuit Margin

(-)

-75

6

+8 db



TABLE4.2

Circuit Margin Calculations

for

Synchronous Satellite to Spacecraft for Entertainment TV

Altitude = 300 N. M.

Rangefrom Satellite to S/C at earth's link = 23,000 N. M.

Frequency = i0 Kmc

B = Modulation Index = 3

Video BW= 2 Mc

Transmitter Power (i0 watts) i0 dbw

Satellite Transmission losses -3

Satellite Antenna Gain (30') 56

Space loss -205

Spacecraft Antenna Gain (4' antenna) 39

Spacecraft Noise Spectral Density 190 dbw/cps

Spacecraft Transmission Losses -3

AM Equivalent B. W. (2 x 2 MC = 4 MC) -66

FM Gain (3B 2) 14

Resulting Video RMS Signal to RMS Noise Ratio 32 db

FM Threshold Test:

Noise Bandwidth = 2 (B+I) (B.W.) = 16 MC

Minimum Signal to Noise Ratio (-)

Circuit Margin =

-72

i0

+2 db
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Table 4.2 shows that a four foot parabolic is necessary for
reception of entertainment TV from a satellite. The antenna tracking
system developed for Apollo can probably be modified to enable its uses
in tracking a station emitting an FMsignal. A beacommust also be incor-
porated with this antenna to enable the communications satellite 30 foot
antenna to track the space station.

4.4 Extravehicular Activity: Communications

Voice and biomed will be handled by the standard Apollo EVA

communications system. By use of demodulators in the Space Station, the

biomed data can be placed on PCM or examined on biomed console displays.

EVA TV is generated by a modified Apollo TV camera and trans-

mitted to the Space Station. The camera has been fully qualified for

such use. The EVA TV transmitter is presently under development with

support funds and an in-house development effort is underway to provide

a prototype receiver.

The EVA type of communications system can also be used for

communication with the rotating hub.

4.5 Data Management

Infrequent earth-space station contact in a 60 ° orbit makes a

very efficient data management system (DMS) necessary. The DMS will

consist of the equipment necessary to receive experiment and housekeeping

sensor outputs and __+].......... y process sort, select, format, program,

route, control and/or display these data.

The amount and diversity of activities to be performed by a

space station makes the use of standard telemetry techniques impractical

as well as inefficient. For example, Apollo with a three-man crew,

requires a transmission capacity of 51.2 kbs. The space station with a

9 to 27-man crew will obviously require a significant increase in the

number of channels to be measured. The DMS must provide an integrated

relationship of all activities to perform routine functions, handle

tremendous quantities of data, perform rapid calculations and operations,

and monitor, interpret and control the system_ simultaneously. These

functions are beyond the capability of unaided crew personnel. The DMS

must provide operation where man and machine will be brought together

for man's positive override control.

The data requ_ ements will change as a function of mis_ on phase,

i.e. launch, drifting orbit, abort_ etc. The function of the DMS will

provide only pertinent data dependent on mission phase and crew safety for

display to the crew.
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Priorities will be established regarding criticality of various

types of housekeeping information. Several orders of priority must be
established to deal with the occurrence of malfunctions that will initiate

either manual or automatic change in the sequence of operations.

Prior to transmission of data to outside sources, the establish-

ment of data format is accomplished. This includes assembling the data

in correct sequence, as well as into predetermined record lengths with
identification, time, and redundancy coding, if requ_ed. Priorities

of data will be selected for transmission, eliminating the transmission

of channels yielding little or no information.

Figure 4.1 is a functional flow diagram of a typical data management

system.

4.5.1 Data Acquisition Unit (DAC) - The DAC will have the following capabilities:

a. Accept analog, digital serial and discrete inputs.

4.5.2

capabilities :

b. Digitize the analog inputs.

c. Output a PCM data train for backup S/C to ground data.

d. Accept a request from the Digital Processor and Controller

(DPC) and grant valid data to the DPC.

e. The DAC must be programable so that relative mission phase

data need only be sampled.

Digital Processor and Controller (DPC) - The DPC will have the following

a.

b.

Accept data from the DAC and the Data Conditioning Unit.

Perform data compression for transmission to the ground

network.

C. Perform data reduction on required channels for display

to the crew.

d. Provide for priority interrupt on critical crew safety

items.

e. Experiment control.

4.5.3 Control Center - The Control Center will provide a central location

for crew control of the DMS and information presentation from the DMS to

the crew for decision.

4.5.4 Data Conditioning Unit - 'The Data Conditioning Unit will have the

following capabilities:

a. Regeneration and Bit Synchronization from external probe

type PCMdata.
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b. Data conditioning of biomed EVA data.

c. Up-data link interface.

4.5.5 Downlink Buffer (DLB) - The Downlink Buffer will transfer synch, data from

the DPC to synchronous data for transmission to ground network. It will

also provide a backup transmission mode by time-sharing of the trans-

mission link with experimental and housekeeping data from DAC.

No significant technological advancements are foreseen to develop

the DMS. However, a lead time required for the finished product is

estimated around 4½ years at a cost of approximately 17 to 2 5 million

dollars dependent on reliability requirements.

4.6 Data Storage System

The data storage subsystem on the manned Space Station is of

primary importance to the applications of such a facility. Two basic

types of data will be collected and handled. The first of these will

be of a station housekeeping and monitoring nature. The second type

of data will pertain to experiments and/or scientific data. This

scientific data will be stored primarily in the form of either photo-

graphic film or magnetic tape. The photographic film, which at the present

time allows the highest data density, will be used and analyzed ont he

ground after recovery by the resupply vehicle and will not be discussed

here because the specific experimental envelope determines the quantity

and quality of photographic data required.

The magnetic tape data storage requirement is to provide a highly

reliable, adaptive, and flexible on-board facility. Magnetic tape is an

attractive storage media because it can be easily examined and verified

during playback by scientist-experimentor on-board the Space Station to

l_^_L_p_ _+_. ....._ work, data can be easily and rapidly retrieved through

an appropriate down data link in those cases where the station application

requires it, e.g. meteorology, and advanced recorder state-of-the allows

wide variations in type and format of data. The most demanding magnetic

tape storage requirements is the scientific data where very high bandwidth

information is anticipated from selected sensors. The Space Station recorder

subsystem could be designed to accomodate analog signal information band-

widths up to at least 5 Mc. The total data storage capacity of the station

will depend on the allocation of weight and volume for this purpose as de-

termined by the experiments, the data down-link system, and the resupply

plan adopted.

Some of the scientific experiments, e. g. biomedical, have low

information bandwidths but require very high resolution to detect a change

of significance. This requires a different type of recording hardware and

associated instrumentation and in general, is best handled by sampling,

converting, and digitally recording the data directly.
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Some experiments produce data intermediate of the two systems

described so a third magnetic tape recorder capability of a more conven-

tional nature will be included to collect this data. The main function

of this facility will be to augment the data management system to optimize

the storage volume available or the telemetry down-link bandwidth.

The data recording subsystem will consist of the following units:

4.6. i. Video Bandwidth Recorders: Two operating high bandwidth

recorders will be needed. One to accumulate data and a second to monitor,

verify, manage_ and optimize the on-board data to achieve maximum utility

from the on-board storage allotment or the down-data link. There will

be one complete spare recorder which can be used in the event one of the

operational units fail. It will be physically stored adjacent to the

operational units and readily available for use.

4.6.2 Multichannel, Variable Speed, Wide Bandwidth Recorders:

The same equipment complement as discussed above will be used for these

units.

4.6. 3. Digital Recorder: The same equipment complement as discussed

above will be used for these units.

4.6. 4. Portable Recorders: In connection with Extra-Vehicular Activity

(EVA) and peripheral scientific data requirements a portable tape recorder

complement will be included in the data storage subsystem. The portable tape

recorder system will consist of two separate but compatible instruments.
These instruments are:

(a) A multichannel miniature, portablejcartridge loaded record

unit which maybe carried by the astronaut during EVA or utilized by the

experimenter as a peripheral recorder for experimental data.

(b) A reproduce unit which will be located in the vehicle. This

unit will be utilized for the reproduction of the data from the record

unit. The portable recorder system will record and reproduce digital

and analog data with DC capability, long time record capability, portability

and cartridge loading.

There are no outstanding problems currently anticipated which

would cause difficulty in the 1973 time period. The most important advantage

would derive from developing low power consumption recorder systems of the

type described.

The anticipated operational life of the recorder units is one

year at which time they should be replaced. In the development and design

to meet the stringent space station reliability requirement_ these.recorders

should utilize the same spooling, power racking, and accessory fitments

were possible.
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The experimental envelope and the resupply cycle have great

impact on the data storage system. The number of crew members has no

particular significance.

4. 7 Television

The television subsystem will consist of TV monitors, cameras,

video recorders, and use of the spacecraft S-band transmitter and receiver

on the wide band RF transmission system. The equipment descriptions out-

lined below apply to qualified hardware available by 1969. For example,

hardware development contracts for the Apollo camera transmitter, video

recorder, and video monitor are in the terminal stages at this time. The

Apollo camera qualification test will be complete by December 1966. High

resolution camera for in-cabin applications are available, requiring only

space qualification.

4.7. i Camera

Two TV camera types shall be used to provide complete video

data coverage. These are a modified Apollo camera and a high resolution

camera. The modified Apollo camera can be used on EVA, providing a high

resolution low frame rate picture or it can be used with the standard

Apollo format. This camera is completely space qualified for the lunar

surface environment. A transmitter pack will be added to the camera to

provide a completely portable handhold unit unrestricted by cables, etc.

The unit will be capable of 8 hours operation on one battery charge. This

slow scan camera will primarily be used for EVA video coverage. In

addition, its low bandwidth requirements provide excellent use for a general

video link to earth not requiring high resolution or fast motion rendition.

The camera will monitor EVA activity to provide the space station manager

cognizance of any emergency conditions.

-'=_ bc used to nbt_jn high resolutionThe high resolution ca:tera w±_ ......

pictures inside the space station of experiments requiring visual obser-

vation. In addition, the crew can be monitored while performing duties

in remote cabins or through windows while performing extravehicular

activities.

The high resolution cameras combined with the video monitors

form a closed circuit television system providing an additional crew

safety factor and experimental operation efficiency. The system will

provide the space station manager as well as earth monitors with a video

presentation of selected areas throughtout the station.

Cameras and monitors shall be strategically located in the space

station. The complete system shall be designed to operate at standard

broadcast television rates. Therefore, the monitors will be used as the

up-data video link for educational training and recreational viewing. The

cameras will be used for down link video for ground controllers and public

vie_%ng. _ cameras and monitors shall be semi-portable in that hookup
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to the closed circuit system can be accomplished at various locations

throughout the space station.

The modified Apollo camera is 200 in.3,_12 ibs. and operates at

i0 watts. The high resolution camera is 200 in. _, i0 ibs. and operates

at lO watts. Their specifications are:

TV Camera (instrument high resolution)

Frame rate 30 cps

Lines/frame 525

Interlace Ratio 2/i

Video Bandwidth 5 Mc

System Resolution: horizontal 400 TV lines

vertical 350 TV lines

Camera S/N 35 db minimum

4.7.2. Receiver

i0 or .625 F/S

320 or 1280

i/l

500 kc

220 or 500

220 or 500

35 db

The spacecraft video receiver is used to receive video in the

spacecraft when the camera is used during EVA. The received video can

then be transmitted on to earth, recorded on the video recorders, or
displayed on the spacecraft TV monitor. The receiver is 20 in. , 2 ibs.

and operates at 4 watts.

4.7.3. Recorder

The wideband video recorder capable of up to 4 mc response will

be used to record video phenomena when the spacecraft is out of range of

tracking stations and dump the stored data when the spacecraft is over a

tracking station. The system is capable of an 8:1 record playback ratio

for video information recorded up to 500 kc.

The recorder is a two-speed device with 4 hours of record capability

for up to 500 kc video and ½ hour record capability for up to 4 mc video.

The system is 850 in J, 26 ibs. and operates at 50 watts. Its electrical

specifications are:

a. Bandwidth - Dc to 4 mc

b. Record Capability - 30 min. @ bandwidths of 500 kc to 4 mc; 4 hrs.

@ bandwidths below 500 kc.

c. s/N - 35 db.

L--
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4.7.4. TV Monitor

The spacecraft video monitor can be used to assist the astronaut

in the operation of television and scanning type instrumentation such as

spatially scanning IR and UV sensors. In addition, the monitor can be

used as an up-data video link to present training information, etc., fran

the ground to the astronauts as well as recreational TV programs.

The monitor is 600 in. 3, weights 20 ibs. and operates at 20 watts

power maximum.

Those system specifications of specific interest and which describe

the operational capabilities of the video monitor include operation in two

modes, either as an image display (TV) or as a signal display (A-scope)

and include maximum-minimum limits on certain parameters as listed below:

a. Ambient lllumination i to 2 ft. L

b. Gray Scale 6 uniform steps minimum

c. Resolution

TV lines i000 at 20% mod

Spot Size 1200 vertical lines

d. Deflection

X - 0.5 cps to 20 Kc, 1% linearity

Y - (image) - 0.625 cps to 60 cps, 2% linearity

Y - (signal) - dc to i mcps, i% linearity

e. Display storage - 1.6 sec. min.

f. Power - 20 watts maximum

g. Weight - 20 ibs. maximum

h. Volume - 600 cu. in. (maximum)

The video monitor as presently designed will display TV signals of

either the Block I or Block IIApollo format and standard EIA television.

The signal display mode provides a device capable of operation as a laboratory

oscilloscope for waveform monitoring.

4.8 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS WEIGHTS, VOLUMES, AND POWER CONSUMPTIONS

Communication systems weights, volumes, and power consumptions are

presented in Table 4.3.



Table 4.3

EQUIPMENT

A,

EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS, VOLUMES_ AND POWER CONSUMPTION

WEIGHT

(lb.)

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

I. RF SYSTEMS

i - Unified S-band Transponder 30

i - Inverse Ratio S-band Trans-

ponder 30

i - Dual S-band Power Amplifier 32

i - 20 watt S-band Wide Band

Transmission System 40

4 - VHF Transceivers (including

2 for hub rotating interface) 56

i - Up-Data Link Receiver 20

i - TV Receiver i0

2 - S-band 0mni Antennas and

Supporting Booms i0

i - Omni Switching System i0

i - X-band Four Foot Parabolic

Antenna (TV Reception) 40

3 - EVA and Rotating Hub VHF
Antenna 6

i - Radar Transponder i0

i - Radar Antenna 4

Sub Total 298

VOLUME

(in 3)

1420

1420

768

1500

1728

918

5oo

i00"*

9000**

2000**

3OO

50**

19,704

POWER

(watts)

38

24*

18o

75

122"

15

15

i0

5O

5O

579



Table 4.3 (Cont'd)

EQUIPMENT

II TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

1 - Data Fax Set

i - Hard Copy Printer

Sub Total

III DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

2 - Data Acquisition Unit

1 - Digital Processor and

Controller

1 - Data Conditioning Unit

1 - Down Link Buffer

1 - Control Center

Sub Total

IV DATA STORAGE

2 - Digital Recorders

2 - Video Bandwidth Recorders

2 - Wide Bandwidth Analog

Recorders

Portable Recording Systems

consisting of:

2 - Record Systems

2 - Reproduce Systems

2 - Battery Packs

6 - Electronic Modules

40 - Tape Cartridges

Sub Total

WEIGHT

(lb.)

lO

8

18

3o

6o

27

23

20

160

200

120

2OO

84

m

604

VOLUME

(in 3)

3oo

28o

58O

8oo

17oo

5oo

3o0

2000

5300

4ooo

24oo

4000

lO00

11,400

2

POWER

(watts)

15

4

19

3o

160

14

l0

i00

314

170"

150"

170"

i00"

59o



EQUIPMENT

V,

VI

Table 4.3 (Cont'd)

WEIGHT

(lb.)

AUDIO AND PREMODULATION PROCESSING

Audio Center for 9 men 24

2 - Premodulation Processors 50

Microphones and Headsets

(9 men) 4

Sub Total 78

TELEVISION

4 - Slow Scan EVA Camera and

Transmitter 48

6 - High Resolution Camera 12

8 - Video Monitor 160

2 - Video Recorder 52

4 - Video Receiver 8

Misc. Cabling/switches, etc. 50

33oSub Total

VOLUME

(in 3)

75o

1200

6O

2010

800=

168

48oo

17oo

8o

i000

8548

3

POWER

(watts)

5O

20*

7O

40*

42*

160-

lO0_

16"

358

Communication and Tracking Systems

Totals 1488 47,542 1930

*Includes duplicate units which may not be operated simultaneously.

,'+Located outside the spacecraft.

hO2E: A demand factor must be applied to all communication and tracking

subsystem loads as well as to all other subsystem loads.
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5.0 CRYOGENICSTORAGESYSTEM

5.1 SUMMARY

5.1

This paper presents the results of a study to define the methods of

cryogenic storage for Manned Earth Orbital Space Station and Mars Flyby

Missions. State-of-the-art thermal performance is reviewed and compared

with the requirements to accomplish the Space Station and Mars Flyby

Missions. Where the present insulation technology fails to satisfy the

long term storage requirements, alternatives are considered. The thermo-

dynamic advantages of subcritical and high pressure supercritical storage
are presented.

The study indicates that the degree of improvements expected in static

insulation concepts are not expected to be sufficient to meet the long term

cryogenic storage requirements if current design environment temperatures

are maintained. It is shown, however, that by lowering the vessel environ-

mental temperature (O°F to minus lO0°F range), present insulation tech-

niques will satisfy the thermal performance requirements for the Manned

Space Station as well as the Mars Flyby Mission.

The diluent gases considered are nitrogen, neon and helium. Nitrogen

will result in the highest diluent gas weight penalty and helium, due to

its low molecular weigh_ will result in the lowest weight penalty. Neon,

with a liquid density of 77 pounds per cubic foot, possibly could be used

in a vessel designed for oxygen which has a density of 71 pounds per cubic

foot. Neon is not presently available in the quantities required and the

liquid would probably be significantly more expensive than either helium

or nitrogen.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

Fuel cell reactants, metabolic oxygen and diluent gases may be stored

at high pressures and ambient temperatures, or cryogenically in the sub-

critical or supercritical state. The latter approaches result in the

lightest system weights unless the mission time is quite short. Super-

critical storage has been successfully used in the Gemini and Apollo

programs to store both hydrogen and oxygen.

Fluid flow from any storage system results in energy removal from the

system. For constant pressure operation the energy, which is removed with

fluid flow, must be replaced. The amount of euergy which is removed from

a cryogenic storage system is strongly dependent upon the storage pressure.

Where missions impose long term non-venting storage requirements, the

storage pressure should be optimized with the thermal protection system.
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5.3 MISSIONCONS_ERATIONS

5.3.1 Design Reference Missions

Crewsize, mission objective, and mission duration are envisioned
to vary widely. It is therefore necessary to consider in detail several
design reference missions. These design reference missions are con-
sidered to encompassthe full range of cryogenic fluid requirements.

The design reference missions considered in this study are as
follows:

24 ManSpaceStation
9 ManSpace Station
5 ManMars Flyby
3 ManEarth Synchronous

6 Months and 24 Months
6 Months and 24 Months

700 Days
6 Months and 24 Months

Depending upon whether or not a re-supply of the spacecraft(s) is
required, the mission durations are anticipated to be six (6) or twenty-
four (24) months for the Earth Synchronous or Space Station missions.
The Mars Flyby mission is anticipated to require 700 days.

5.3.2 Fluid Requirements

Figures 5.2 through 5.9 show oxygen and diluent gas requirements as a
function of mission time for the design reference missions considered.
The diluent gases considered are nitrogen, neon, and helium. The fluid
requirements were determined from the anticipated leakage rates (suits,
cabin, and plumbing) and metabolic oxygen usage. For this study, nitrogen
leakage is assumedto be 50 percent of total leakage and Ne and He leakage
rates are based on the ratio of their molecular weights to the molecular
weight of nitrogen. The system weight can be reduced significantly if
spacecraft leakage rates are controlled more closely. The leakage rates
considered are as follows:

Mission

3 Man Earth Synchronous

5 Man Mars Flyby

Space Station

Fluid t Pounds Per Day

02 N2 Ne He

7 7 4.4 0.875

9 9 5.62 1.125

27 27 16.9 3.375

Metabolic oxygen rate, 2 ib/man-day

5.3.3 System Sizing

Figure 5.2_ shows 02, N2, .H2, He and Ne fluid weights as a function of
outer shell diameter for varylug L/D ratios. The data for developing
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Fig. 5.25 is based upon a 95 percent fluid fill density and a 1.25 inch
annulus between the pressure vessel and vacuumshroud•

Figure 5.26 shows pressure vessel surface area as a function of outer
shell diameter and L/D ratios. Data for developing Figure 5.26 is also
based upon a 1.25 inch annulus•

5.3.4 Resupply

In-flight resupply can be accomplished by replacing depleted vessels
with filled vessels from a logistics vehicle, or by fluid transfer from
the logistics vehicle to the spacecraft. The latter method maypermit
the use of lower cost vessels for logistics and perhaps would be econo-
mically advantageous.

Twopossibilities to facilitate transferring liquids in-flight are:

• Artificial gravity

• Positive expulsion

A major problem in cryogen transfer thus far is venting due to rapid
boiling of liquid during transfer. If the liquid-vapor interface is not
controlled, all the liquid could be exhausted through relief valves. This
problem can be handled by expanding a portion of the supply liquid through
a valve and using the refrigeration effect to subcool the receiving system
and transfer lines sufficiently to lower the vapor pressure and thus
eliminate boiling which is the source of the problem. The necessary com-
ponents for this schemehave been developed and flown in MSCexperiment
No. 13. The arrangement is shownschematically in Figure 5.10. Positive
expulsion schemesare shownschematically in Figure 5.11.

5.3.5 Quantity Gauging

Present methods of quantity gauging (QG) can be applied to the super-
critical storage system. Quantity gauging system accuracy requirements
should be critically scrutinized for large space station applications. Some
less accurate, less expensive meansof QGmaybe acceptable for these appli-
cations. MBCexperiment No. 13, with prior ground tests, proved the matrix
capacitance gauging approach to be acceptable for small systems. The
dynamics and weight characteristics of this approach should be evaluated
for application to the larger sizes.

5.4 STATEOFTHEART

Cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen stored at supercritical pressures has been
successfully used in the Gemini and Apollo programs and is in the latter
stages of development for a L_a_ _._x^_o(T_)_.helium pressurization system.
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This method of storage was selected for Gemini and Apollo due to low

weight and relatively low development risk. The single phase supercritica!

fluid minimizes pressure control problems_ and fluid quantity is gauged

with a capacitance probe.

Internal pressurization heater configurations differ for the Gemini

and Apollo systems. Concentric spherical heaters were used in the Gemini

vessels while electric fan-heaters are used in the Apollo vessels. The

fan-heater provides faster response and better thermal equilibration than

the static spherical heaters and thus should prove more advantageous from

a pressure control standpoint; however, motor problems still exist in the

Apollo program and further development will be required for long duration

missions.

5.4.1 Insulation

The Gemini cryogenic vessels are insulated with aluminized mylar

radiation shields which are suspended in a vacuum annulus between the

pressure vessel and outer vacuum shroud. The inner vessel is supported

with compressed fiberglas pads. Six different sized cryogenic vessels

were developed for the Gemini program to supply oxygen and hydrogen for

two and fourteen day missions. Thermal requirements were based on non-

venting standby or minimum flow.

The Apollo Block I hydrogen and oxygen and Block II oxygen vessels

are insulated with load bearing insulation made up of alternate layers of

aluminum foil and dexiglas paper spacer material. The Apollo Block II

hydrogen vessels have a somewhat improved insulation and support scheme.

The pressure vessel is supported by three (3) straps of alternate layers

of foil and spacer material. The radiation shields in the Block II hydro-

gen systems are aluminized H-film. Both the Block I and Block II systems

have vapor cooled shields suspended within the annular space.

Several prototype systems have been developed by the Bendix Corpo-

ration under contract to MSC_ Houston. These systems all have discrete

radiation shields suspended within the annular vacuum space. The shields

are supported with teflon snap-spacers and the pressure vessel is supported

with glass-filled teflon bumpers.

The cryogenic LM helium system uses an insulation and support scheme

similar to that used in Gemini vessels. The performance appears to be

satisfactory for the LM requirement.

The thermal performance of average vessels from both the Gemini and

Apollo programs has been marginal with several unable to meet specifi-

cation requirements.

Vessels using discrete shields, developed by MSC under R and D

contracts, have demonstrated many advantages over systems containing

laminar insulations. Assembly time is considerably less, the units have
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a clean annulus, better vacuum life characteristics are exhibited, and

thermal performance is equal to or better than those systems using laminar

insulations. Nominal performance data from all the systems discussed is

shown in Figure 5.1.

Since introduction of the multiple layer radiation shielded insulation

concept, the most significant advancement in thermal protection schemes has

been the introduction of vapor-cooled shields. No other really significant

improvements in insulation performance have been noted.

The performance trend indicates gradual improvements primarily in the

area of insulation application. It is believed that the potential for

further major breakthroughs in insulation thermal performance for cryo-

genic vessels has diminished to an extent that such developments should

not be anticipated for application to any new cryogenic program starting

in the next year or two.

5.4.2 Materials and Fabrication Techniques

Materials for the Gemini and Apollo cryogenic pressure vessels have

been Inconel 718 for oxygen, and titanium 5 AL-2.5 Sn for hydrogen. The

Gemini pressure vessels are spheres made of hydroformed or deep drawn

hemispheres. The Apollo pressure vessels are spheres fabricated from

forged and machined hemispheres. Forging and machining have proved to be

expensive processes of fabrication and the titanium forgings presently

require more than one year lead time. The forged and machine hemispheres

are not considered to be of better quality than hemispheres made to the

same dimensions from rolled sheet stock by hydroforming, spinning, deep

drawing or hydraulic bulge fo___iug. In fact, any of the forming processes

which start with rolled sheet stock and introduce additional material cold

working during hemisphere forming, should produce as good or better pressure

vessel for dewars compared with any other fabrication process.

MBC has funded the development of pressure vessels with Arde', Inc., and

the Bendix Corporation. The Arde' process requires a preformed pressure

vessel of 501 stainless steel which can be fabricated from any of the above

mentioned processes. The pressure vessel is then pressurized and cold

worked with liquid nitrogen (LN 2) at minus 320°F. The additional cold

working_ithLN 2 produces a material strength to density ratio which is
slightly better than titanium 5 AL 2.5 Sn. The material is compatible

with all cryogens as well as N204. The Arde' process should not be

confused with fabrication processes in general. It is an additional step

to a completed pressure vesselwhich is fabricated from 301 stainless steel.

This material, together with the Arde' process, should be considered as a

strong candidate in any future spacecraft cryogenic tankage program.

5.5 SYSTEM THERMODYNAMICS

Selection of the _ thermodynamic state for a cryogenic system is

influenced by thermal performance values which can be expected, flow rate,
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and required mission duration. The choice of a storage state will be

strongly affected by such considerations as weight, quantity measurement_

and fluid orientation. For this study it was assumed that solutions will

be developed for problems arising from the choice of a storage state

selected.

5.5.1 Pressure

The thermodynamic state for cryogenic systems is established by the

storage pressure chosen. For systems considered herein, pressures are

optimized for long duration requirements. For oxygen and nitrogen sub-

critical storage permits a higher specific heat input value than super-

critical storage (Figs. 5.12 & 5.13)- A lower pressure limit of 150 psia

has been assumed for subcritical storage.

For hydrogen and helium supercritical storage permits a higher specific

heat input value than subcritical. Maximum pressures of 600 psia and

i000 psia have been assumed for hydrogen and helium, respectively. Sub-

critical neon (150 psia) was assumed for this study, however, supercritical

neon may prove to be weight optimum due to suspected higher specific heat

input values above the critical pressure.

It should be noted that none of the pressures selected are weight

optimum. Further study will be done, especially on hydrogen, helium and

neon, to optimize system pressure from thermodynamic and weight standpoints.

The pressures selected for this study are as follows:

Oxygen 150 psia

Hydrogen 600 psia

Helium i000 psia

Neon 150 psia

Nitrogen 150 psia

5.5.2 Thermal Protection

No significant and timely thermal performance improvements are

anticipated for use in a new program. Therefore, the best values demon-

strated to date are used in this study.

The thermal performance requirements can be obtained from Figures 5.15

thru 5.19 for oxygen, hydrogen, uitrogen_ neonj and helium, respectively.
T_ese curves show the mission life limits for the above fluids for various

ratios of heat leak to initial stored mass (Q/M). It should be noted

that these curves are straight lines on the logarithmic plots as presented.
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The heat leak is a function of the thermal properties of the insu-

lation, the temperature difference and the area. For a given design,

the area (which is a function of the diameter) is the only variable.

Therefore Q = Klf(I_)

where Q = heat leak, Btu/hr

K1 = constant

D = pressure vessel dia., ft.

(i)

The fluid mass is a function of the density and the volume, but for

a given fluid, only the volume is a variable. Since the volume is a

function of the diameter the following equation applies.

M = K2f(D3) (2)

where M = Mass, Lb

K2 = Constant

Then from equations (I) and (2)

where K3 = _/K 2

Time is related as follows:

= K3f(_) (3)
M

M
T = --

w (4)

where T = Time, Hrs

W = Flow Rate, Lb/hr

but W -- _ (_)
_4

where K4 = specific heat input, Btu/lb

Then, T = f(_) (6)

or conversm_f from equation (6)

= K4f(_) (7)

The above analysis shows that the plot of Q/M as a function of time will

be asymptotic to both axes of a linear plot or that it will result in a

straight line on a logarithmic plot. The following assumptions must be

noted when using these curves:
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I. The flow rate was assumed to be a constant for both supercritical

and subcritical storage.

2. Since these curves were derived for constant flow rate, a con-

tingency factor is required in order to allow for variable flow require-

ments.

With the exception of the above limitations, these curves are appli-

cable to any cryogenic for the fluids and missions considered herein.

The use of the Q/M curves is twofold: First, if a vessel is avail-

able that will store a given mass and has a given heat leak, the mission(s)

that this vessel will satisfy can be determined. Secondly, if a mission

is known and the mass requirements are known, the vessel allowable heat
leak can be calculated.

Figures 5.20 through 5.24 show, for oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, neon,

and helium, the ratio of heat leak to area (A/A) as a function of mission

time. These values are developed by taking the values of Q/M from

Figures 5.15 thru 5.19 and multiplying them by mass/area terms found in

Figures 5.25 & 5.26. It should be noted that the M/A ratio is a function

of the vessel geometry. Therefore, for each curve presented in Figures 5.15

thru 5.19 , a family of curves will result. Each curve will represent a

vessel diameter and/or a length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio.

These curves will establish design, A/A valves for a specific mission

time and storage state. The data presented in Figures 5.20 through 5.24 for

the determination of the Q/A ratios are valid only for the thermodynamic

storage state picked for that particular fluid.

To determine which technical areas are open for improvement, the

basic heat transfer equation must be examined. Since the equation is a

combination of conductive and radiative terms, it is as follows:

KA (TA_Tf) + FafAGE(TA4_Tf4)QL - mx

Where:

QL = Total heat leak, BTU/HR

K = Thermal conductivity, BTU/I'_ - °R-FT

_X = Insulation thickness, Ft

TA = Temperature of the environment, OR

Tf = Fluid temperatire, OR

FAF = View factor from the environment to the tank

E = Emissivity
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G = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, BTU/HR-FT2-°R 4

A = Surface area of the tank, FT 2

In the above equation, the only terms that are not constants for a

given system are the thermal conductivity, insulation thickness, surface

emissivity and the ambient or outer shell temperature. Each of these

variable terms must be examined in order to find an avenue of improvement.

Since the spacecraft volume is usually very limited, the insulation thick-

ness must be kept to a minimum. However, this volume constraint does not

limit the thermal protection available from radiative type insulation.

The following equation approximately show the effect of additional shields

on the radiation heat transfer.

QN = Qo (___l)
N+I

Where, Qo = Heat leak with no shields

N = Number of shields

= Heat leak with "N" shields

The equation indicates that as "N" becomes large, effect of additional

shields and/or layers becomes small.

Finally, since the thermal conductivities and surface emissivities are

physical properties, significant improvements cannot be expected. For

example, in December 1963, the Bendix Corporation determined that electro-

deposited silver on Incone! has the best surface available with an

emissivity of .008, and to date no better surfaces have been found. A

similar lack of progress has been noted in the development of low tnermal

conductivity materials. This indicates that some other means of insulation

improvement must be found.

In view of the above considerations, the obvious variable left for

consideration is the ambient or outer shell temperature. Radiation can best

be controlled by temperature variation since it is a function of the fourth

power of the temperature. Presently there are cryogenic systems developed

that limit the total conductive heat transfer to i0 percent to 15 percent of

the total. Therefore, control of the radiation is mandatory. This control

can be done best by refrigerating the outer shell to a given intermediate

temperature.

As noted above, for a given environmental temperature, an improvement

in the overall heat leak may be accomplished by a reduction in the conductive

heat transfer. The launch environment requires that the pressure vessel be

well supported with respect to the spacecraft. However, the dynamics of

normal spaceflight place a considerably smaller requirement on the supporting

structures. Retractable annular support schemes are therefore being
considered to further reduce conductive heat transfer.
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5.5.5 Refrigeration

Refrigeration to an intermediate temperature appears attractive as
an inexpensive meansof positively controlling vessel thermal performance
with present state-of-the-art insulation schemes.

The capacity and temperature levels of the refrigeration equipment
required to chill the outer surface of the cryogenic storage vessels are
primarily dependent on (1) the allowable heat leak per unit area of tank
surface and (2) the magnitude of the surface temperature decrease necessary
to achieve the allowable specific heat leak.

Figure 527 showsnominal state-of-the-art heat leak per square foot as
a function of outer shell temperature. In assessing refrigeration require-
ments, entry into Figure 5.27 with a required QL/A valve from Figures 5.20
thru 5.24 will yield a required outer shell temperature. If the required
outer shell temperature is below 70°F, a refrigeration penalty has been
assigned to the system weight which is discussed later.

Sufficient test data on feasible refrigeration systems capable of
satisfying the necessary requirements is not presently available to allow
precise sizing of the unit. However, the data available on heat pump
systems (Reference i) appears reasonable and was extrapolated downto the
range of temperatures under consideration. Figure 5.28 showsthe refriger-
ation requirement 3 as a function of required outer shell temperature,
based on a spacecraft environment temperature of 70°F. Entry into Figure

5.18with amenvironmental temperature extracted from Fig. 5.27 will produce
the required refrigeration load to maintain the desired outer shell temper-
ature. Fig. 5.29 gives total refrigeration weight as a function of outer
shell temperature and refrigeration load.

5.6 CONFIGURATIONSELECTION

Configuration selection involves spacecraft constraints and the Cryo-
genic GasStorage System (CGSS)dewar(s) size, weight, thermal performance
and cryogen quantity.

Figures 5.30 throughS_SPresent wet system weights as a function of
mission duration for the design refereuce missions considered. The weights
are shownfor oxygen and three diluent gases with varying vessel sizes.
The data in Figs. 5.30 thru 5.35 is based on a 50-50 mixture of oxygen
and nitrogen. The requirea neon and helium quantities are reduced con-
siderably due to their lower molecular weights.

Figure 5.36 illustrates the ratio of fluid weight to wet system weight
as a function of fluid weight for oxygen, nitrogen and neon. Figure 5.37
showsthe sameparameters for hydrogen and helium.
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All systems dry weights are based on Inconel 718 pressure vessels,
aluminum outer shells and two discrete aluminum radiation shields. An
accessory and mounting weight of i0 percent is added.

It is seen from Figures 5.36 and 5.37 that with increasing fluid weights
the ratio approaches a constant with the samedewar length to diameter
(L/D) ration, thus illustrating that the CGSSwet weights are essentially
independent of the numberof dewars and dewar size. It should be noted
that this is valid only when the stored quantities per dewar are above
the following minimumrequirements: Oxygen, nitrogen, and neon - 1,200
pounds each; and hydrogen and helium - i00 pounds each.

Data for the figures depicting the six (6) month missions indicate
that present dewar technology can support these missions without refrig-
eration.

Figures depicting the 700 and 730 day missions include the weight of
the refrigeration system which is required to maintain a low temperature
environment. The refrigeration system weight and power consumption can
both be reduced by locating the CGSSdewars on the dark side of the space-
craft and isolating them from heat sources, thus passively lowering the
environmental temperature.

5.6.1 Use of AAPVessels

Bay I of the Apollo Service Module can accept cylindrical tankage
146 inches long by 41.5 inches diameter. Twoequally sized tanks in this
Bay would be 73 inches x 41.5 inches each. Assumingpressure vessel inside
dimensions of 70 inches x 38.5 inches, the volume is 38.5 cubic feet per
vessel. This volume will accommodatethe following usgoie cryogen quantity:

Oxygen 2,600 ibs

Hydrogen 163 ibs

Nitrogen 1,850 Ibs

Neon 2,750 ibs
Helium 285 ibs

The AAPdewar is suitable both from size and thermal standpoints for
the storage of oxygen, nitrogen, neon, hydrogen and helium for all 6 month
missions and the Mars Flyby Mission.

Refrigeration is required for all the cryogens considered for the Mars
Flyby Mission and helium storage for the 6 month missions.

Table 5.1 illustrates the utilization of AAPdewars for oxygen storage
as a function of the various missions.

Table 5.2 illustrates the utilization of AAPdewars for hydrogen storage
as a function of power levels and mission d_a_ation.
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5.7 DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM

5.7-i Schedule

The estimated development schedule for the space station cryogenic
Storage system is given in figure 38. The cryogenic system schedule shows
the points at which a nominal 90-day system design could be frozen and
qualification and early flight unit production implemented to satisfy early
program needs.

5.7-2 Costs

The total program for the cryogenic storage system costs approximately
$35 million and includes a recurring cost of $11 million based on the
following reference configuration:

i. 24-ManSpace Station

2. 6-Month Resupply (4 shipsets)

3. Each shipset consists of five 65 cubic feet capacity tanks:
three for oxygen and two for the diluent gas (N2, He, or Ne).

A preliminary cost-effectiveness study was performed to assess the
impact of tank size variations upon flight system cost. The cost model in

Figure 5-39 was used as the basis for this study. While detailed costs
will dependsomewhaton the L/D of the tanks (in addition to obvious
factors such as materials and fabrication techniques), it was assumedthat
production cost is determined by diameter only.

Figure 5.4Oshows tank cost, as a function of fluid quantity stored,
for oxygen, nitrogen, neon, helium_ and hydrogen. The effect of fluid
density is readily apparent. This plot is based on single-tank storage of
these fluids.

Since the fluid quantities involved in this study are large, multiple-
tank storage will undoubtedly be used. The relative cost of dividing the
fluid inventories amongseveral vessels is shownin Figure 5.41. These
curves define quantitatively the general contention that one large tank is
generally less expensive than two small ones for storing a given amount of
fluid.

Figure 5.42 lefines the cost trends for storing the particular fluid
quantities required for the space station. The storage model assumedfor
this figure is based ou a 6 month resupply interval; the costs shown
include one shipset for the initial launch and one for each of three
resupply flights. The cost of these four shipsets is plotted as a function
of the numberof tanks into which the required fluid quantity is divided.
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Of the three possible diluent gases investigated, neon is the most
cost-effective (e.g., tank cost for the required quantity of neon (3400 ibs)
is less than that of the required quantity (610 ibs) of the second-ranked
helium). Nitrogen storage is the most expensive.

The data presented are valid for trending purposes but do contain
the assumption that no commonality in size is dictated for both oxygen
and diluent gas tanks.

For design and production simplicity, however, a multipurpose tank
capable of oxygen or diluent gas storage would be desirable. The economy
of being able to use one set of dimensional tooling and assembly fixtures
in the manufacture of tanks for both cryogens is especially attractive in
the light of the high capital outlay required for quality tooling.

Figure 5.43 shows the total production cost for the reference four ship-
set package as a function of the size of such a multipurpose tank. The
size range for "AAP size" tanks is spotted on the figure for comparison.
The total program cost for the cryogenic system is plotted in Figure 5.44as
a function of the numberof flights•

The shortage of both time and accurate cost data did not permit a
complete cost-size optimization for the multipurpose tank concept. It is
felt that a particular size does exist which results in minimumprogram
cost, as illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 5.45. The production cost
pattern from Fig. 5.43is repeated here as a function of tank size. Also
shownare the cost trends for other significant cost categories which
depend directly or indirectly on the selected size. It is knownthat
certain non-recurring costs such as tooling and handling rigs increase
significantly with tank size. Other costs, however, such as those asso-
ciated with system pl_oing and _v_c_u_-__ _, tend to increase with the
numberof tanks in the system and exhibit little dependenceon the size
of the dewars. Costs in the latter category will be higher for systems
--_ _veral small tanks Thermal protection costs, both non-recurring
and recurring, are also dependent on tarDgsize. Nore study is required
before a cost minimumcan be identified with a particular multipurpose
tank size, but it is felt that the optimum size will be in the 50 to 80
cubic foot range. It is of particular importance to determine whether
the presently specified AAPtank size is in a practical range in order to
prevent a substantial investment in tooling destined for very early obso-
lescence.

5.8 CONCLUSIONS

5•8.1 Storage Condition

The methods of subcritical storage should be carefully studied and an
early flight experiment should be considered for selected approaches. The
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subcritical modeof operation should permit alternate withdrawal of either
liquid or vapor.

5.8.2 Diluent Gases

The possibility of using neon and helium as diluent gases should be
critically reviewed due to the significant potential weight savings of
these gases over nitrogen. If these gases are considered acceptable, au
indication should be expressed to industry suppliers of NASA's interest
in the availability of LNe in the desired quantities to support space
station flights.

5.8.3 Refrigeration

A separate study of this particular area should be performed in order
to trade off penalties associated with venting, shadowshielding, vehicle
orientation and intermediate refrigeration, or any combination of the above.

5.8.4 Potential for AAPSized Dewars

The AAPsized dewars (limited in size by Apollo SMbay envelope) can
be used for the space station or Mars Flyby requirements. Subcritical
storage of oxygen and nitrogen would be required. Refrigeration would be
required for six months helium storage, and all AAPvessels would have to
be refrigerated if used for a Mars Flyby Mission.

5.8.5 Life Limited Components

The obvious life limited componentsare equilibration motors, valves,
and quick disconnects. An active equilibration system is desired, and
motor development must be undertaken to advance life beyond present Apollo
capability.

The present Apollo relief valves are cycle life limited due to internal
spring friction. However, the cycle life is probably unrealistic for the
application since the Apollo systems are designed to prevent relief valve
operation; and, in fact, the relief valve should not be required to cycle
unless a failure occurs in the thermal protection system or unless flow
from the vessel is reduced below the design minimum.

References: Heat PumpStudy

i. Investigation and Analysis of the Application of a Heat Pump iu

Thermal Control Systems for a Manned Spacecraft, General Dynamics/Convair,
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CRYOGEN: OXYGEN

UTILIZATION OF AAP DEWARS FOR

OXYGEN STORAGE

TABLE 5.!

OPERATING PRESSURE: 150 PSIA

Mission

Type

Space
Btation

Space
Station

Earth

Synchr.

Mars

Flyby

Mission

Duration

Days

m_m

Resupply
Period

Months

6

6

Crew

Size

No. of

Men

9

24

Cryogen

Required

Lbs

8,i00

13,5 O0

2,340

No. of

AAP dewar

(@ 2,60

!Ibs 02 ea)

(3.12)

4

(5.2)
6

(0.9)
1

Dewar

L/D

Ratio

1.75

1.75

1.75

Dewar"

41.5

41.5

41.5

Dewar

73.0

73.0

73.0

73.07OO

6 3

13,000

(5.o)
5 1.75 41.5



TABLE 5.i (Cont'd)
CRYOGEN: OXYGEN

OPERATING PRESSURE: 150 PSIA

System

QI/A
o

B/hr-Ft _

.85

.8O

.75

.18

Flow

Rate

Average

Lb/hr

1.87

3.13

0.54

0.775

System

Heat Leak

(Ma )
B/hr

157.5

W_3

42

61

Envir.

Temp.

uF

+75

468

461

-_0

Refrig.

System

Energy

B/hr

470

Refrig-
erator

Wt.

Lbs

100 ea.

Refrig. Dewar

Power Wet

Unit Wt! Wt.

Lbs Lbs

--- 3.050
each

--- 3,050
each

--- 3,050

each

42 ca 3_O50
each

System

Wet

Wt.

Lbs

12,200

18,300

3,050

15,960



CRYOGEN: HYDROGEN

UTILIZATION OF AAP DEWARS

FOR HYDROGEN STORAGE

TABLE _.2

OPERATING PRESSURE: 660 PSIA

Mission

Type

2KW

Ave.
Power

3.17 KW

2 KW

1.59 KW

2 KW

1.19 m_

2 KW

0.8KW

_[ission

Duration

Days

45

45

9o

9o

120

120

180

180

Resupply

Period

Month

Crew

Size

No. of

Men

Cryogen
Required

LBs.

205

326

410

326

550
°

326

820

326

Dewars
AAP@

163 Ibs

H_Ea.
O.

(1.25)
2

(2.0)
2

(2.5)
3

(2.0)
2

(2.0)
2

(5.0)
5

(2.0)
2

Dewar

L/D

Ratio

(1,75)

11

l!

I! •

11

Dewar

O.D.

In.

41.5

Dewar

O.L.

•In.

73.0

I!

" W!

II

I!



•CRYOGEN: HYDROGEN TABLE 5-2 (Cont 'd)

OPERATING PRESSURE: 660 PSIA

System

0_/A
(i_ax)o
B/hr-Ft _

.25

.4O

_166

.197

.121

.145

.O97

.O965

Flow

Rate

Average
Lb/hr

.19

.3O

.19

.15

.19

.113

.19

.075

System
Heat Leak

(Ma_)
B/hr

31

49

31

24.5

3o

18

3o

12

Envir.

Temp.

(oMy)

+50

-15

+i0

-55

-35

-65

-65

Refrig.

System

Energy

B/hr

600

341

1,120

935

1430

57O

Refrig-
erator

Wt.

Lbs

115

105

135

120

130

132

Refrig.
Power

Unit Wt

Lbs

52.8

30.0

98.5

82

126

55

Dewar

Wet

Wt.

Lbs

510 ea

510 ea

510 ea

510 ea

510 es

510 ea I

510 ea

5]0 ea

System
Wet

Wt.

Lbs

1,020

1,020

1,700

1,155

.,274

1,222 ,,

2_806

1,207


